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Tiesheng Wang 
Abstract 
Including guest compounds inside the pores of nanoporous crystalline hosts (e.g. zeolite) is a key 
strategy to post-synthetically functionalise these nanoporous materials over past half a century. It 
yields highly active and stable heterogeneous catalysts as well as robust materials with tuneable 
photoluminescence properties due to geometric/quantum confinement. More recently, metal-organic 
frameworks (MOFs), which are hybrid hosts assembled with metal centres and organic ligands, start 
to be considered for creating host-guest composites. Apart from the aforementioned confinement 
effects, MOFs with diverse chemistries as hosts can give rise to a variety of host-guest interactions 
in these composite systems. It is, however, challenging to investigate these MOF-guest systems due 
to small MOF pore dimensions, MOF instability, poor guest loading control and limitations in guest 
characterisations. 
The thesis explores three different MOF-guest systems covering their preparation, 
characterisation as well as some unusual behaviour owing to MOF-guest interactions and/or 
confinement effects. The first system is incorporating electrically conducting poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) into a Zn2(1,4-ndc)2(dabco) (1,4-ndc = 1,4-
naphthalenedicarboxylate, dabco = 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane) [PEDOT@Zn2(1,4-ndc)2(dabco)], 
which turned the electrically insulating MOF into a semiconducting composite. The formation of 
nanostructured PEDOT by removing the MOF from the PEDOT@Zn2(1,4-ndc)2(dabco) is also 
demonstrated. 
The success in MOF-PEDOT system preparation is the motivation to expand the synthesis 
to forming inorganic guests (the second system). Thermodynamically favourable solid/solution 
phases of inorganic compounds, which relate to electrochemical potential and pH, are considered to 
choose reaction agents and conditions to form desired guests. The application of the concept to the 
synthesis of MOF-RuO2 catalysts (RuO2@MOF-808-P), where the confined RuO2@MOF-808-P has 
exceptionally high activity for CO oxidation compared to unconfined RuO2 with poor activity at low 
temperatures (≤150 °C) is demonstrated. 
In the final system, guest-induced metamorphosis by carbonising the MOF-guest composites 
made of HKUST-1-type MOFs and thiomolybdates is unveiled. With implications for the 
transformation mechanisms, MOF- and guest-dependent morphology of the carbonised products are 
shown. The carbonised product based upon HKUST-1(Cu) and thiomolybdate was also 
demonstrated as lithium-ion battery anode. 
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Chapter 1: Scope and Outline 
The term “host-guest chemistry” is often used to describe the supramolecular complexes 
with guest molecules included.1 In porous materials, host-guest systems are also very 
common, where the porous materials serve as the hosts to accommodate a range of guest 
moieties in the pore (i.e. inclusion chemistry).2–5 The as-formed host-guest systems can be 
vividly described as “ship in a bottle” systems (Figure 1.1), where the bottle represents a 
pore in the porous host and the ship refers to a guest entity within the pore.4–9 In this thesis, 
metal-organic frameworks (MOFs),10–16 as an important family of nanoporous materials, is 
focused as the host for the host-guest system (i.e. MOF-guest system). For simplicity, the 
expression “guest@MOF” will be used to denote a specific MOF-guest system, where “@” 
means “within the pore of”. 
 
Figure 1.1 Personal work based on the ship Black Pearl in Davy Jones’ bottle in Pirates of the 
Caribbean. Reprinted from ref. 17 made by Conflig (Copyright 2017 blenderartists.org) under a 
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License (CC BY-NC-
SA 3.0). 
Nanoporous materials are porous materials with typical pore dimension from sub-
nm to sub-micron. Host-guest systems based on nanoporous materials can yield highly 
active and stable heterogeneous catalysts3,4,24,25,8,9,18–23 as well as robust photo/electro-
luminescence materials3,26–28. These are contributed by encapsulation-enabled guest 
stabilization and confinement-induced guest property change. Although inorganic 
nanoporous crystals and MOFs share some key features (i.e. 3-directional framework and 
controlled pore structure), MOFs have a much broader selection of building blocks. MOFs’ 
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diverse chemistries enable tuneable pore microenvironments, controllable pore sizes (for 
both cavity and aperture) and further framework functionalization.8 Therefore, further 
interactions between MOFs and guests in the MOF-guest systems become even more 
attractive. This is the major driving force of this PhD research. As brief summary, key 
motivations to explore host-guest systems based on MOFs are: 
(i) geometric confinement, i.e. guest materials could be kept small (sub-nm to 
nm regime); 
(ii) quantum confinement, i.e. the insulating MOF hosts could effectively act as 
finite potential wells to confine the electron structure of the guests, which 
could be potential experimental platforms to study “particle in finite-walled 
box”.28 
(iii) above-mentioned MOF-guest interactions; 
(iv) pushing the synthesis and characterisation limits in nanoscience.  
Note that although the behaviours of small molecules inside MOF are also 
considered by applications such as MOF-based gas storage29–31, separation31,32, sensing33,34 
and drug delivery35–38, there is a conceptual difference between these applications and study 
about  MOF-guest systems. The major research object of the above-mentioned applications 
is MOF whereas that of the host-guest research is the MOF-guest composites which can be 
regarded as a new category of materials derived from MOF.  
 Apart from the overall backgrounds and concepts of MOFs and host-guest systems 
based on the MOFs, the Introduction (Chapter 2) also mentions several important points 
covering the pore and stability of the MOFs as well as the preparation methods and 
challenges of the MOF-guest systems. Chapter 3 covers general methodology for the 
experiments. Chapters 4-6 focuses on three case studies of MOF-guest systems: a 
polymer@MOF and its MOF-templated derivative (Chapter 4), oxides@MOFs design and 
preparation (Chapter 5), and carbonized thiomolybdates@MOFs (Chapter 6). In Chapter 5, 
CO oxidation catalysis performances of oxides@MOFs are evaluated; some carbonized 
products in Chapter 6 are tested as anodes for lithium-ion battery.   
Chapter 2 
Introduction 
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Chapter 2: Introduction 
2.1 Host-Guest Systems with Nanoporous Crystalline Hosts: Before the 
Age of MOF 
The study about host-guest systems using nanoporous materials as the hosts was initiated as 
a consequence of the accidental discovery of zeolite in 1756 by the Swedish mineralogist 
and chemist, Baron Axel Fredrik Cronstedt.2 He used the term “zeolite” based on Greek 
(“ζέω-λίθος” meaning “boil-stone”) to describe the rock (stilbite) which can produce a large 
amount of water steam after heating. In fact, the water is the “guest” resided in the zeolite 
“host”. Zeolite was later used to describe a family of nanoporous silica (a.k.a. zeotypes) 
which are constructed by Si/Al-O building blocks. The typical dimension of the 
nanoporosity for zeolite is 3-20 Å.2  
Since the late 1960s, nanoporous silica materials have experienced a significant 
development.2 After the late 1980s, the entire category of open-framework inorganic 
materials expanded rapidly covering aluminosilicates, phosphates, chalcogenides, halides, 
nitrides, and oxides.39 One major driving force is that they usually have a high porosity as 
well as high specific surface area (i.e. surface area per unit mass).2 Such features make them 
particularly attractive as an adsorbent for small chemical species (e.g. gas molecules) and 
catalysts for hydrocracking in petroleum refining.2,40  
Guest immobilization in the nanoporous hosts was initially introduced in the 1970s 
for heterogeneous catalysis with improved high-activity retention (e.g. Pt in zeolite for 
hydroisomerization)41 and selectivity. Since the 1990s, forming guest entities inside 
tridirectional, open-porous hosts have become a popular topic. These hosts can keep the 
catalyst highly dispersed, minimise thermal sintering and screen out large unwanted reagents 
for small-molecule reactions.2,18 The electronic and photoluminescent aspects of host-guest 
nanocomposites were also investigated by solid-state physicists later in the 20th century, due 
to the realisation of quantum confinement. Nanoporous crystalline hosts were chosen not 
only to provide the confinement to the guests, typically inorganic semiconducting 
compounds and organic conductors/dyes but also to influence the guest surface states, inter-
guest interaction, and effective charge carrier behaviours.3,28     
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2.2 Brief Introduction to MOF 
The concept of MOF is quite self-explanatory – a framework built by metal-based and 
organic moieties. To achieve the structural periodicity (i.e. crystallinity), metal-containing 
clusters (a.k.a. nodes) are interconnected by organic/inorganic ligands (a.k.a. linker) as 
briefly illustrated in the embedded schematic diagram in Figure 2.1. Both clusters and 
ligands are so-called secondary building units (SBUs). So far, several leading MOF groups 
have summarized many aspects of MOFs into literature.10–16 
Although the construction of metal-organic crystals (or coordination polymers) can 
be traced back by more than half a century [when Kinoshita and Saito et al.42 reported the 
periodic covalent structure of bis(adiponitrilo)copper(I) nitrate in 1959], it is actually until 
early 1990s scientists start to seriously explore/design MOFs.12,43–48 A part of the reasons 
for such “renaissance” owes to the better understanding in metal-organic coordination 
chemistry (e.g. metallo-catenanes49 and metal-organic polyhedra50, MOP, a.k.a. metal-
organic cages) and reticular chemistry12,16. In fact, some of the early MOFs were built to 
construct the periodically ordered networks of MOPs.43,47 More recently,  many MOFs with 
complicated structures can be understood and categorised using MOPs as more basic 
building units.11,51 Another significant driving force for the development of MOFs, similar 
to their aforementioned inorganic analogue, is the intrinsic open porosity found in many 
MOFs, which contributes to the high specific surface area (area per unit mass) and enables 
the impregnation of guest species.10,12 The porous nature of many MOFs is revealed by a 
complimentary name of MOF, “porous coordination polymer (PCP)”14, which emphasizes 
the significance of porosity and coordination nature rather than the crystallinity. In fact, as 
raised by Férey15, the development of MOF can be regarded as the progress towards the 
hybridization of the inorganic crystalline porous materials. 
Due to the broad selection of chemistries for MOFs, a large variety of MOFs have 
been discovered or predicted with diverse topologies and pore architectures.12,16,52 In 2016, 
the estimated number of MOFs exceeded 70,000 (Figure 2.1).52 Meanwhile, the pore 
dimension (i.e. pore aperture size, detailed in Section 2.3) of MOFs can be bigger than 
inorganic nanoporous materials in general and approaches 100 Å.12 Amongst the synthesized 
MOFs, there are a number of them have been widely known and extensively investigated, 
such as MOF-553, ZIF-854, HKUST-155, UiO-6656 and NU-100057, owing to various reasons, 
such as low cost and easiness of preparation. MOFs constructed with light organic molecules 
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can have much larger specific surface area than their inorganic analogues. Meanwhile, the 
well-controlled MOF frameworks can be superior to many activated porous carbons with 
random pores, particularly for applications requiring high pore regularity, such as gas 
separation.12,14 With outstanding features as a category of porous materials, MOFs have been 
developed for numerous applications, such as gas storage and separation31,32,58, 
catalysis9,59,60, sensing34,61 and drug delivery38,62. 
 
Figure 2.1 A roadmap of MOF entries in the Cambridge structural database (CSD). The 
schematic illustration in the middle shows how a MOF is assembled by an SBU and organic linker. 
The figure is reproduced from the work by Moghadam and Fairen-Jimenez et al. with permission 
from ref. 52 (Copyright 2017 American Chemistry Society). 
Unlike inorganic frameworks usually with high rigidity, the frameworks for MOFs 
can be more flexible and dynamic. Many organic linkers can have some degree of bending 
and/or rotation flexibility; the interpenetrating or layered networks can exhibit mutual 
displacements.63 Those degrees of freedom bring MOFs with three outcomes as summaries 
by Kitagawa et al.14,63: frameworks undergoing irreversible collapse or deformation after 
guest removal (1st generation), rigid and robust frameworks (2nd generation) and frameworks 
experiencing revisable structural transformation/alteration upon external stimuli (e.g. guest 
impregnation) (3rd generation). MOF’s structural flexibility enables guest species with 
similar or even larger dimensions than the aperture of MOF’s pore (detailed in Section 2.3) 
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to be incorporated into the preformed MOF. In parallel, some known guest-induced 
structural responses can be used to verify the inclusion of guests. 
The presence of pores that are accessible is essential for guest formation. Therefore, 
in the following two sections, two concepts, namely pore, and stability with regards to MOF 
are introduced. 
2.3 MOF’s Pores 
 
Figure 2.2 MOFs with different pore geometries: (a) BUT-8(M) contains the 0D cavity (light 
blue) and paralleled 1D channel (light green). The figure is reproduced from the work by Chen et 
al. with permission from ref. 64 (Copyright 2017 Nature Publishing Group). (b) A schematic 
illustration for the 0D cavity showing the cavity diameter (i.e. cage size) and opening aperture size 
(i.e. window size). The figure is reproduced from the work by Yang et al. with permission from 
ref. 65 (Copyright 2015 John Wiley and Sons). (c) A schematic diagram for 2D layered MOF 
showing interlayer spaces. The figure is reproduced from the work by Doonan et al. with 
permission from ref. 66 (Copyright 2014 The Royal Society of Chemistry). (d) Two types of cavity 
(red and yellow) contained in a DUT-67 unit cell. The figure is reproduced from the work by 
Senkovska et al. with permission from ref. 67 (Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society). (e) 
Intersecting channels (blue) along <100> in a DUT-67 unit cell. 
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MOF’s pore generally refers to the vacant space inside the MOF. Similar to inorganic 
zeolites, the MOFs (excluding MOF glass) are crystalline thus have well-controlled pore 
with respects to both size and location within the crystal.12,14 Common basic geometries of 
the pore are zero-dimensional (0D) cavity (a.k.a. cage, Figure 2.2a, bottom) and one-
dimensional (1D) channel (Figure 2.2a, bottom). As a less frequent case, layered MOFs 
made with two-dimensional (2D) metal-organic network stacking are sometimes regarded 
as MOFs with 2D layered pores (Figure 2.2c).14,66 
There are two critical dimensions for a 0D cavity in an open-porous MOF, namely 
cavity diameter (a.k.a. cage size) and opening aperture size (a.k.a. window size) as shown 
in Figure 2.2b. For a guest moiety inside the MOF’ cavity, the cavity diameter (assuming 
the cavity is spherical) limits the maximum size of the guest that can be accommodated; the 
aperture size restricts the maximum size of a compound that can migrate in and out the cavity. 
Similarly, for the 1D channel, guest species that are smaller than its diameter is allowed to 
be loaded in the channel. Nonetheless, the cross-sectional diameter along the channel’s 
length may not be the same. In many cases, the channel originates from the periodically 
formed cavities interconnecting each other, e.g. the channel along <100> (in blue, Figure 
2.2e) in DUT-6767 comes from the connection of opening primary cavities (in red, Figure 
2.2d). Therefore, two typical cross-sectional diameters similar to the case of a 0D cavity 
should be considered. Furthermore, channels constructed by 0D cavities with apertures 
along multiple directions are likely to intersect other channels (Figure 2.2e) forming three-
dimensional (3D) channels.14  
2.4 MOF’s Stability  
MOFs are metastable. Hence, MOF’s stability is one of the primary concerns for MOF-
based applications and MOF’s post-synthetic modifications.12,13,68–71 Although MOFs may 
suffer from all kinds of external stimuli, four aspects of stability are mostly considered: 
chemical stability, thermal stability, mechanical stability, and hydrothermal stability. 
Generally, a MOF is considered stable if it remains its structure [through e.g. X-ray 
diffraction (XRD)], porosity (through e.g. N2 adsorption) and chemistry [through e.g. 
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), Raman spectroscopy and energy-
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS)]. Note that the results from the above-mentioned 
characterisations focus on the qualitative determination of MOF’s stability. Therefore, 
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MOFs with only slight degradation is often indistinguishable from the perfectly stabilized 
MOFs.  
MOF’s chemical stability refers to its endurance in the external chemical 
environment, e.g. solvents. It is often related to the bonding stability between the metal-
containing cluster and the organic linker. Water (in liquid or gas form) stability is one of the 
most crucial subsets of the chemical stability, as water is commonly presented in most of 
the MOF-related applications. MOF degradation in aqueous systems (e.g. hydrolysis) can 
be accelerated by a change in pH. At low pH (in acid), the organic linkers can leave the 
structure by reprotonation; at high pH (in base), the metal-containing cluster can also detach 
from the framework by forming more stable hydroxide or hydrate. Numerous commonly 
used MOFs with known water stability are summarized by Howarth et al.13 (Figure 2.3).  
 
Figure 2.3 Stability of a selection of MOFs against acid or base in aqueous system 
summarized by Howarth et al.13. The figure is reproduced from their recent review on MOF’s 
stability with permission from ref. 13 (Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group). Please refer to 
the original article for further details. 
The strength of chemical bonds between the building units is also very critical for 
MOF’s thermal stability.71 In parallel, the bonding strength within the metal-containing 
cluster and the organic linker is equally important. At sufficiently high temperatures, a MOF 
can suffer both node-linker bond breaking/rearrangement (e.g. phase transformation72, 
amorphization73 or melting74) and chemical degradation within the building units 
(dehydration, dehydrogenation, calcination or carbonization75–84).  
Since inorganic-organic hybridized MOF is generally softer than the inorganic 
nanoporous materials, MOF is more vulnerable to the external pressure.85–87 The excess 
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amount of applied loading may cause irreversible phase change, pore collapse, and even 
amorphization to a MOF.13 Unlike above-mentioned stabilities related to a single external 
stimulus, hydrothermal stability is assessed under a more complicated environment 
combining the presences of water, high temperature and, sometimes, high pressure. Such 
condition is often closer to that for real applications and post-synthetic modifications.  
2.5 MOF-Guest Systems and Derivatives 
 
Figure 2.4 The state-of-the-art of MOF-based Composites: materials being incorporated and 
their distributions in the MOF matrix. Host-guest systems based on MOFs is shown as “within 
the pore” arrangement in the figure. The figure is reproduced from the recent review written by Li 
et al. with permission from ref. 8 (Copyright 2017 The Royal Society of Chemistry). 
Incorporating materials in MOF matrix to form MOF-based composites has been extensively 
developed (Figure 2.4). For further details about the state-of-the-art of MOF-based 
composites, numerous reviews are available.8,9,88–93 Loading guest entities inside MOF’s 
pore (e.g. cavity and/or channel) to form host-guest systems (i.e. MOF-guest systems or 
MOF-guest composites), which is shown as “within the pore” structure arrangement, is one 
major subset of MOF-based composites. The concept is transferred from the host-guest 
systems based on inorganic nanoporous crystals (e.g. zeolites) due to the parallelism 
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between the inorganic and metal-organic porous frameworks, e.g. tridirectional and open 
porous.8,9,21,22,27  
In general, materials with high surface energy are thermodynamically unfavourable. 
Therefore, the instability of MOFs is inevitably contributed by their ultra-high surface area. 
Guests incorporation (e.g. solvents in the as-synthesized MOFs) can effectively stabilise the 
MOFs by mitigating the surface energy penalty, particularly for the 1st generation MOF 
(categorized by Kitagawa et al.14,63). In order to synthesize MOF-guest systems that are 
energetically feasible, the change in surface/interface energy should be briefly considered.94 
This includes any significant non-bonding interactions (e.g. hydrophobicity), hydrogen 
bonding and chemical bonding between MOFs and guests. Furthermore, if the driving force 
for the growth of guests exceeds the bonding strength within the MOFs, the oversize guests 
can impinge the MOF pores leading to structure partial collapse.  
 
Figure 2.5 Publication statistics about “host guest MOF” provided by Web of Science 
in September 2018.95 
At the beginning of the 21st century, development of MOF-guest systems started 
soon after the extensive research about MOFs. The publication about “host guest MOF” is 
experiencing a steady growth since 2006 (Figure 2.5). As an early stage exploration, 
organometallic compounds were directly incorporated in MOF by Fisher et al.96–98 via 
solvent-assisted or solvent-free vapour-phase impregnation. These organometallic 
compounds then serve as the precursors to form metals and metal oxides in MOF to form 
metal@MOF and oxide@MOF composites.9,21,22,99,100 Similar to guest@zelite systems, the 
MOF matrix can effectively immobilize the guest compounds and prevent 
agglomeration/fusion.8,22 Such metal/oxide nanostructure stabilization is found to be useful 
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for heterogeneous catalysis where the high active surface is favoured.8,9,21,22 Apart from 
metal and oxide guests, GaN@MOF has also been prepared.99  
 
Figure 2.6 Controllable polymeric guests in polymer@MOF systems. The figure is reproduced 
from the review contributed by Uemura and Kitagawa et al. with permission from ref. 101 
(Copyright 2009 The Royal Society of Chemistry).  
In parallel to the impregnation of organometallics for guest@MOF synthesis, other 
catalytically active moieties such as metallorganic molecules9,22 and polyoxometalates 
(POMs)102 have been loaded in MOF as a way to heterogenize the homogeneous catalysts, 
e.g. Eddaoudi et al. encapsulated a porphyrin in a zeolite-like MOF to catalyse cyclohexane 
oxidation.103 The MOF hosts have been found not only to stabilise the active guests but 
sometimes also enhance the catalytic activity.8,22 For more comprehensive overviews about 
MOF-guest systems for catalysis, the author recommends numerous reviews covering this 
topic.7,22,59,60,89,1049 Besides catalysis, the impregnation of large organic molecules in MOFs 
has drawn a substantial amount of attention by groups interested in tuneable 
optics/photoluminescence27,105–107. The photo-stability, non-linear properties and 
luminescent properties of MOFs, therefore, become important. The tuneable luminescent 
properties in MOF-guest composites have also been explored for guests made with quantum 
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dots.8,88,89,100,108 Additionally, development of MOF-polymer systems (i.e. polymer@MOF) 
led by Uemura and Kitagawa et al.92,101,109 are towards the controlled polymerization inside 
MOFs. So far, using MOF’s nanochannel to control molecular weight, stereostructure, and 
monomer sequence have been either proposed and/or realised (Figure 2.6).92,101,109–111 
MOFs can also serve as removable templates to form free guest nanostructures after 
recovery, as some MOFs can be removed (e.g. via dissolution) under mild conditions. Such 
template-assisted guest nanostructure formation has been used in oxide@MOF112,113 (a.k.a. 
nano-casting) and polymer@MOF systems114–116. Meanwhile, the metal-organic nature of 
MOFs enables the formation of oxides (via calcination) or carbon-based (via carbonisation) 
derivatives at elevate temperatures.80–84,117–121 Although MOFs’ calcined or carbonised 
derivatives have been extensively developed for energy storage and catalysis, fewer 
examples can be found for MOF-guest composites.122 
2.6 MOF-Guest Systems Preparation 
If the guest materials were predetermined, to experimentally prepare MOF-guest systems, 
several factors should be considered, including MOF stability (e.g. thermally and 
chemically), MOF pore size (particularly aperture size), functional group on MOF ligand, 
guest stability, guest size (particularly the longest dimension), functional group on guest and 
other physical properties of guest (e.g. boiling point). Several reviews have covered the 
general strategies to prepare the MOF-guest systems.8,9,91,123  
 
Figure 2.7 Common approaches to obtain MOF-guest composites. The figure is modified from 
the work contributed by Li et al. with permissions from ref. 8,124 (Copyright 2014 and 2017 The 
Royal Society of Chemistry). 
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 If guests were smaller or similar to the MOF aperture size, direct impregnation 
(Figure 2.7a) is a preferable approach due to its simplicity. Guests that are mobile (large 
diffusion, e.g. liquid or gas) can be adsorbed by MOFs. For the gaseous guests, several well-
established vapour-phase deposition methods [e.g. chemical vapour deposition (CVD)91,94 
and atomic layer deposition (ALD)125] have been adopted. To achieve the mobile states of 
guests, heating up the guests are often necessary during the direct impregnation. Therefore, 
reasonable thermal and high-temperature chemical stability are required for MOFs. If (i) the 
melting or boiling points of guests were higher than the highest temperature MOFs can 
endure or (ii) guests can decompose easily by heating, then alternative direct impregnation 
methods (e.g. solid grinding or solvent assisting) should be considered.91 However, 
mechanical mixing can damage the MOF structure leading to amorphization;85–87 solvent-
assisting impregnation is often restricted by the guest solubility and influenced by different 
MOF-guest (i.e. solute) and MOF-solvent interactions thus yielding low and less controlled 
loading concentration.9 More recently, direct impregnation was also reported for guests 
much larger than the MOF’s apertures. This was achieved by opening the aperture via 
temporary linker detachment to allow the guest migration and restoring the MOF structure 
after guest impregnation.126,127 
 Nonetheless, the most preferred strategy to incorporate large guests is precursor 
impregnation followed by the guest formation inside the MOF pore (Figure 
2.7b).8,9,21,22,91,123,124 It is also known as “ship-in-a-bottle synthesis”9 due to its significance 
for the ship-in-a-bottle system preparation. Since precursors are also effectively small guests, 
precursor impregnation is essentially the same as the aforementioned direct guest 
impregnation. Metal or oxide guests can be formed via decomposition, photochemical and 
redox reactions; polymer guests are synthesized through polymerization reactions.8,9 To 
improve the guest placement in MOFs (i.e. more uniform distribution), precursors can be 
immobilized on the MOFs by chemical grafting124,128,129 or electrostatic interactions130,131 
(Figure 2.7c). Functionalizing MOFs with precursors, however, only work for a small 
fraction of MOFs with special chemistries (e.g., building blocks with functional groups or 
electrical charge).   
Besides post-synthetic modifications, where MOFs are formed prior to guest loading,   
MOF-guest systems can also be prepared by one-pot synthesis (Figure 2.7d).132,133 During 
this synthesis, MOFs can lock the guests within its framework during the growth. However, 
since guests can agglomerate particularly for those without physical hindrance (e.g. steric or 
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electrostatic), they usually cannot be accommodated inside MOF pores. Instead, MOFs will 
grow around the guest moieties forming yolk-shell or core-shell MOF-based composites 
(Figure 2.4).8 
2.7 Current Challenges for MOF-Guest Research 
Although several general strategies to prepare MOF-guest systems have been established, 
experimental research about the MOF-guest systems is still considered to be 
challenging.8,9,21,27 Therefore, the field maintains its attractiveness with large publication 
proportion (> 20%) in top chemistry and materials science journals as analysed by Web of 
Science in September 2018 on the topic “host guest MOF”95 (6.17% in Journal of the 
American Chemical Society, 4.87% in Angewandte Chemie, 2.92% in Chemical 
Communications, 2.60% in Chemistry of Materials, 2.27% in Chemical Science and 1.62% 
in Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters). 
 According to Corma et al.9 and Li et al.8, there are four major challenges in MOF-
guest preparation, namely pore size, MOF stability, control of loading and characterisation 
of guests inside MOFs.  
Pore size: MOFs have small apertures. The typical aperture diameter of MOF (without 
MOF-MOF interpenetration8,12) is 5-20 Å (though some MOF can have aperture as large as 
~ 100 Å). The small aperture inevitably restricts the guest size for direct impregnation and 
the precursor size for ship-in-a-bottle synthesis. Therefore, chemicals that are used for bulk 
synthesis and particle synthesis in free systems often cannot work for the guests. 
MOF stability: As mentioned in Section 2.3, MOFs are generally considered to have poor 
stability. Therefore, chemicals (e.g. precursor, solvent and redox reagent) and conditions 
(e.g. temperature and pressure) applied to prepare MOF-guest systems are likely to damage 
the framework.8,12 To minimize the risk of MOF degradation during guest incorporation, the 
MOF candidate should be carefully selected based available stability data from the literature 
and/or simple experiments. Furthermore, characterizations (e.g. XRD) are necessary to 
confirm the presence of MOFs after the MOF-guest formation. Additionally, MOF stability 
will also influence further exploration on MOF-guest application. For a MOF-guest with 
poor MOF stability, the derivative of the MOF-guest (via e.g. carbonization) is considered 
for applications. 
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Control of loading: Here, the control refers to location/distribution (relative to the MOF), 
precise composition (i.e. identity and purity), structure (e.g. crystalline or amorphous) and 
morphology of the as-formed guests.4,8,12 At this stage, there are two major challenges to 
control the guest location/distribution: (i) to achieve homogeneous distribution and (ii) to 
ensure the guests can only form inside the MOF rather than depositing a significant fraction 
on the MOF surface. Although chemically grafting the MOF with guests or precursors 
(mentioned in Section 2.5) can effectively solve the distribution dilemma, the strategy only 
applicable to the MOFs with additional functionality. 
MOF-guest characterisation: Although there are numerous techniques known to find out 
the chemistry and structure information for host-guest systems based on nanoporous 
materials,4,9 it is still a challenge to characterise MOF-guest systems owing to (i) small guest 
size (e.g. 2 nm in diameter), (ii) poor MOF host stability, and (iii) signal interference from 
the MOF host. Powder XRD is a common tool to check the presence of a crystalline 
compound but it often fails to find the guests, which has been attributed to the small 
cluster/particle size.9 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is capable to directly 
visualise the guest clusters/nanoparticles.134 The electron beam from TEM, however, may 
damage the MOFs which can be revealed by the coarsened guests.9 Furthermore, 
spectroscopy techniques (e.g. FTIR, Raman, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and 
terahertz) can provide some indirect evidences about the guests, significant signal 
interference sometimes occurs which increase the uncertainty of the measurements. 
2.8 Vision and Objectives of the Thesis 
Motivated by the aforementioned geometric confinement, quantum confinement, MOF-
guest interaction, and recent advancement in synthesis and characterisation in nanoscience 
and MOFs, there are three major objectives for each project covered in the thesis: 
(i) To improve the existing MOF-guest preparation methods or to develop novel 
approaches for this challenging area. 
(ii) To explore the novel aspects about influence of MOF or guest on each other, 
which is associated with nanoconfinement and MOF-guest interaction. 
(iii) To develop novel functional materials based on MOF-guest systems for several 
applications including energy storage and heterogeneous catalysis.   
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These objectives are built into the recent development of host-guest chemistry (or 
inclusion chemistry). The host, however, is shifting from pure inorganic to metal-organic 
hybrid systems. With more diverse chemistries for both host and guest, novel physics, 
chemistry and materials science are expected. Hence, the ultimate goal is to provide an 
experimental and theoretical foundation for MOF-based host-guest systems potentially for 
a range of discoveries and applications.  
  
Chapter 3 
General Methodology 
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Chapter 3: General Methodology 
3.1 MOF Synthesis 
Stock and Biswas have provided a fairly comprehensive review about the synthesis of 
MOFs.135 The most popular approach involves the mixing of reaction reagents (i.e. metal 
salts and organic linkers) with controlled temperatures. Solvents, such as DMF, ethanol, 
methanol and water, are usually added for the synthesis.135 Additionally, structure-directing 
agents (e.g. benzene136 and organic amines137) and additives (or modulators)138,139 have been 
used to control the pore structure and crystal morphology respectively.140–142 Although 
numerous MOFs have been successfully prepared at room temperature, elevated 
temperatures (typically between 50 °C and 150 °C) are often applied. To provide additional 
pressure to assist the MOF formation, the reaction can take place in sealed containers such 
as Teflon-lined autoclaves (for a typical solvothermal reaction) and borosilicate reaction 
bottles with screw caps. As complementary methods, microwave radiation, electrochemistry, 
mechanochemistry and ultrasonication have been reported to prepare MOFs.135  
 Activation is an important process for open-porous MOFs to achieve high pore 
volume by removing the entrapped solvent molecules.143 Apart from the conventional 
activation method, which involves either direct heating or solvent exchange followed by the 
thermal treatment under vacuum or inert gas, supercritical CO2 exchange, freeze-drying and 
chemical treatment (e.g. acid wash) are also used.  
 In this thesis, MOFs were prepared in solvents (e.g. DMF, water or ethanol) at 
controlled temperatures. Additives (e.g. formic acid) are sometimes added to achieve the 
desired structure. The reactions took place either in sealed containers (i.e. Teflon-lined 
autoclaves or borosilicate reaction bottles) or in the round-bottom flask under reflux. The 
as-synthesized MOFs were activated by solvent exchange and a sequential thermal treatment 
under vacuum or inert gas.  
3.2 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 
X-ray refers to the electromagnetic radiation with wavelength roughly between 0.1 Å and 
100 Å, which falls into the similar spatial range to the interatomic distance of materials.144 
When the X-ray enters into a material, it can be scattered by the electrons of the atoms within 
the material. X-ray diffraction occurs when the scattered X-rays from coherent source (no 
change in wavelength) form constructive interferences, i.e. amplitudes of X-rays add 
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together due to the phase separation of integer numbers of the wavelength.144,145 Taking the 
scattering from two adjacent lattice planes as an example (shown in Figure 3.1a), 
constructive interference takes place when: 
nλ = 2dsinθ                                          Equation (3.1) 
where, n is an integer number, λ  is the wavelength, d is the interplanar space and θ 
corresponds to an angle between the incident beam and the diffracted beam which is 
indicated in Figure 3.1a. The diffraction due to constructive interference can therefore be 
summarised by Bragg’s Law: 
nλ = 2dℎ𝑘𝑙sinθℎ𝑘𝑙                                   Equation (3.2) 
where, h, k and l are the integer numbers to describe a family of lattice planes (a.k.a. Miller 
indices).145 
 
Figure 3.1 Basics for X-ray diffraction: (a) constructive interference from two adjacent lattice 
planes and (b) schematic powder X-ray diffractometer set-up in reflection mode. The figure is 
reproduced with permissions from DoITPoMS144 and Dr M. E. Vickers146 respectively. 
X-rays for diffraction can be generated by bombarding a metal target with 
accelerating electrons produced from a heated tungsten filament. The as-produced X-rays 
contain both a continuous spectrum of X-rays (a.k.a. Bremsstrahlung radiation) and intense 
characteristic radiations with well-defined wavelengths. Cu and Mo are common targets for 
X-ray generation with average wavelengths of 1.5418 Å (Cu Kα) and 0.7107 Å (Mo Kα). 
To achieve a single characteristic X-ray wavelength for diffraction (i.e. minimising 
wavelength-induced information duplication) a filter (screening by radiation adsorption) or 
a monochromator (screening by diffraction) is added. Other methods to achieve 
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monochromatisation include placing Si/W mirrors to enhance the characteristic radiation 
and using detectors with energy discrimination function.146 
The majority X-ray diffraction experiments included in the thesis are powder X-ray 
diffraction (PXRD). The powder form of a crystalline material consists crystals with all 
possible orientations. The X-rays scattered from the same family of lattice plane of different 
crystals can therefore point to different directions. As a result, unlike single-crystal 
diffraction that forms diffraction spots in 2 dimensions, the diffraction pattern for PXRD 
consists rings in 2 dimensions. The continuous diffraction rings are revealed as peaks in 1 
dimension corresponding to the 2θ angles defined by the Bragg’s Law.144 The PXRD 
patterns can be obtained by the diffractometer in reflection mode as shown in Figure 3.1b.  
Since X-rays can penetrate deeper into the samples at higher 2θ angles, controls are 
made to maintain the constant X-ray interaction volume at various 2θ angles during the 
measurements: (i) to prepare sufficiently thin sample on the single-crystal silicon flat-plate 
support and (ii) to keep illumination area unaltered. Samples are also rotated (e.g. 30 
revolutions per minute) to optimise the sampling uniformity.146 
The collected PXRD pattern can be further analysed with refinement methods, 
namely Le Bail, Pawley and Rietveld. The key difference amongst these refinement methods 
are the peak intensity fitting. In Le Bail method, all the peak intensities are pre-set to an 
arbitrary value; as for Pawley refinement, simple mathematical fitting strategies (e.g. least-
squares fitting) are applied to fit the peak intensities. The Rietveld refinement, however, 
fitting the peak intensities based on the structure factor, Fhkl, which is calculated based on i 
atoms in a unit cell:146 
Fℎ𝑘𝑙 =  ∑ 𝑁𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒
[2𝜋𝑖(ℎ𝑥𝑖 +𝑘𝑦𝑖+𝑙𝑧𝑖)]𝑒−𝑀𝑖𝑖                        Equation (3.3) 
where, Ni is site occupancy factor, fi is scattering factor, Mi is thermal parameter. xi, yi and 
zi are coordinates; h, k and l are Miller indices. Essentially, a structural model is required 
for Rietveld refinement.147 
3.3 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) 
Thermogravimetry often refers to a technique investigating the change in weight of a sample 
as a function of temperature.148 In some circumstances, the change in mass of a sample 
versus time is also reported. The relevant thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) can be 
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performed either isothermally (i.e. temperature unaltered) or dynamically (i.e. temperature 
altered). TGA can provide information about several physical and chemical events, 
including vaporisation, sublimation, absorption, adsorption, desorption, chemisorption, 
desolvation, decomposition, oxidation, etc. 
To achieve reasonable TGA results, one needs to have (i) a balance with good 
precision; (ii) a furnace to alter and control the temperature; (iii) a temperature probe to 
monitor the real-time in situ temperature and (iv) a controlled atmosphere.148 The results 
from TGA can be presented not only by weight versus temperature or time but also by rate 
of loss of weight versus temperature (i.e. differential thermogravimetric curve). Here, the 
rate of loss of weight is defined as the change of weight due to the incremental change of 
temperature. 
In this thesis, TGA results were obtained by measuring the weight loss at constant 
heating rate (e.g. 10 ºC/min). Ar is used for thermal decomposition analysis whereas air is 
applied for combustion (oxidation) study. Note that since the thermogravimetry 
measurements are kinetic processes where the characteristic temperatures for the 
physical/chemical phenomena depend on the heating rate, these temperatures can deviate 
from the standard values in the literature.148 
3.4 Gas Adsorption 
By monitoring the amount of gas molecules loaded into open-porous materials information 
about pore structure/size and interior surface area can be obtained.149  The gas adsorption 
characterisations often reply on the physisorption due to weak interactions (e.g. Van der 
Waals attraction) between the adsorbate and the material. Chemisorption may also occur 
during the measurement but is less common. The popular gases used for gas adsorption 
includes N2, Ar, CO2 and Kr. 
 In a typical gas adsorption measurement, the sample is degassed beforehand and then 
exposed to the gas at the critical liquid temperature of the gas. The amount of adsorbed gas 
is measured against incremental change in pressure (i.e. pressure steps) normally increasing 
from the lower end to P0 (the critical pressure for free gas condensation to occur) first then 
dropping back to the low pressures.   
The results are usually presented as an isotherm plot with the normalised quantity of 
gas adsorbed versus relative equilibrium pressure, P/P0. The IUPAC report
150 covers six 
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types of adsorption isotherms for physisorption (shown in Figure 3.2). Amongst these six 
types, the most common and representing types are Type I, II and IV.149 The concave shape 
in Type I isotherm indicates the domination of micropores (pore dimension of less than 2 
nm) where hardly any further adsorption can be achieved after the completion of monolayer 
adsorption. Unlike Type I isotherm, Type II isotherm has a second turning point (inflection) 
at high P/P0, which corresponds to the multilayer adsorption. Type II isotherm is commonly 
found in non-porous or macroporous materials (pore dimension of much larger than 50 nm). 
The key difference between Type I & II isotherms and Type IV isotherm is the presence of 
hysteresis, which comes from capillary condensation of the gas molecules. Type IV isotherm 
are typically associated with the domination of mesopores and small macropores (i.e. pore 
dimension of 2-100 nm).150  
 
Figure 3.2 Common types for physisorption isotherms. The figure is reproduced from the 
review provided by Jaroniec et al. with permission from ref. 151 (Copyright 2001 American 
Chemical Society). The IUPAC standard was first published in ref 150. 
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The most popular method to quantify surface area of the mesoporous samples from 
the gas adsorption experiments is the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) approach152, which is 
considering multilayer adsorption based on the monolayer adsorption model (i.e. Langmuir 
model). The core assumption of BET method is that both gas condensation and multi-
molecular adsorption share the same forces. By equating the rate of condensation on the 
adsorbed layer and the rate of gasification from the layer,149 a linear formula can be achieved 
by plotting 
1
𝑄(
𝑃0
𝑃
−1)
 as a linear function of 
𝑃
𝑃0
: 
1
𝑄(
𝑃0
𝑃
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                                     Equation (3.4) 
where, Q is the specific quantity of N2 adsorbed (cm
3/g), Qm is the specific quantity of N2 
adsorbed to form a monolayer on the sample, P is the applied pressure, P0 is the maximum 
pressure applied, and c is the BET constant. Since Q and 
𝑃
𝑃0
 were experimentally measured, 
Qm can be determined from the slope, 
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, and the y-intercept, 
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 of the linear plot: 
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)
                                            Equation (3.5) 
The specific surface area, S (m2/g), can then be obtained: 
𝑆 =
𝑄𝑚𝑁𝐴𝑠
𝑉
                                                Equation (3.6) 
where, 𝑁𝐴  is Avogadro's number, s is the adsorption cross-sectional area of N2 (0.162 
nm2)153 and V is the molar volume of N2, which is ~22,400 cm
3/mol under standard 
temperature and pressure (STP). Apart from BET model, other theories such as Barrett-
Joyner-Halenda (BJH) theory154 and density functional theory (DFT)155 have been 
developed to assess the surface area and pore distribution.149 
3.5 Some X-Ray Spectroscopy Techniques 
3.5.1 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 
When the sufficiently energetic electromagnetic waves radiate a compound, the 
photoelectrons can be emitted from the sample which is known as the photoelectric effect. 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)156 is a technique to analyse the energy distributions 
of the photoelectrons from X-ray-irradiated materials.157 Similar to the X-ray source for 
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PXRD, the X-rays used for XPS are normally monochromatic (typically Al or Mg Kα 
emissions). The detector is used to collect the kinetic energy spectrum of the emitted 
photoelectrons, where the specific electron kinetic energy can be expressed as Ek. Based on 
energy conservation, the specific electron binding energy, Eb, can be derived: 
E𝑏 = Eℎ𝜈 − E𝜙 − E𝑘                                                  Equation (3.7) 
where, Eℎ𝜈 is the incident X-ray energy and E𝜙 is a correction constant for solid effect (e.g. 
work function). The energy of incident X-rays for XPS ranges from tens of eV to tens of 
keV but the lower end is commonly used due to the easier access to the less powerful X-ray 
sources. Since weak X-rays can only interact with the top a few layers of a compound, XPS 
is widely used to study the surface chemistry of materials. In most circumstances, high or 
ultrahigh vacuum is required to optimise the photoelectron detection, particularly for the 
electrons with low kinetic energy.158 
 XPS can be used to identify the presence of elements in a compound, as each element 
can emit photoelectrons with a set of characteristic kinetic energies which are revealed as 
peaks in the XPS spectrum (signal counts versus binding energy). These energies are 
associated with the electronic configuration of the element.157,158 Furthermore, with the 
support of controlled experiments and available database, XPS can also provide some 
indications about the local bonding environment of the element (i.e. chemical shift).157,158 
Since XPS with weak X-ray sources can hardly characterise the inner part of a bulk sample, 
ion beam can be used to etch away the surface part of the sample thus expose the inner part 
to the incident X-ray. For a sample with poor electric conductivity, flood gun with low-
energy charge carriers (e.g. electron and ion) can be employed to compensate the 
accumulated photoelectrons on the sample surface. 
3.5.2 X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) 
X-ray absorption occurs when a core electron receives sufficient photo-energy to be reach 
the ionisation level. By considering the wave-particle duality, this energetic electron can be 
considered as a wave which can be scattered by the neighbouring atoms. Since this ionisation 
process can last longer than the duration for the scattered waves to be bounced back, the 
superposition between the emitted electron wave and the scattered waves can take place. 
The related wave interferences can be either constructive or destructive, which depends on 
wavelength of the electron, distance between two atoms (the X-ray absorbing atom and a 
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neighbouring atom) and number of orbital electrons in these two atoms.158 Such 
interferences can further influence the X-ray absorption process (i.e. core electrons excited 
to become photoelectrons).  
Since in most cases the inter-atomic distance and the electron number can be 
assumed to be unaltered for a solid-state sample, the interferences will be determined by the 
wavelength of the electron from the ionisation, which carries energy given by the incident 
X-ray. By changing the energy of incident X-ray, an interference-modulated absorption 
spectrum can therefore be produced.158 As a result, an X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) 
spectrum can contains both information about the absorption edge for ionisation and 
numerous absorption maxima and minima in the post-edge regime due to the interferences. 
The relationship between the wavelength of the photoelectron, λ𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛 , and its 
kinetic energy, E𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛, can be expressed by a combination of Planck-Einstein relation and 
de Broglie hypothesis: 
λ𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛 =
ℎ𝑐
E𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛
                                             Equation (3.8) 
where, h is the Planck constant; and c is the speed of light. There are two major techniques 
for XAS analysis, which focus on different E𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛, namely X-ray absorption near edge 
structure (XANES, typically from absorption edge to less than 50 eV above the ionisation 
threshold) and extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS, typically more than 50 eV 
above the ionisation threshold).158 
 
Figure 3.3 2-dimensional wave-form schematics of the photoelectrons for (a) XANES 
technique and (b) EXAFS technique in proximity to the X-ray absorbing atoms and the 
neighbouring atoms. The figure is reproduced from the review written by Guo et al. with 
permission from ref. 158 (Copyright 2009 John Wiley and Sons). 
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Since the XANES technique covers the incident X-rays that are less energetic, the 
corresponding emitted electrons have wavelength often longer than the interatomic distance 
(shown in Figure 3.3a).158 The multiple scattering from neighbour atoms can occur which 
renders the XANES to be more sensitive to the surrounding atom arrangement (e.g. 
geometry of a molecule). Since the absorption edge is solely influenced by the X-ray 
absorbing atom, the XANES can reveal the electronic features (e.g. oxidation state) of the 
X-ray absorbing atom.158 However, it is very challenging to deconvolute the information 
about local atom arrangement from the XANES overall results. In contrast, EXAFS 
considers more energetic excited electrons with wavelength often shorter than the 
interatomic distance (shown in Figure 3.3b).158 This effectively obtains the information with 
predominantly single scattering from the neighbouring atoms, which simplifies the structure 
simulation. Meanwhile, EXAFS can be element specific, as it only contains information 
about the core-level electrons of the X-ray absorbing atom. Hence, EXAFS is a powerful 
technique to reveal the neighbouring atom arrangement with respect to the X-ray absorbing 
atom. Additionally, EXAFS results can be interpreted in real space via spline and 
background subtraction and Fourier transformation, which shows the interatomic distance 
distribution.158 
3.6 Some Electron Microscopy Techniques 
3.6.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Transmission Electron Microscopy 
(TEM) 
To overcome the diffraction limit of optical microscopy which restricts the spatial resolution 
for imaging, electron with short wavelengths (considering wave-particle duality) are used as 
the source in electron microscopy. The electron wavelengths, λ𝑒, can be tuned by changing 
the accelerating voltage of the electron, V𝑒 with a relativistic correction:
159 
λ𝑒 =
1
1+
𝑒V𝑒
2m𝑒𝑐
2
                                                   Equation (3.9) 
where, e is the electron charge and m𝑒 is the effective electron mass. The electron from the 
source (i.e. primary electron) can be generated by either thermionic emission (heating a 
conducting material like tungsten) or by field emission (applying strong electric field on a 
conducting material to trigger electron tunnelling). The as-produced electron is accelerated 
under an electric field to gain additional kinetic energy (i.e. short electron wavelength). Its 
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trajectory is controlled by the electromagnetic lenses under Lorentz force to achieve focus 
on a desired location. There are three major types of aberration that may deteriorate the 
image quality:160 spherical aberration (due to the uncertainty in primary electron spatial 
distribution), chromatic aberration (due to the uncertainty in primary electron energy) and 
astigmatism (due to the instrumentation limit in lens and/or presence of floating particles). 
Apertures can be used to minimise the spherical aberration and chromatic aberration by 
block out the unwanted primary electrons. The astigmatism can be corrected by a 
stigmator.159 
 
Figure 3.4 Figure 3.4 Schematics for (a) SEM and (b) TEM. The figure is reproduced with 
permission from Dr Harald Hagendorfer161. 
 Apart from the specimens being places in different locations in SEM and TEM, 
another key difference between them is that SEM as a set of deflection coils (Figure 3.4a). 
These coils allow the SEM to perform a scanning over the sample surface. SEM mainly 
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detect secondary electron (SE) and backscattered electron (BSE) for imaging.159 SEs with 
low kinetic energy are knocked off by the more energetic primary or scattered electrons from 
the outer shells of the atoms.159 Since the SEs are more easily to lose the kinetic energy for 
escape, only those close to the specimen surface can be detected. Therefore, imagines 
obtained with SEs contain information close to the surface and topography sensitive.162 
BSEs are primary electrons after numerous elastic and inelastic scattering events.159 The 
energy loss during the scattering will depend on the composition of the specimen (i.e. 
element sensitive). Since BSEs are still relatively more energetic than SEs, BSEs further 
beneath the surface can still be detected. As a result, BSE images have information less close 
to the surface with compositional contrast.162  
TEM detects the electrons passing through a sample (Figure 3.4b). Hence, the 
specimen is required to be sufficiently thin and transparent to the primary electrons. Since 
electron carries charge and mass, it can interact strongly with both nuclei and electrons in 
an atom. Its wavelength which is typically 10-12 m enables electron diffraction to occur when 
it goes through the sample. Therefore, the primary electron can either penetrate the specimen 
without being significantly scattered or be diffracted. A TEM image generated from 
undiffracted electrons is called bright-field (BF) image whereas a TEM image made from 
diffracted electrons is referred as dark-field (DF) image.159 The contrast of a TEM image 
can come from mass (composition), thickness, local diffraction property and phase of 
electron waves (more than one beam in use, e.g. high-resolution TEM). Scanning 
transmission electron microscopy (STEM) adopts the scanning function into TEM by 
rearranging the components and adding the scanning coils. As for STEM imaging, apart 
from BF and DF (i.e. annular dark field, ADF) options, high-angle inelastically scattered 
can also be collected for imagining (i.e. high-angular annular dark field, HAADF).163  
3.6.2 Energy-Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS), Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy 
(EELS) and Cathodoluminescence (CL) Spectroscopy 
EDS is a powerful microanalysis unit built into an electron microscope. It can be used to 
determine the presence of elements and relative quantity of the elements and to map the 
elemental distribution over an electron microscopy image.159,164 EDS replies on the 
generation of characteristic and Bremsstrahlung X-rays from the interactions between the 
primary electron and the specimen, which is very similar to the mechanism of X-ray source 
for XRD mentioned in Section 2.2. The characteristic radiations come from the electron 
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transitions between orbits in an atom. These electrons come from the atoms and are excited 
to the outer-shell orbitals by bombardments of electrons with large kinetic energy. Therefore, 
the energy of the generated characteristic X-ray is element dependent.159 In contrast, 
Bremsstrahlung X-rays are mainly produced by the Coulomb scattering of primary 
electrons.159 To detect the generated X-rays, semiconducting materials with p-i-n junction 
(e.g. lithium-doped silicon) are used to convert the received X-rays into electron-hole 
pairs.159 EDS works well for heavy elements but requires sufficient kinetic energy for the 
incident primary electrons to produce the characteristic X-rays.159 Since X-rays can be 
generated by all sorts of electrons with sufficient kinetic energy (e.g. primary electrons, 
secondary electrons and backscattered electrons), the sampling volume for EDS can be quite 
large even with small primary electron beam size. This significantly limits the spatial 
resolution for EDS mapping. 
 An alternative approach to obtain chemical information with an electron microscope 
with improved spatial resolution is EELS, which analyses energy loss of electrons passing 
through the specimen.165,166 The spatial resolution of EELS depends on the electron beam 
size.167,168 It is, however, only available for TEM.169 The energy distribution of as-received 
electrons can be sorted by a magnetic prism which deflects the electrons under a static 
magnetic field. Since the electron energy loss for EELS is mainly associated with the energy 
required for an electron to be knocked off from its shell, the energy loss distribution has 
absorption edges which is also element dependent. Light elements with simpler electron 
energy loss mechanisms usually give rise to sharp and clear absorption edges. Hence, EELS 
works better for light elements.159  
 Similar to EDS, CL spectroscopy analyse the photos emitted from a specimen by 
injecting electrons into it. However, the photo-emission of CL replies on the electron-hole 
recombination, where the electrons are excited by other electrons or photos with much lower 
kinetic energy compared to primary electrons.170 CL coupled with electron microscopy can 
provide high spatial resolution. CL can provide information about the band structure of a 
semiconducting materials. With good control in experiments, CL can also be used for 
compositional or defect mapping.170  
Chapter 4 
Poly(3,4-Ethylenedioxythiophene) 
@MOF (PEDOT@MOF) and 
 Nanostructured PEDOT Derived from It 
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Chapter 4: Poly(3,4-Ethylenedioxythiophene)@MOF (PEDOT@MOF) 
and Nanostructured PEDOT Derived from It 
4.1 Initiations, Collaborations, Outcomes, Research Funding 
The work was carried out as a continuation of Mr June Sang Lee’s MPhil project about 
synthesising polypyrrole@MOF (PPy@MOF) electrochemically but as an independent case 
study led by the author (first-author). When Mr Lee was about to finish his study in 
Cambridge in October 2015, the supervisor of Mr Lee and the author, Dr Stoyan K. 
Smoukov suggested the author to finalise his work. Some initial attempts to 
electrochemically polymerise PPy inside a MOF were not very successful. However, after a 
conversation with the visiting scholar Dr Meisam Farajollahi, the author quickly realised 
that chemically polymerise PEDOT in MOF could be more promising and had not been 
reported before. As a consequence, the project about PEDOT@MOF started after a meeting 
with Dr Smoukov in January 2016. The project was supervised by Dr Stoyan K. Smoukov 
and advised by Prof. Anthony K. Cheetham.   
As close collaborations, the author worked with Dr Meisam Farajollahi from Prof. 
John D.W. Madden’s group (The University of British Columbia) who is an expert in 
PEDOT synthesis and applications and with Dr Sneha R. Bajpe from Prof. Cheetham’s 
group  (University of Cambridge) on MOF synthesis. Prof. Sebastian Henke (Ruhr 
University Bochum) gave good advice on MOF characterisation. He also performed Pawley 
fittings for the powder XRD results collected. Dr Tongtong Zhu (University of Cambridge) 
and the author performed current-voltage measurements with an atomic force microscope 
(AFM) attached with an electrically conducting tip. They also performed 
cathodoluminescence (CL) characterisation together on the samples. Dr Shijing Sun 
(University of Cambridge) characterized the samples’ mechanical properties using 
nanoindentation. Dr Jonathan S. Barnard (University of Cambridge) and the author worked 
on TEM characterisation of the samples. Finally, Dr Suman-Lata Sahonta, Mr David Nicol 
and Mr Simon J. Griggs are acknowledged here for their kind assistance in using Raman 
spectrometer and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Unless stated in the experimental 
and results otherwise the work was accomplished by me.  
The work covered in this chapter was published in Materials Horizons in 2016, which 
was also selected as the Front cover of Materials Horizons (issue 1 in 2017, Figure 4.1).  
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Tiesheng Wang, Meisam Farajollahi, Sebastian Henke, Tongtong Zhu, Sneha R. Bajpe, 
Shijing Sun, Jonathan S. Barnard, June Sang Lee, John D.W. Madden, Anthony K. 
Cheetham, Stoyan K. Smoukov*, Functional Conductive Nanomaterials via 
Polymerisation in Nano-channels: PEDOT in a MOF, doi: 10.1039/C6MH00230G, 
Materials Horizons, 2017, 4 (1), pp 64–71 
Note that this is an open access article published under a Creative Commons 
Attribution (CC-BY) License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution and reproduction 
in any medium, provided the author and source are cited. 
 
Figure 4.1 Front cover of Materials Horizons (issue 1 in 2017, doi: 10.1039/C6MH00230G) to 
promote the work of this chapter. The figure is reproduced with permission (Copyright 2017 The 
Royal Society of Chemistry) 
This project was funded through the European Research Council (ERC) grant (grant 
number: EMATTER 280078) as well as a Discovery Grant from The Natural Sciences and 
Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC). In the period of the project, the author 
was funded by the China Scholarship Council (CSC) and supported by the Engineering and 
Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) Centre for Doctoral Training in Sensor 
Technologies and Applications (EP/L015889/1 and 1566990). Prof. Anthony K. Cheetham 
was supported by the Ras Al Khaimah Centre for Advanced Materials (RAK-CAM). Prof. 
Sebastian Henke was funded by the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation. Dr Shijing Sun 
and Dr Jonathan S. Barnard were supported by the Cambridge Overseas Trust and the Isaac 
Newton Trust, respectively. 
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4.2 Introduction 
MOF’s nano-sized channels and diverse chemistries open the possibility to control the 
molecular weight, stereostructure, monomer sequence and as-polymerised nanostructure of 
polymeric guests (mentioned in Chapter 2.5).101,171–174 Vinyl monomers (e.g. styrene, methyl 
methacrylate, vinyl acetate, divinylbenzene and acrylonitrile), which can form polymer 
simply through free radical polymerisation or co-polymerisation, have been extensively used 
to study the polymer@MOF systems.111,171,175–180 These common structural polymers, 
however, often have no additional functionality, such as electrical conductivity and 
luminescent capability. Conducting polymers, which has delocalised electrons for electrical 
conduction, have also been incorporated in the MOF, such as polypyrrole181,182, poly(N-
vinylcarbazole)183, polyaniline184, polymethylpropylsilane185 and polythiophene174. One of 
the primary interests to prepare polymer@MOF systems is to create a pathway to conduct 
electrons through conducting polymer guests which could improve the MOFs’ conductivity. 
Furthermore, by using MOFs as removable templates, one could obtain nanostructured 
electrically conductive polymers that could be useful for sensor186,187, redox-based 
supercapacitor188 and electrocatalyst189.  
 
Figure 4.2 Chemical synthesis and chemical doping of PEDOT190: (1) EDOT is oxidised by 
oxidants such as Fe3+ forming a cation radical. (2) Two EDOT+ cation radicals join together as a 
dimer cation. (3) The dimer cation is electrically neutralised via deprotonation. (4) By repeating 
step 1-3, a PEDOT n-mer becomes (n+1)-mer via oxidation addition and deprotonation. (5) Ions, 
such as Cl-, can be incorporated into or detach from the polymer reversibly (i.e. chemical doping). 
Such polymer is described as pseudocapacitive polymer, which is the foundation of polymer-based 
pseudocapacitor.191 The figure is reproduced with permission from ref. 189 (Copyright 2007 
American Chemical Society). 
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 In this chapter, the use of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT)192 to make the 
polymer@MOF system was explored. PEDOT [commonly seen as the water-processible 
PEDOT: polystyrene sulfonate (PSS) form] is one of the extensively investigated conducting 
polymers due to its high chemical/electrochemical/thermal stability, biocompatibility, 
electrical conductivity and optical transparency.193,194 However, at the time when the paper 
was published, PEDOT had not been reported for polymer@MOF systems.114 Note 
that Uemura et al.195 also published the preparation for PEDOT@MOF systems almost 
simultaneously. PEDOT can be synthesised from its monomer, 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene 
(EDOT) through oxidative polymerisation either chemically190,196,197 or 
electrochemically198,199. As shown in Figure 4.2, there are two major steps involved in the 
polymerisation reaction, namely oxidation and deprotonation. Oxidizing agents such as 
FeCl3
114 and I2
195 are selected for the oxidation step; Solvent such as water is commonly 
used as the  proton acceptor during the synthesis.200 Alternatively, PEDOT can be obtained 
via an organometallic dehalogenation polycondensation by mixing 2,5-dichloro-3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene with bis(1,5-cyclooctadiene)nickel(0), 2,2’-bipyridyl, and 1,5-
cyclooctadiene.201 However, the monomer, 2,5-dichloro-3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene, needs 
to be synthesised, which brings additionaly complexity to the polymer synthesis. 
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Figure 4.3 Schematic diagrams (software available from http://www.openscad.org/ ) to 
demonstrate the structure of MOFndc and the experimental steps in sequence for the work: 
synthesis of MOFndc on PPy coated stainless steel, chemical polymerization of EDOT in MOFndc 
to form PEDOT-MOF composite (i.e. PEDOT@MOFndc), and formation of nano-PEDOT after 
removing PEDOT. SEM with back-scattered electrons (SEM-BSE) images reveal the 
morphologies of the products at the steps A-C. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons 
Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence (CC BY 3.0) from ref. 114 (Copyright 2017 The Royal Society 
of Chemistry). 
As for the MOF host, Zn2(1,4-ndc)2(dabco)
202 (ndc = 1,4-naphthalenedicarboxylate, 
dabco = 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane), hereafter referred to as MOFndc, was used. As 
shown in Figure 4.3, while the dicarboxylate ligands (i.e. 1,4-ndc, in blue) link to Zn paddle-
wheel units (in red) to form two-dimensional square grids (5.7  Å × 5.7 Å),111,203  these 
layers stack on top each other connected by dabco ligands (in yellow) at the metal nodes.202 
In this way, the assembled squares form paralleled one-dimentional nanochannels. 
Additional, MOFndc and its homologues have been reported to have some degree of 
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structural flexibility with regards to the pore dimensions upon taking up guest molecules.204–
206 
 As a brief outline of experimental, results and discussion of this chapter, the PEDOT-
MOF composite (i.e. PEDOT@MOFndc ) was first prepared on PPy-coated steel substrate. 
The MOF host was then removed chemically to generate the nanostructured PEDOT (i.e. 
nano-PEDOT).  
4.3 Experimental 
Note that unless specified otherwise all the PEDOT@MOFndc and nano-PEDOT are 
on PPy-coated substrate.  
4.3.1 Materials 
HCl (aq, 37 wt%), NaOH (97+%), LiClO4 (99+%), dabco (99+%), zinc nitrate hexahydrate 
[Zn(NO3)2·6H2O, 98+%], DMF (99.8%) and anhydrous FeCl3 (98+%) were purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. PPy (98%) was also ordered from Sigma-Aldrich and 
distilled at ~160 °C before use. Acetonitrile (99.9%) and methanol (99.8%) were purchased 
from Fisher Scientific. 1,4-naphthalenedicarboxylic acid (H2ndc, 99+%) was from Alfa 
Aesar. AISI 403 stainless steel was cut into 10 × 10 mm2 square pieces for the substrates. 
EDOT (99%) was purchased from ACROS Organics™. Additionally, Milli-Q water (17 MΩ) 
was used. 
4.3.2 Electrochemical Coating of PPy on Steel Substrate 
PPy coated was achieved by Dr Meisam Farajollahi and me. PPy was polymerised on the 
steel substrate by electrochemical deposition (i.e. polymerisation). The deposition solution 
initially contains acetonitrile (as solvent), LiClO4 (0.05 M), PPy (0.06 M) and distilled water 
(1 vol%). A piece of stainless-steel mesh served as a counter electrode and the AISI 403 
stainless steel substrate was used as a working electrode. Deposition was performed at -20 
oC by applying a constant current (0.125 mA/cm2) for 8 hours. During the polymerisation 
process, PPy was deposited on the steel substrate. After deposition, the PPy film was rinsed 
with pure acetonitrile for 3 times followed by deionised water. The sample was dried under 
ambient condition. To compare the MOF grown on PPy-coated steel and on bare steel, one 
side of the stainless steel was masked with Kapton© tape during the PPy deposition. The 
tape was then removed to expose the bare steel surface.  
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Figure 4.4 Schematic diagrams for the electrochemical deposition of PPy on the steel 
substrate. A two-probe setup with a working electrode (steel substrate) and a counter electrode (a 
piece of stainless steel mesh) was placed in an acetonitrile solution containing 1 vol% deionized 
water, PPy monomer and LiClO4 as shown on the left. Driven by a constant voltage, 
electrochemical polymerisation of PPy occurred on the working electrode as shown on the right. 
The electrochemical polymerisation of PPy was initialised by June Sang Lee for his MPhil project. 
The method was adopted by Dr Meisam Farajollahi and the author for this work. The figure is 
reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence (CC BY 3.0) from ref. 114 
(Copyright 2017 The Royal Society of Chemistry). 
4.3.3 MOFndc Synthesis 
The use of MOFndc was suggested by Prof. Sebastian Henke. The hydrothermal thesis was 
done by Dr Sneha R. Bajpe and me. MOFndc precursor solution was prepared first by mixing 
0.42 mmol Zn(NO3)2·6H2O, 0.42 mmol ndc and 0.21 mmol dabco with 10 ml DMF. After 
stirring with magnetic stirrer for 10 min, the mixture was filtered. The filtrate solution was 
transferred to a Teflon-lined autoclave. The PPy-coated steel substrate was then immersed 
in the solution. The autoclave was properly sealed and kept at 120 °C for 48 hs in an oven. 
After the oven cooled down naturally to room temperature, the autoclave was opened to 
collect the MOFndc grown on the substrate. The MOF was rinsed with fresh MOF for three 
times and stored in fresh DMF at room temperature.  
4.3.4 Preparing PEDOT@MOFndc 
MOFndc was immersed for 1-2 hrs in methanol to replace DMF in the MOF with methanol. 
It was then dried at 150 °C under nitrogen flow for 1 h. The dried MOFndc was soaked with 
EDOT liquid for 4 hrs to achieve EDOT@MOFndc. To remove the excess EDOT (i.e. 
weakly adsorbed EDOT) on the MOF surface, the EDOT-MOFndc mixture was treated at 
100 °C under nitrogen flow for 1 h.195 The as-prepared EDOT@MOFndc was then immersed 
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in the excess FeCl3 (aq, 1.5 M) for 15 hrs to polymerised the EDOT to form 
PEDOT@MOFndc. After polymerisation the sample was rinsed with methanol for at least 
3 times to remove non-polymerised EDOT, FeCl3 and FeCl2 (reduced from FeCl3) and dried 
under ambient conditions.  
4.3.5 Preparing Nano-PEDOT 
To remove MOFndc template and to isolate nanostructured PEDOT (i.e. nano-PEDOT), 
PEDOT@MOFndc was immersed in HCl (aq, pH ~2) solution for 1 day followed by HCl 
(aq, pH ~4) solution for another day to prevent precipitation of Fe(OH)x as well as to 
gradually remove Zn2 paddle-wheel units and dabco ligands. It was then transferred to 
deionised water for 2 hours followed by NaOH (aq, pH ~12) solution for more than 1 day to 
remove the rest of MOFndc. The sample was eventually rinsed with water and dried under 
ambient conditions. 
4.3.6 Materials Characterisations 
SEM-BSE and SEM-EDS: SEM-BSE images and SEM-EDS mappings were acquired on 
a Phenom ProX Desktop microscope at an accelerating voltage of 5-15 kV for BSE-SEM 
images and 15 kV for EDS mapping.  
SEM with secondary electrons (SEM-SE): SEM-SE images were obtained using a FEI 
Nova NanoSEM™ with a field emission gun and a SE detector at 10 kV acceleration voltage. 
SEM with focused ion beam (FIB): Sample’s cross-sections were prepared with a FEI 
Helios Nanolab SEM/FIB using a FIB and imaged using the in-situ SEM-SE at 10 kV 
acceleration voltage (field emission gun). 
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Figure 4.5 Steps for preparing the TEM sample. The figure is reprinted under a Creative 
Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence (CC BY 3.0) from ref. 114 (Copyright 2017 The 
Royal Society of Chemistry). 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and TEM with electron energy loss 
spectroscopy (TEM-EELS): TEM images and TEM-EELS mappings were collected by Dr 
Jonathan S. Barnard and Tiesheng Wang using 200 kV FEI Tecnai™ F20 with a field 
emission gun. Nano-PEDOT sample was prepared in the following steps (Figure 4.5): 
PEDOT@MOFndc was placed in HCl (aq) followed by NaOH (aq). Those composite with 
PEDOT only formed in some part (mostly close to the surface) of MOF was attacked by the 
acid and the base gradually. Since those semi-formed composites have limited PEDOT 
connection to the substrate, they started to detach from the substrate after the MOF part was 
sufficiently dissolved. The detached material was collected by centrifugation and immersed 
in fresh acid and base respectively to remove the MOF. It was then rinsed with water and 
methanol. The prepared sample was suspended in methanol and loaded on the TEM copper 
grid by drop casting (100 μl).  
Raman spectroscopy: Raman spectra were obtained using a silicon-calibrated Renishaw 
Ramascope-1000 with a 633 nm red laser source. To avoid signal interference from PPy, 
MOFndc, PEDOT@MOFndc and nano-PEDOT were removed from the PPy-coated steel 
substrate and placed on a bare glass (no Raman peaks). Background for the bare glass was 
subtracted for data collection. 
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Powder XRD: Powder X-ray diffraction patterns were collected on a Bruker D8 
ADVANCE with 2θ from 4° to 55° and a step size of 0.05°.  
Conductive AFM: Conductive AFM was used to measure I-V curves by Dr Tongtong Zhu 
and me. The conductive AFM is a Veeco Dimension 3100 with a linear current amplifier 
module with a range from 1 pA to 1µA. The measurement was in contact mode using Pt/Ir-
coated silicon probes. 
SEM-CL: Dr Tongtong Zhu and the author obtained CL spectra and images at 30 kV and 
room temperature in a Philips XL30 SEM equipped with a Gatan MonoCL4™ system. I-V 
curves were measured in the contact mode using Pt/Ir-coated silicon probes on a Veeco 
Dimension 3100 CAFM with a linear current amplifier module with a range from 1 pA to 
1µA. 
Nanoindentation: Nanoindentation was performed by Dr Shijing Sun at ambient conditions 
using an MTS NanoIndenter® XP. A sharp three-sided pyramidal Berkovich indenter (tip 
radius ~100 nm) was aligned normal the MOF. With a dynamic Continuous Stiffness 
Measurement (CSM) mode, as reported in previous work,86,207 Young’s moduli and 
hardnesses were deduced using the Oliver and Pharr method.208 
4.4 Results and Discussion 
4.4.1 Growing MOFndc on PPy-Coated Steel Substrate 
Growing MOF-templated conducting polymer on a conducting substrate can be beneficial 
for characterisation (e.g. easier to handle than the powder and improving sample’s electron 
conductivity for SEM imaging) and potential applications as electrode. The polyaniline 
support method reported by Lu et al.184 was adopted to immobilize the MOFndc on PPy-
coated steel substrate. The hypothesis about the enhanced immobilisation is that there can a 
stronger non-covalent interaction between PPy and organic ligands (i.e. dabco and/or ndc) 
than that between bare steel surface and the ligands. PPy was coated on the steel substrate 
via electrochemical deposition at -20 oC, as low temperature deposition produces films with 
good electrical and mechanical properties.209,210 Acetonitrile with freezing (melting) point 
of -48 oC was used as the solvent for the electrolyte; LiClO4 salt was used for increasing the 
ionic conductivity of the electrolyte. 1 vol% water was added to provide the terminating 
groups for the PEDOT polymer. The deposition was performed under constant current to 
control the deposition rate (i.e. amount of PPy formed on the substrate per unit time). The 
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final PPy coating will be doped with Li+ and ClO4
- ions. As shown in Figure 4.6, the 
thickness of the film is 1 ± 0.5 μm from the cross-section of the film (Figure 4.6b). 
Meanwhile, the overall Raman spectra (Figure 4.6c) matches the result provided in the 
literature.211  
 
Figure 4.6 Deposited PPy: SEM images of (a) top view of the PPy film; (b) cross-sectional view 
of the PPy film on the steel substrate. (c) Raman spectra of PPy film. The figure is reprinted under 
a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence (CC BY 3.0) from ref. 114 (Copyright 
2017 The Royal Society of Chemistry). 
 
Figure 4.7 Optical images of PPy-coated steel substrate (left hand side) and MOF crystals on 
a semi-coated substrate (right hand side). MOF crystals were immobilised on the coated part 
whereas tthe majority of MOF crystals on the bare steel surface disappear during the transfer. The 
figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence (CC BY 3.0) from 
ref. 114 (Copyright 2017 The Royal Society of Chemistry). 
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After the hydrothermal growth, by simply collecting the substrate from the mother 
solution, the MOF crystals grown on the PPy coating was confirmed to have significantly 
better adhesion than those on the bare steel surface (Figure 4.7, right hand side). The PPy 
coating can mitigate the risk for MOFs to peel off during synthesis and transportation. 
4.4.2 Structure Characterisation with Powder XRD 
 
Figure 4.8 Overview about the powder XRD results for MOFndc/PEDOT-related systems. 
The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence (CC BY 3.0) 
from ref. 114 (Copyright 2017 The Royal Society of Chemistry). 
 
Figure 4.9 Pawley fit to the diffraction pattern of as-prepared MOFndc_DMF (space group 
P4/mbm, a = 15.4546(8) Å, c = 9.6714(9) Å; Rp = 9.28%, Rwp = 13.42%, Rexp = 1.16%). 
Experimental (in green), calculated (in red) and difference patterns (in grey) are shown. Positions 
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of allowed Bragg peaks are shown as blue tick marks. The fitting was performed by Prof. Sebastian 
Henke. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence (CC 
BY 3.0) from ref. 114 (Copyright 2017 The Royal Society of Chemistry). 
 
Figure 4.10 An attempt of a Pawley fit to the diffraction pattern of dried MOFndc with the 
P4/mbm space group and unit cell parameters similar to literature values. The data cannot be 
fitted to a satisfactory level in this space group, indicating a significant distortion of the structure as 
a consequence of (partial) loss of DMF upon drying. Experimental (in green), calculated (in red) 
and difference patterns (in grey) are shown. Guest dependent unit cell distortion has been reported 
for this family of MOF.204,212 Positions of allowed Bragg peaks are shown as blue tick marks. The 
fitting was performed by Prof. Sebastian Henke. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons 
Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence (CC BY 3.0) from ref. 114 (Copyright 2017 The Royal Society 
of Chemistry). 
 
Figure 4.11 An attempt of a Pawley fit to the diffraction pattern of dried MOFndc with the 
orthorhombic space group Pmmm (a = 16.653(4) Å, b = 13.828(5) Å, c = 9.660(3) Å; 
Rp = 10.75%, Rwp = 18.32%, Rexp = 1.05%). A reflection at ~16.4º (2θ) could not be fit with the 
unit cell and space group which is likely due to impurities or a different phase. Experimental (in 
green), calculated (in red) and difference patterns (in grey) are shown. Positions of allowed Bragg 
peaks are shown as blue tick marks. The fitting was performed by Prof. Sebastian Henke. The 
figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence (CC BY 3.0) from 
ref. 114 (Copyright 2017 The Royal Society of Chemistry). 
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Based on the available powder XRD results (Figure 4.8), Pawley fits were performed by 
Prof. Sebastian Henke with the TOPAS academic V5 program package. As mentioned in 
Section 3.2, Pawley fit is a method to refine the size and shape of the unit cell, the symmetry 
in space, and the angle-dependent peak shape by fitting the peaks with constrained peak 
positions. No structural mode is required for a Pawley fit.146,147 The powder XRD pattern 
for as-prepared MOFndc (i.e. MOFndc_DMF, where DMF denotes the incorporated DMF 
solvent) matches well with the literature data (Figure 4.9) exhibiting the tetragonal space 
group P4/mbm.206 Upon drying (i.e. solvents were removed from the MOF) MOFndc 
changes its structure as revealed by significant mismatch with the initial unit cell parameters 
and space group (Figure 4.10). Nonetheless, the pattern can be fit to a distorted orthorhombic 
unit cell in space group Pmmm (Figure 4.11) with TOPAS built-in function. This indicates 
that the square channels of MOFndc distort to rhombohedral-shaped channels upon solvent 
molecules removal, which has been reported for other MOFs in this family.204,212 
 
Figure 4.12 An attempt of a Pawley fit to the diffraction pattern of EDOT@ MOFndc (i.e. 
MOFndc_EDOT) (space group P4/mmm, a = 10.956(3) Å, c = 9.672(4) Å; Rp = 7.49%, 
Rwp = 11.15%, Rexp = 1.44%). Experimental, calculated and difference patterns are shown in dark 
yellow, red and grey, respectively. Positions of allowed Bragg peaks are shown as blue tick marks. 
The fitting was performed by Prof. Sebastian Henke. The figure is reprinted under a Creative 
Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence (CC BY 3.0) from ref. 114 (Copyright 2017 The 
Royal Society of Chemistry). 
The powder XRD patterns indicate significant structure change upon loss and/or 
exchange of the guest molecules (e.g. DMF and EDOT). The pattern for MOFndc_EDOT 
exhibits broader peaks (i.e. lower crystallinity) but could be still fit using a simple tetragonal 
unit cell in the high symmetry space group P4/mmm (Figure 4.12), which is similar to the 
DMF-impregnated MOFndc (Figure 4.9). The major peaks assigned to MOFndc are still 
retained in the pattern for PEDOT@MOFndc (Figure 4.8). This confirms that structurally 
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intact MOFndc is still present after the polymerisation of EDOT. The diffraction pattern of 
the PEDOT@MOFndc, however, cannot be indexed in one of the unit cells used earlier. 
There are several differences in the pattern for PEDOT@MOFndc (Figures 4.8) compared 
to those for as-prepared MOFndc (Figures 4.9) and MOFndc_EDOT (Figure 4.12). New 
peaks can be seen at ~ 13.3º, ~24.2 º, and ~26.4 º (Figures 4.8). Therefore, the PEDOT-MOF 
composite is likely to be a composite containing numerous phases. The additional peaks may 
also attribute to partially decomposed MOFndc and/or the polymer chains presented in the 
nanochannels. As for the nano-PEDOT sample, there are only two peaks assigned for the 
steel substrate owing to (i) extremely small amount of nano-PEDOT on the substrate (i.e. 
only a few on the entire substrate) and/or (ii) its disordered structure.  
4.4.3 Chemistry and Morphology Characterisations 
Since MOFndc has Zn but not S whereas PEDOT has S but not Zn (Figure 4.3), these two 
materials can be distinguished by element sensitive tools (e.g. EDS and EELS). EDS is 
sensitive to heavier elements, so it is suitable to detect the presence of S (relative atomic 
mass = 32.06 u) and Zn (relative atomic mass = 65.38 u). With SEM-EDS, MOFndc (Figure 
4.13a) with only Zn, PEDOT@MOFndc with both Zn and S (Figure 4.13b), and nano-
PEDOT (i.e. after MOFndc removal) with only S (Figure 4.13c) have been confirmed. 
 
Figure 4.13 SEM-BSE images (1st column on the left hand side) and SEM-EDS mappsings of 
Zn and S (2nd and 3rd columns) for (a) MOFndc, (b) PEDOT-MOF composite (i.e. 
PEDOT@MOFndc) and (c) nano-PEDOT. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons 
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Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence (CC BY 3.0) from ref. 114 (Copyright 2017 The Royal Society 
of Chemistry). 
 
Figure 4.14 A bright-field (BF) TEM image and the corresponding TEM-EELS mappings of 
C (K-edge, 284 eV), S (L-edge, 165 eV) and Zn (L-edge, 1020 eV) for nano-PEDOT. Opposite 
to the BF image (signal marked in black), EELS mapping signals are marked in white. These TEM 
results were obtained by Dr Jonathan S. Barnard and the author. The figure is reprinted under a 
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence (CC BY 3.0) from ref. 114 (Copyright 2017 
The Royal Society of Chemistry). 
TEM-EELS (Figure 4.14), which is more applicable to lighter elements compared 
with EDS, was used to successfully verify the presence of C (relative atomic mass = 12.011 
u) and S in the nano-PEDOT. The nano-PEDOT samples were suspended in methanol and 
drop-casted on a carbon grid as described in Figure 4.5. Additionally, Zn mapping shows no 
appreciable Zn signal as the detectable signal level is similar to that for background noise. 
Since C and S are the key elements presented in the PEDOT, the EELS results further 
consolidate the presence of nano-PEDOT. Note that the grey part shown in the BF image is 
the carbon support (from copper grid) which should only contain C. 
 
Figure 4.15 Raman spectra for MOFndc, PEDOT-MOF composite (i.e. PEDOT@MOFndc) 
and nano-PEDOT obtained from a 633 nm laser source: (a) the spectra around 1600 cm-1 
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Raman shift and (b) the spectra around 700 cm-1 Raman shift. The figure is reprinted under a 
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence (CC BY 3.0) from ref. 114 (Copyright 2017 
The Royal Society of Chemistry). 
 
Figure 4.16 Raman peaks and their origins for ndc and dabco in MOFndc and PEDOT based 
on the literatures.213–217 The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 
Unported Licence (CC BY 3.0) from ref. 114 (Copyright 2017 The Royal Society of Chemistry). 
The samples (i.e. MOFndc, PEDOT@MOFndc and nano-PEDOT) were further 
characterised with Raman spectroscopy to real some of the bonding features (Figures 4.15 
and 4.16). The peaks at ~ 1380 cm-1 (O = C - O vibration) and ~ 1590 cm-1 (Cα = Cβ stretching) 
belongs to ndc in the MOFndc;213,214 the peak at ~ 1420 cm-1 [Cα = Cβ or Cα = Cβ (- 
O)stretching] is ascribed to both ndc in MOFndc and PEDOT.215,216 Cage breathing features 
(at ~ 790 cm-1) can be assigned to dabco in MOFndc.217 Meanwhile, the peak at ~ 700 cm-1 
corresponds to the C - S feature of the thiophene.215,216  
Compared with the spectra for MOFndc, the peak at ~ 1420 cm-1 [Cα = Cβ or Cα = Cβ 
(- O) stretching in both ndc and PEDOT] becomes more significant in the 
PEDOT@MOFndc. This is likely due to the incorporation of PEDOT in the MOF. The 
presence of PEDOT can be further verified with a small peak at ~ 700 cm-1 (C – S ring 
deformation in PEDOT). Meanwhile, ndc (from MOFndc) can also be found in 
PEDOT@MOFndc with the peaks at ~ 1380 cm-1 and ~ 1590 cm-1. Raman spectra can also 
confirm the bonding of nano-PEDOT with a single strong peak at ~ 1420 cm-1 for symmetric 
Cα = Cβ (- O)  stretching in PEDOT (Figure 4.16).
215,216 The peak at ~ 700 cm-1 for the C - S 
ring deformation in PEDOT can be noticed (Figure 4.15, right hand side). Unlike 
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PEDOT@MOFndc, the peaks at ~ 790 cm-1 for the cage-breathing mode of dabco and at ~ 
1380 cm-1 and ~ 1590 cm-1 for ndc disappears supporting the removal of MOFndc. 
After PEDOT polymerisation, the MOFndc turned from white to dark blue (Figures 
4.17 left and middle). The blue colour matches well with the standard colour for PEDOT 
polymer.192  Meanwhile, the orthorhombic shape of MOFndc can be retained after PEDOT 
formation inside the MOF host (Figures 4.3 and 4.17 left and middle). After the MOFndc 
removal, similar shape can still be found for nano-PEDOT (Figures 4.3 and 4.17 right). The 
shape retention upon sequential materials removal, which matches the examples reported by 
Uemura et al.218 for a MOF-polystyrene and Poly(methyl methacrylate) system via free 
radical polymerization, indicates that the synthesis for MOF-templated conducting polymers 
works (from the MOFndc to pure nano-PEDOT).  
 
Figure 4.17 Optical photographs for MOFndc, PEDOT-MOF composite (i.e. PEDOT@MOF) 
and nano-PEDOT. All the scale bars represent 50 μm. These photos were taken by Dr Shijing Sun 
and the author during the nanoindentation. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons 
Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence (CC BY 3.0) from ref. 114 (Copyright 2017 The Royal Society 
of Chemistry). 
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Figure 4.18 SEM-BSE images [(a) top view and (c) side view] and SEM-SE images [(b) top 
view and (d) side view] reveal the micro-nano morphology of nano-PEDOT. The figure is 
reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence (CC BY 3.0) from ref. 114 
(Copyright 2017 The Royal Society of Chemistry). 
Apart from the shape retention found in nano-PEDOT, the anisotropic surface 
morphology was also observed under SEM. On one facet of the nano-PEDOT, the images 
(Figures 4.18a&b) show rough surfaces with no preferred directional morphology. In 
contrast, on other facets, the images (Figures 4.18c&d) show highly directional fibre-like 
morphology with typical fibre diameter of ~ 40 nm. Such anisotropic morphological features 
imply that during polymerisation the growth of PEDOT was regulated in the one-
dimensional MOF nanochannels forming highly aligned fibrils. After MOFndc was removed, 
the fibrils joined together due to inter-chain interactions and became a forest of fibres 
showing in Figure 4.18.  
 
Figure 4.19 BF TEM images for (a) nano-PEDOT indicating the position taken for (b) a figure 
with higher magnification showing aligned chain-like structure in nano-PEDOT with inter-chain 
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spacing of ~ 5 Å. (c) a proposed origin for the chain-like structure. (d) standard bulk PEDOT 
(amorphous).  The TEM results were obtained by Dr Jonathan S. Barnard and the author. The 
figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence (CC BY 3.0) from 
ref. 114 (Copyright 2017 The Royal Society of Chemistry). 
To further rationalise the anisotropic nature of the nano-PEDOT, it was further 
characterised with TEM. Although, the prepared sample mostly shows disordered 
nanostructures, reasonably ordered featured can still be found in some areas. At high 
magnifications, some highly aligned chains with ~ 5 Å inter-chain spacing can be found 
(Figure 4.19b), which is different from the amorphous polymer structure commonly seen in 
standard PEDOT (Figure 4.19d). These chains are likely to be PEDOT fibrils grown in the 
MOFndc nanochannels (Figure 4.19c) with 5.7 Å x 5.7 Å window formed by 4 ndc ligands. 
Note that similar highly aligned polymer nanostructures has been reported by Distefano et 
al.219 for MOF-templated polystyrene, but similar alignment in a conducting polymer-based 
system here was shown for the first time. The local structural regularity is even comparable 
with the fully π-conjugated covalent organic framework (COF) reported by Guo et al.220. 
Although the chemistry of nano-PEDOT has been verified, the aligned feature could also 
come from the impurity phases (e.g. MOFndc and Fe-based clusters from FeCl3). 
Nonetheless, such these highly aligned chains correlate well with the microscale 
anisotropic morphology revealed under SEM (Figure 4.18). Some stability to hold a fibre 
forest together could be due to collapse by non-covalent interactions. This structural collapse 
would alter the inter-chain spacing of fibrils, and potentially increase the conductivity of 
nano-PEDOT. Relatively large dimensions (in sub-millimetres) of MOFndc, 
PEDOT@MOFndc and the nano-PEDOT make the investigation of their electrical, 
mechanical and CL properties possible with a few more localised techniques, such as 
nanoindentation, conductive AFM and SEM-CL. These characterisations will be discussed 
in the next section. 
4.4.4 Some Characterisations in Electrical, Mechanical and Cathodoluminescent (CL) 
Properties of MOFndc, PEDOT@MOFndc and Nano-PEDOT  
Obtaining the MOF-templated conducting polymer nanostructure is an unmet challenge so 
the current-voltage (I-V) curves of the samples were measured to confirm the presence of 
conducting material (Figure 4.20). The shapes of the curves for PEDOT@MOFndc and 
nano-PEDOT are influenced by the mobility of the charge carriers (i.e. voltage dependent). 
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Compared with the electrical current for MOFndc (an insulator) under the same voltage, the 
current for the PEDOT@MOFndc is a few orders of magnitude higher (Figure 4.20). A 
further two orders of magnitude increase in current was noticed on the I-V curve of nano-
PEDOT, which is marginally lower than the PEDOT film prepared with a standard 
method.221 Apart from some special MOFs that exhibit high intrinsic conductivity,222,223 
electrical conduction was achieved by incorporating small molecules [e.g. 7,7,8,8-
tetracyanoquinododimethane (TCNQ)]224,225 or ions (e.g. K+)226 into the MOF. In this 
chapter, electrical conduction by introducing the conducting polymer guest (i.e. PEDOT) 
into the MOF host has been enabled. Additionally, an electrically conductive polymer 
nanostructure after removing the MOF was also achieved.  
 
Figure 4.20 Electrical property characterisations with the conductive AFM:  (a) schematic 
drawing about the measurement and (b) I-V relations (in log10 scale) for MOFndc, PEDOT-MOF 
composite (i.e. PEDOT@MOFndc), nano-PEDOT and standard PEDOT film (achieved via the 
method reported by Winther-Jensen et al.221 on the steel substrate). MOFndc, PEDOT@MOFndc 
and nano-PEDOT were immobilized on the PPy-coated steel substrate. The measurements were 
performed by Dr Tongtong Zhu and the author. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons 
Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence (CC BY 3.0) from ref. 114 (Copyright 2017 The Royal Society 
of Chemistry). 
 Cathodoluminescent emissions (i.e. CL emissions) are triggered by injecting the 
high-energy electrons (30 keV) into samples to create the unstable exciting states. Photons 
are emitted through the electron-hole recombination.227 The CL peaks (Figure 4.21) shows 
a significant red shift from ~ 410 nm (MOFndc) to ~ 470 nm (PEDOT@MOFndc) indicating 
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a reduction in the material’s highest occupied molecular orbital - lowest unoccupied 
molecular orbital (HOMO-LUMO) gap,228 as the photons emitted via electron-hole 
recombination have lower energy (longer wavelength). The CL peak shift support the local 
chemistry change due to PEDOT incorporation inside the MOFndc host.  
 
Figure 4.21 SEM-CL spectra, SEM-SEM images (left column) and 30 keV SEM-CL images 
(right column) for MOFndc, PEDOT-MOF composite (i.e. PEDOT@MOFndc), nano-
PEDOT and PEDOT film. The results were collected by Dr Tongtong Zhu and the author. The 
figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence (CC BY 3.0) from 
ref. 114 (Copyright 2017 The Royal Society of Chemistry). 
Unlike MOFndc and PEDOT@MOFndc, nano-PEDOT shows insignificant CL 
emission (Figure 4.21), as the polymer suffers from electron-induced structure damage.229 
Similar effect was also observed for the PEDOT film prepared with a standard method221. 
Furthermore, though MOFs are highly susceptible to electron beam damage under TEM 
(200 keV),134,230 the MOFndc and PEDOT@MOF were quite stable under CL 
characterization (30 keV), i.e. the intensity and peak position were almost unaltered within 
a scanning period of a few minutes. Upon PEDOT incorporation, the CL property of 
MOFndc changes significantly. Such PEDOT-induced luminescence alteration may provide 
an idea about tuning the luminescent property of MOFs in general.  
The Young’s modulus of MOFndc was measured as ~ 3.2GPa averaging over the 
indentation depths between 200 nm to 900 nm (Figure 4.22a). The mechanical anisotropy of 
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the MOFndc (E110 ~ 3.2 GPa and E001 ~ 3.3 GPa) is within the experimental uncertainty and 
hence it is not obvious in this case. The lower modulus compared with that for MOFndc 
single crystals reported (~ 7.5 GPa206) may be due to a loss of guest molecules (e.g. DMF). 
Meanwhile, since the crystals grown on the substrate have random orientations, they cannot 
be perfectly normal to the indenter axis leading to the lower modulus. Nanoindentation 
identified a softer PEDOT-based material (i.e. nano-PEDOT) compared with literature for 
the bulk PEDOT. The Young’s modulus of PEDOT itself was found to be ~  0.50 GPa, 
which is an order of magnitude lower than the MOFndc framework, and also lower than the 
value reported for bulk PEDOT (~ 2 GPa231,232), implying that there are some empty spaces 
(i.e. pores) within the structure. However, the current synthesis method produce very limited 
amount of sample (i.e. much less than 1 mg from 5 substrates), which constrains the 
application of further characterization techniques such as powder XRD and gas adsorption 
measurements.  
 
Figure 4.22 Nanoindentation experiments on {001} and {110} facets and nano-PEDOT: (a) 
load versus displacement and (b) Young’s modulus versus displacement. The measurements were 
performed by Dr Shijing Sun. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 
Unported Licence (CC BY 3.0) from ref. 114 (Copyright 2017 The Royal Society of Chemistry). 
4.5 Summary 
The incorporation of an electrically conducting polymer, PEDOT, has been demonstrated in 
the MOFndc via chemical polymerisation (i.e. oxidative polymerisation). By forming the 
PEDOT@MOFndc composite the electrically insulating MOFndc was turned into a 
conducting PEDOT-MOF composite. Meanwhile, the HOMO-LUMO gap of the MOF host 
was altered by PEDOT incorporation leading to a red shift (from ~ 410 nm to ~ 470 nm) in 
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CL emission. The MOFndc was further removed and a MOF-templated electrically 
conducting PEDOT nanostructure (i.e. nano-PEDOT) was obtained. The nano-PEDOT 
retained the rhombohedral shape from the MOFndc was found with anisotropic morphology 
(i.e. no directional preference on the top but highly aligned fibre-like nanostructures on the 
side). Such anisotropy could be due to the confined PEDOT fibrils formation inside the one-
dimensional MOF nanochannels. Furthermore, the nano-PEDOT was found to be 
significantly softer than the bulk PEDOT inferring some porosity within the nano-PEDOT. 
While working on this project, the author started to realise the significance of MOF 
chemical stability and redox reaction (e.g. oxidative polymerisation) within MOF’s pore. In 
the next chapter, the ideas and practical experiences gained during PEDOT@MOFndc 
preparation will be applied to address some more general issues in ship-in-a-bottle synthesis. 
  
Chapter 5 
Pourbaix Enabled Guest Synthesis 
(PEGS) 
 Method to Prepare RuO2@MOF-808-P 
 for Low-Temperature CO Oxidation 
 Catalysis 
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Chapter 5: Pourbaix Enabled Guest Synthesis (PEGS) Method to 
Prepare RuO2@MOF-808-P for Low-Temperature CO Oxidation 
Catalysis 
5.1 Initiations, Collaborations, Outcomes, Research Funding 
In October 2016, Ms Kara D. Fong joined Dr Smoukov’s group as an MPhil student who 
was interesting in developing electrodes for electrochemical supercapacitor. She told the 
author that MnO2 can be a good supercapacitor material with high capacitance. Since the 
author have managed to for PEDOT in a MOF via oxidative polymerisation, Dr Smoukov, 
Ms Fong and the author came up with the idea that KMnO4 (aq) [rather than FeCl3 (aq)] may 
work as the oxidant to polymerise the EDOT. In this way, PEDOT and MnOx composite 
which could benefit supercapacitor could be achieved. While MnOx from KMnO4 (aq) was 
obtained the PEDOT was found to be irreversibly over-oxidised.233 Nonetheless, a similar 
reaction inside a MOF (DUT-6767) was attempted and the deposition of MnOx was 
confirmed inside the MOF. In November 2016, the author realised that the guest formation 
inside a MOF via redox reaction could be generalised as long as the electrochemical 
potential between the reducing and oxidising agents [one or both of them can be the guest 
precursor(s)] is sufficient to drive the redox reaction. The electrochemical conditions (as 
well as pH conditions) could be predicted using a well-established tool for aqueous systems, 
i.e. Pourbaix diagrams.  
 To prove the hypothesis, in January 2017, the author consulted Prof. Qiang Fu from 
Dalian Institute of Chemical Physics about an oxide@MOF system he might be interested 
for his research. Since the author used to work in Prof. Fu’s group as a research internship, 
he was aware of the research capability he had for heterogeneous catalysis. One of his 
suggestions was RuO2 guest for CO oxidation. During the group visit to Bulgaria in March 
2017, Dr. Zahari P. Vinarov inspired the author about the use of small antioxidant lipids for 
reactions. Such compounds can be small, hydrophobic and ready to be oxidised (i.e. 
reducing), which are ideal for the controlled redox reactions via hydrophobic-hydrophilic 
interaction. In April 2017, the author started the project supervised by Dr Stoyan K. 
Smoukov and Prof. R. Vasant Kumar and advised by Prof. Anthony K. Cheetham. 
As close collaborations, the author worked with Dr Lijun Gao from Prof. Qiang Fu’s 
group (Dalian Institute of Chemical Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences), which is a 
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leading group in CO oxidation catalysis. Dr Lijun Gao used temperature programmed 
reduction (TPR) and diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFT) 
to characterise the interaction between CO and RuO2 inside the MOF. She tested 
RuO2@MOF-808-P for CO oxidation catalysis and prepared and characterised comparison 
samples. She also collected X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) results from Shanghai 
Synchrotron with Mr Jinhu Dong from the same group. Dr Jingwei Hou (University of 
Cambridge) and the author prepared schemes for the synthesis and the CO-RuO2 surface 
interactions. Dr Jingwei Hou and Ms Song Gao (University of New South Wales) performed 
liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC-MS). Mr Servann J. A. Herou from Prof. 
Maria-Magdalena Titirici’s group (Queen Mary University of London) performed N2 gas 
adsorption measurements for RuO2@MOF-808-P. Dr Weiwei Li (University of Cambridge) 
performed X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) characterisations. Dr James T. Griffiths 
(University of Cambridge) and the author worked on TEM characterisation for 
RuO2@MOF-808-P. Prof. Judith L. MacManus-Driscoll, Dr Na Ta, Mr Simon J. Griggs and 
Mr Robert Cornell are also acknowledged here for the kind support in using XPS, dark-field 
scanning transmission electron microscopy (DF-STEM), SEM and high-resolution 
thermogravimetric analysis (HR-TGA). Unless stated in the experimental and results 
otherwise the work was accomplished by me.  
A patent application related to the work covered in the chapter has been lodged 
(GB1813334.8). Meanwhile, the work was published in Nature Communications in 2019: 
Tiesheng Wang#, Lijun Gao#, Jingwei Hou, Servann J. A. Herou, James T. Griffiths, 
Weiwei Li, Jinhu Dong, Song Gao, Maria-Magdalena Titirici, R. Vasant Kumar, Anthony 
K. Cheetham, Xinhe Bao, Qiang Fu*, Stoyan K. Smoukov*, Rational Approach to Guest 
Confinement inside MOF Cavities for Low-Temperature Catalysis, doi: 10.1038/s41467-
019-08972-x, Nature Communications, 2019, 10, Article number: 1340 (# co-first author) 
This project is funded through the European Research Council (ERC) grant (grant 
number: EMATTER 280078), National Natural Science Foundation of China (No. 
21688102) and Ministry of Science and Technology of China (No. 2016YFA0200200). In 
the period of the project, the author was funded by the China Scholarship Council (CSC) 
and supported by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) Centre 
for Doctoral Training in Sensor Technologies and Applications (EP/L015889/1 and 
1566990). Prof. Anthony K. Cheetham was supported by the Ras Al Khaimah Centre for 
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Advanced Materials (RAK-CAM). Dr Weiwei Li was supported by the EPSRC grants 
(EP/L011700/1 and EP/N004272/1) and the Isaac Newton Trust. 
5.2 Introduction 
As mentioned in Section 2.6, direct impregnation of guests often fails to work for MOF-
guest systems, as the guests can be too large to migrate through the aperture (typically < 2 
nm). The syntheses for guests within nanoporous hosts (i.e. ship-in-a-bottle syntheses) are, 
therefore, critical to prepare the MOF-guest systems.4,22,234 Such synthesis are, however, 
different from those for making bulk materials or free nanoparticles, as they must be 
compatible with both the stability and small pore sizes of the MOFs. The small pore aperture 
can restrict the size of reagents (e.g. precursors) for direct impregnation; the conditions (e.g. 
high temperatures) or reagents (e.g. strong redox agents) used to produce guests can also 
damage or destroy the host structure.3,8 As a consequence, it remains challenging or 
impossible to form many guest compounds inside the pore, particularly for some oxides, 
hydroxides, sulfides, nitrides, phosphides. 
 In this chapter, the use of Pourbaix diagrams will be introduced to assist the pre-
determination of conditions and precursors for ship-in-a-bottle syntheses. Pourbaix 
diagrams are well-known for materials scientists due to its significance in depicting the 
thermodynamic behaviours of corrosion processes.235 These diagrams map the 
thermodynamically stable solid or solution phases against electrochemical potential and 
pH.236–240 Taking the corrosion process as a general example, the Pourbaix diagrams can 
describe the conditions for solids to be dissolved (i.e. corroded). Here, rather than using the 
Pourbaix diagrams to understand the solid → solution processes, the author used them in a 
reverse fashion to predict solids formation from solutions (i.e. guest formation). This 
strategy is termed as Pourbaix Enabled Guest Synthesis (PEGS) (Section 5.3.1). Briefly, by 
checking the Pourbaix diagrams the difference in the redox potential (ΔE) and/or pH 
between a soluble guest precursor and a desired guest can be found. The hosts and reagents 
(e.g. precursors) which meet the guest formation requirements can then be shortlisted and 
the most appropriate candidates perhaps with other properties (i.e. desired boiling 
temperature and hydrophobicity) to manage the “ship-in-a-bottle” synthesis.  
 The current PEGS approach, however, has its own limitations particularly for 
guiding the reactions conditions in nano-sized space. Unlike the solution-based free system, 
local electrostatic field, chemical potential, pH and mass transport behaviour can be 
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significantly influenced by the confinement of nano-sized pores.241,242 The reaction 
alteration by nanoconfinement has been well-known for heterogeneous catalysis.267–270
 The actual Pourbaix diagram for a compound can be very different from the standard 
one. Hence, the PEGS strategy should be used with caution. Experimental attempts are 
necessary to consolidation the use of PEGS method for a specific system. Nonetheless, with 
the development of nano-chemistry the current PEGS approach is expected to be improved 
significantly in the near future.   
As a demonstration, Ru-based Pourbaix diagram was applied to predict the 
conditions and reagents to form RuO2 guest within a MOF (i.e. RuO2@MOF). RuO2 is a 
well-documented catalyst for CO oxidation, which is simple but important.243–248 From the 
fundamental research point of view, catalysed CO oxidation is an ideal prototypal reaction 
to understand the interactions between reactant molecules and catalysts. Meanwhile, CO 
oxidation has its practical significance in lowering automotive exhaust emissions, purifying 
fuel cell feed gases, and cleaning air.244–247 The MOF used in the work is MOF-808-P 
[Zr6O5(OH)3(BTC)2(HCOO)5(H2O)2, BTC = 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate], which is  
modified from MOF-808 with shorter synthesis time.249,250 MOF-808-P is based on {Zr6O8} 
clusters with large cavity and aperture diameters (~ 18 Å and ~ 14 Å, respectively) in cubic 
space group Fd3̅m. It is reported to be stable in aqueous solution over a wide pH range of 3-
10.251 The synthesized MOF- RuO2 system is therefore RuO2@MOF-808-P. Another reason 
to choose MOF-808-P is that its organic linker contains only C, O and H (no other elements 
which may deteriorate the potential applications). 
One of the current issues for “ship-in-a-bottle” methods (mentioned in Section 2.6) 
is there is often a significant amount of guest compound deposited outside the hosts.8,252 
This inevitably creates a strong bias against investigations about confinement.27  To address 
this concern solutions related to chemical grafting129,252 and electrostatic interactions130 have 
been reported. These approaches, however, only work for hosts with special chemistries [e.g. 
hosts with functional groups or electrical charge]. With the aid of PEGS method, a rational 
approach for guest synthesis and a broad selection of reagents becomes possible. To 
minimise guest deposition outside the host, the tBMP lipid was selected and performed a 
confined reaction by applying the hydrophobic-hydrophilic repulsion and temperature-
controlled selective desorption (Section 5.4.1).  
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Although standard RuO2 catalyses CO oxidation well at temperature above 150 °C, 
it is often inactive at temperatures close to room temperature.253  Below 150 oC the catalytic 
CO oxidation is mostly related to the Langmuir-Hinshelwood process (reaction between two 
species adsorbed on the neighbouring sites).244,254,255 Such process involves the combination 
of adsorbed CO with dissociated O2 species (i.e. O atoms) to produce CO2. However, the 
adsorption of CO and O species on RuO2 at low temperatures can be very strong leading to 
the formation of densely packed CO and O domains, which limits surface desorption and 
diffusion of both species. As a consequence, the poor surface desorption and diffusion cause 
the low catalytic activity.244,255,256 In contrast, at low temperatures, the interactions between 
the CO and O species and RuO2 were found to be weaker in RuO2@MOF-808-P. Such 
interaction modulation by PEGS synthesis led to highly active RuO2-based CO oxidation 
catalyst even at temperatures close to room temperature. As a comparison, the commonly 
used mesoporous silica-supported RuO2 catalyst (RuO2/SiO2) was also prepared with a 
conventional impregnation method.257 In the following sections, the PEGS strategy, 
synthesis and characterisations of RuO2@MOF-808-P, investigation about CO/O 
interactions with RuO2 for both RuO2@MOF-808-P and RuO2/SiO2, and their relevant 
catalytic CO oxidation tests will be detailed. Since RuO2/SiO2 was prepared and 
characterized by Dr Lijun Gao, the experimental and results ONLY for RuO2/SiO2 
will be detailed in the Appendix for Chapter 5. 
5.3 Experimental 
5.3.1 Constructing the Ru-Based Pourbaix Diagram for Aqueous System (Ru-H2O 
system)  
The Pourbaix diagram for Ru-based aqueous system (Ru-H2O system) was constructed 
based on the previous efforts reported.236–238 Here, the aqueous concentration of insoluble 
Ru-containing compound is assumed to be negligible (effectively 0 M). Since the study is 
focusing on aqueous systems with pH between 5 and 10, only this pH range was considered 
for simplicity. At reasonably low Ru concentration (CRu
0) in the mixture (e.g. CRu
0 = 20 mM), 
there are several forms of Ru-containing compounds thermodynamically stable in in pH 5-
10, namely: H2RuO5 (solution), RuO4
- (solution), Ru2O5 (insoluble solid), RuO2·2H2O 
(insoluble solid) and Ru(OH)3·H2O (insoluble solid).238,258,259  
Therefore, there can be 6 different half-cell reduction reactions involved in the pH 
range, where E0 denotes the standard electrode potential: 
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Ru(OH)3·H2O + 3 H+ + 3 e- = Ru + 4 H2O, E10 = 0.631 V                      Equation (5.1) 
RuO2·2H2O + H+ + e- = Ru(OH)3·H2O, E20 = 0.777 V                            Equation (5.2) 
Ru2O5 + 3 H2O + 2 H
+ + 2 e- = 2 RuO2·2H2O, E30 = 1.168 V                 Equation (5.3) 
2 RuO4
- + 6 H+ + 4 e- = Ru2O5 + 3 H2O, E4
0 = 1.701 V                          Equation (5.4) 
2 H2RuO5 + 6 H
+ + 6 e- = Ru2O5 + 5 H2O, E5
0 = 1.466 V                       Equation (5.5) 
H2RuO5 + e
- = RuO4
- + H2O, E6
0 = 0.996 V                                            Equation (5.6) 
 
Figure 5.1 The Pourbaix diagram for Ru-H2O system (left, pH = 5-10, CRu0 = 20 mM) 
indicates the formation of hydrous RuO2 from RuO4- (red arrow). The diagram was 
constructed based on previously available data versus standard hydrogen electrode (SHE).236–238 A 
flow chart (right) goes through the steps of PEGS synthesis for ship-in-a-bottle synthesis. The 
figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) 
from ref. 260 (Copyright 2019 Nature Publishing Group). 
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According to Nernst equation for an electrochemical half-cell reduction reaction,235 the 
electrical potentials, E, can be effectively written as: 
𝐸 = 𝐸0 −
𝑅𝑇
𝑧𝐹
ln (
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜𝑔𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜𝑔𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟
)            Equation (5.7) 
where, R is the gas constant (8.314 J·K-1·mol-1), T is the temperature in K, z is the number 
of electrons transferred in the half-cell reaction and F is the Faraday constant (96485 C·mol-
1). 
Furthermore,  
ln[H+] ≈ 2.303log[H+]= -2.303pH                           Equation (5.8) 
Therefore, the relationship between E and pH can be established for the Equation 5.1-5.6 for 
the given CRu
0 (CRu
0 = 20 mM here) can be established. 
𝐸1 = 𝐸1
0 +
𝑅𝑇
𝐹
ln[𝐻+] = 𝐸1
0 − 2.303
𝑅𝑇
𝐹
𝑝𝐻              Equation (5.9) 
𝐸2 = 𝐸2
0 +
𝑅𝑇
𝐹
ln[𝐻+] = 𝐸2
0 − 2.303
𝑅𝑇
𝐹
𝑝𝐻           Equation (5.10) 
𝐸3 = 𝐸3
0 +
𝑅𝑇
𝐹
ln[𝐻+] = 𝐸3
0 − 2.303
𝑅𝑇
𝐹
𝑝𝐻           Equation (5.11)       
𝐸4 = 𝐸4
0 +
3𝑅𝑇
2𝐹
ln[𝐻+] +
𝑅𝑇
2𝐹
ln (C𝑅𝑢
0 ) = 𝐸3
0 − 3.4545
𝑅𝑇
𝐹
𝑝𝐻 +
𝑅𝑇
2𝐹
ln (C𝑅𝑢
0 )    Equation 
(5.12)    
𝐸5 = 𝐸5
0 +
𝑅𝑇
𝐹
ln[𝐻+] +
𝑅𝑇
3𝐹
ln (C𝑅𝑢
0 ) = 𝐸5
0 − 2.303
𝑅𝑇
𝐹
𝑝𝐻 +
𝑅𝑇
3𝐹
ln (C𝑅𝑢
0 )        Equation 
(5.13)    
𝐸6 = 𝐸6
0                                                  Equation (5.14)                                                                                   
Meanwhile, there is a triple junction in the diagram for a disproportionation reaction: 
6 RuO4
- + H2O + 6 H
+ = Ru2O5 + 4 H2RuO5                         Equation (5.15) 
A simplified Pourbaix diagram for Ru-H2O system (pH = 5-10, CRu
0 = 20 mM) was, 
therefore, constructed with above-mentioned E vs pH equations in Figure 5.1. 
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5.3.2 Rational Design of RuO2@MOF-808-P 
 
Figure 5.2 (a) butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT)261,262 and (b) 2-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol 
(tBMP). The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence 
(CC BY 4.0) from ref. 260 (Copyright 2019 Nature Publishing Group). 
According to the Ru-based Pourbaix diagram (Figure 5.1 left), a perruthenate salt, potassium 
perruthenate (KRuO4), was used as the precursor. It can form hydrous RuO2 via reduction 
reaction (Figure 5.1 left). Since 20 mM KRuO4 (aq) is approx. at pH8.5, the minimum 
reduction potential required to form RuO2·2H2O (the preform of RuO2) from the RuO4- (aq) 
domain, ΔEreduction, is 0.3 – 0.4 V (Figure 5.1 left, assuming the pH is unaltered). To trigger 
the reaction, 2-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol (tBMP, Figure 5.2b), an analogy to a well-known 
antioxidant lipid (i.e. hydrophobic) in food, butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT, Figure 5.2a), 
was chosen as the reducing agent which requires ~ 0.3 V to be partially oxidized.261,262 tBMP 
is also hydrophobic (i.e. immiscible with water). The reason to use small tBMP lipid is that 
if the tBMP were pre-loaded into the MOF host it could be confined in the pore during the 
redox reaction with KRuO4 due to its hydrophobic-hydrophilic repulsion with water (i.e. 
aqueous solution). In this way, the produced guest, hydrous RuO2 cluster/particle, could be 
entrapped inside the MOF. The product can then be dehydrated at moderately high 
temperatures (e.g. 140 oC)263 under nitrogen to achieve RuO2@MOF-808-P. More details 
about the experimental procedures are provided below. 
5.3.3 Materials 
The following chemicals/items were used as received: 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylic acid 
(H3BTC, ACROS Organics™, 98%), zirconyl chloride octahydrate (ZrOCl2·8H2O, ACROS 
Organics™, 98+%), DMF (Fisher Scientific, 99.7+%, HPLC), formic acid (HCOOH, Fisher 
Scientific, 98+%), ethanol absolute (C2H5OH, Fisher Scientific, 99.5+%, HPLC), Milli-Q 
water (17 MΩ), tBMP (ACROS Organics™, 99%), diethyl ether (DE, ACROS Organics™, 
99+%, ACS reagent, anhydrous), KRuO4 (Alfa Aesar, 97%), KMnO4 (ACROS Organics™, 
99+%) and Whatman® polyamide membrane filters (pore size ~0.2 μm), anhydrous ZrCl4 
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(Sigma-Aldrich, 99.99%), 2,5-thiophenedicarboxylic acid  (H2tdc, Alfa Aesar, 97%),  1-
methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP, Alfa Aesar, 99+%), and zeolite Y (Alfa Aesar, Si:Al = 80:1). 
5.3.4 MOF-808-P Synthesis 
Zr-based MOF-808-P was synthesized based on the procedures reported by Yaghi et al.249,250. 
Briefly, 0.467 g H3BTC and 2.16 g ZrOCl2·8H2O were dissolved in a DMF/HCOOH solvent 
(100 ml DMF + 100 ml HCOOH) first. The solution was kept at 130 °C for 48 hrs. The 
formed MOF particles were collected, washed with DMF for three times and kept in Milli-
Q water for 3 days. The washed MOF particles (slurry-like) were recollected by filtration 
and dried gently at 50 °C to remove majority of water. It was further dried at 150 °C under 
dry nitrogen flow for ~ 3 hrs.  
5.3.5 tBMP Impregnation and Temperature-Controlled Selective Desorption 
MOF-808-P was immersed in a tBMP solution (DE as the solvent) and mixed for ~ 30 min. 
The guest loading amount for RuO2@MOF-808-P depends on the tBMP added (relative to 
the amount of the MOF). Taking the sample for CO oxidation (~ 10 wt% Ru) as an example, 
50 mg tBMP (in 1000 μl DE) was mixed with 500 mg MOF-808-P. The as-prepared 
tBMP/DE@MOF-808-P in this case [i.e. tBMP/DE@MOF-808-P (2:20), where 2:20 is the 
tBMP:MOF-808-P mass ratio during tBMP impregnation] was then heated under N2 flow at 
120±5 °C for ~ 1 hr to remove all the DE and the tBMP outside the MOF (i.e. temperature-
controlled selective desorption114,195). The product is tBMP@MOF-808-P. 
5.3.6 Preparing RuO2@MOF-808-P 
The as-prepared tBMP@MOF-808-P was collected and reweighed. An excess amount of 
KRuO4 aqueous solution (20 mM) was then added to tBMP@MOF-808-P to form hydrous 
RuO2 inside the MOF. The reaction was kept for ~ 4 hrs. In the case of tBMP:MOF-808-
P=2:20, the pH was measured to be ~ pH 8.5 and ~ pH 6 before and after the reaction. The 
as-synthesized hydrous RuO2@MOF-808-P was collected by filtration. The filtrate solution 
remained yellow indicating unreacted KRuO4 left after the reaction. The hydrous 
RuO2@MOF-808-P was then washed with excess amount of ethanol followed by water. It 
was then dehydrated at ~ 140 °C for ~ 2 hrs to obtain as-synthesized RuO2@MOF-808-P.  
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5.3.7 Materials Characterisations 
HR-TGA: HR-TGA was performed with a TA Instruments Q500 from room temperature 
to 900 oC using a dynamic mode. The HR-TGA can adjust the heating rate based on the 
mass loss, i.e. the heating rate would decrease once the mass loss starts to increase or vice 
versa. The dynamic approach can generate high-resolution mass-loss profile with more 
clearly-separated mass-loss steps.264  
Nitrogen adsorption measurements: The samples were characterised by N2 adsorption at 
77 K using Autosorb and Nova Quantachrome equipment. Mr Servann J. A. Herou collected 
the results and analysed them. The samples were degassed at 120 oC overnight under vacuum. 
The pore structure and the surface area were calculated by the software Novawin 
(Quantachrome) using different estimations of the surface [i.e. Brunauer-Emmett-Teller 
(BET) and density function theory (DFT)]. The cumulative pore size distribution (PSD) was 
calculated from the isotherm adsorption line using a quenched-solid model, quenched solid 
state functional theory (QSDFT), assuming slit pores geometries.  
Powder XRD：Powder XRD patterns were collected on a Bruker D8 ADVANCE with a 
Ni 0.012 filter between the X-ray source and the sample (2θ from 3.5° to 80° and a step size 
of 0.04°). Samples were uniformly distributed on a silicon disc supported by a round holder. 
The holder and the disc were rotated (30 rpm) during the measurement. The illumination slit 
length was fixed so that the exposure area forms a circle (16 mm in diameter) with the 
rotation. 
SEM-SE and SEM-EDS: SEM-SE images and SEM-EDS mappings were obtained using 
a FEI Nova NanoSEM™ with a field emission gun, a SE detector and an EDS detector. The 
SEM-SE images were collected at the acceleration voltage of 5 kV; the SEM-EDS mappings 
were acquired at the acceleration voltage of 15 kV. Powder samples were immobilised on 
the carbon tapes, which were adhered to the standard aluminium stubs (Agar Scientific). 
DF-STEM and STEM-EDS: DF-STEM images and STEM-EDS mappings in Figures 5.6a, 
5.10 and 5.14 were acquired by Dr James T. Griffiths and Tiesheng Wang using an FEI 
Osiris operating at 200 keV fitted with BF and annular dark field (ADF) detectors. Energy 
dispersive spectra were simultaneously recorded on four Bruker silicon drift detectors. 
STEM-EDS mappings in Figures 5.6 b and c were collected by Dr Lijun Gao from a JEOL 
F200 microscope operated at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. Energy dispersive spectra 
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were simultaneously recorded on a JEOL EDS detector. STEM samples were dispersed in 
ethanol and prepared by drop-casting 100 μl of sample suspension on carbon grids. 
XPS: XPS results were collected by Dr Weiwei Li using a XPS with a monochromatic Al 
Kα1 x-ray source (hv =1486.6 eV) and a SPECS PHOIBOS 150 electron energy analyzer 
with a total energy resolution of 500 meV. To remove charging effects during the 
measurements, a low-energy electron flood gun with proper energy was applied to 
compensate the charge. All spectra were aligned to the C 1s at 284.8 eV. For analysis of the 
Ru 2p3/2 spectrum, a linear background was subtracted. The samples were immobilised on 
the substrate by carbon tape. 
XAS: XAS results were collected by Dr Lijun Gao and Mr Jinhu Dong. X-ray absorption 
spectra measurements were conducted at the BL14W1 beamline of the Shanghai 
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF). The spectra at Ru K-edge (around 22,120 eV) were 
recorded in transmission mode. The samples were loaded in plastic sample bag for 
characterisation. 
Inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES): The Ru content 
was measured by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (7300DV, 
Perkin Elmer). The catalysts (5-10 mg) were digested by microwave dissolution in aqua 
regia and HF solution. 
LC-MS: LC-MS results were collected by Dr Jingwei Hou and Ms Song Gao. Accurate 
mass measurements of the BMP oxidization products were performed by coupling an Accela 
LC system with a Waters 50 mm BEH C18 column interfaced to a Q-Exactive Plus mass 
spectrometer. For each test, 100 µL of sample was analysed using a 20 min gradient of water 
(A) versus acetonitrile (B) both with 0.1% formic acid. The mobile phase flow rate was 400 
µm/min. After 1 min isocratic conditions at 90 % A, the gradient was operated from 90 % 
to 5 % A for 10 min., kept at 5 % for another 2 min and then back to the initial conditions in 
2 min, which was then kept for another 5 min for the column regeneration. Ionisation was 
performed in positive and negative polarities for both electrospray and atmospheric pressure 
ionisation. The nebulized gas flow was 70 L/hr and drying gas flow was 450 L/hr at a 
temperature of 350 °C. Xcalibur version 2.0 software FROM Thermo Scientific was applied 
for data acquisition and analysis. 
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5.3.8 Investigating CO/O Interactions with RuO2 for Both RuO2@MOF-808-P and 
RuO2/SiO2 
Note that, in this section, unless stated the experiments were performed by Dr Lijun 
Gao. 
CO temperature-programmed reduction (CO-TPR): The CO-TPR was carried out with 
a micromeritics chemisorption analyzer (Auto Chem 2910) equipped with a mass 
spectrometer (MS, Omnistar). The sample (30 mg) was pretreated in 20 vol% O2 + 80 vol% 
Ar at 150 °C for 10 min (RuO2@MOF-808-P) or 250 °C for 1 hr (RuO2/SiO2) and then 
switched to He gas. After cooling down to 45 °C in He, the treated sample was exposed to 
5 vol% CO + 95 vol% He and held for 30 min. The sample was heated from 45 to 800 °C 
with a ramping rate of 10 °C. The products were analysed using an on-line mass 
spectrometry. 
In situ XAS: The XAS characterisation was performed by both Dr Lijun Gao and Mr Jinhu 
Dong. In situ XAS measurements were carried out at the BL14W1 beamline of SSRF. The 
spectra were recorded in transmission mode. Self-supporting pellets were prepared from 
RuO2@MOF-808-P and Ru/SiO2 samples. The pellets were loaded in a quartz cell. A 
heating element was wrapped around the cell to alter the sample temperature. The 
temperature was measured by a K-type thermocouple in contact with the cell. Prior to the 
XAS measurements the samples were activated by 20 vol% O2 + 80 vol% He at 150 °C for 
10 min (RuO2@MOF-808-P) or 250 °C for 1 hr (RuO2/SiO2) and cooling down to 30 °C in 
Ar. The spectra were collected for the O2-activated samples first. The comparison spectra 
were collected by treating the O2-activated samples with flow of 5 vol% CO + 95 vol% He 
at 30 °C for 30 min. 
In situ DRIFTS: In situ DRIFTS spectra were recorded on a BRUKER TENSOR 27 
spectrometer equipped with a diffuse reflectance accessory (the Praying Mantis) and a 
reaction chamber (operation temperature from -150 °C to 600 °C). The powder sample was 
loaded into a sample cup. The sample temperature was controlled by a heater and measured 
by two thermocouples. One of them was placed in the sample cup; the other one was 
immobilized on the sampling stage. The flow rate passing through the reaction chamber was 
controlled by the mass flow controllers. The DRIFT spectra were recorded using a spectral 
resolution of 4 cm-1 and accumulating 32 scans. Before the DRIFTS acquisition, the samples 
were pre-treated in 20 vol% O2 + 80 vol% Ar at 150 °C for 10 min (RuO2@MOF-808-P) or 
250 °C for 1 hr (RuO2/SiO2) and cooled down to room temperature in Ar.  
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For temperature-dependent CO desorption characterization, 5 vol% CO + 95 vol% 
He was used. The sample was exposed to 5% CO at room temperature first and then 
decreased to -50 °C by liquid nitrogen and kept for 2 hrs (RuO2@MOF-808-P) or 1 hr 
(RuO2/SiO2) until no change was observed in the real-time spectra (i.e. CO adsorption in 
equilibrium). Then the gas flow was switched to Ar gas at room temperature and increased 
the sample temperature to the targeted one. After each targeted temperature was reached for 
10 min, the corresponding DRIFTS spectra were collected. 
Under reaction conditions, the O2-activated samples were exposed to the reaction 
gas (1 vol% CO + 20 vol% O2 + 79 vol% He) at room temperature for 30 min first. It was 
heated to the target temperatures (i.e. 30 °C, 100 °C, and 150 °C) in Ar and held for 10 min, 
and then the DRIFTS spectra were collected.  
5.3.9 Catalysed CO Oxidation Tests  
Note that, in this section, unless stated the experiments were performed by Dr Lijun 
Gao. 
The catalysts were loaded into a fixed-bed micro-reactor. Before catalytic activity, the 
RuO2@MOF-808-P and Ru/SiO2 catalysts were exposed to O2 (O2-activated) or Ar (Ar-
activated) gas at 150 oC for 10 min with a flow rate of 30 ml/min (to form activated 
RuO2@MOF-808-P) and 250 
oC for 1 hr (to form activated RuO2/SiO2), respectively. After 
cooling down to room temperature in Ar gas (30 ml/min), the gas stream was switched to a 
reaction gas (1 vol% CO, 20 vol% O2, 1vol% N2, and balanced with He) with a specific 
weight hourly space velocity (WHSV). The gas products were analysed with an on-line 
micro-gas chromatograph (Agilent GC-490) equipped with a 5 Å molecular sieve column 
and a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). For the apparent activation energy 
measurements, CO oxidation reactions were performed under a kinetic-limiting region in 
which the CO conversion was below 25% using a much higher WHSV.  
Activation energy (Ea) was obtained based on the Arrhenius equation: 
𝑘 = 𝐴𝑒
−𝐸𝑎
𝑅𝑇                                            Equation (5.16) 
where, k is the reaction rate, A is the pre-exponential factor, R is the gas constant (~ 8.314 
J·mol-1·K-1) and T is the temperature in K. Taking the natural logarithm of the Equation 5.16 
yields: 
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ln(𝑘) = ln(𝐴) −  
𝐸𝑎
𝑅
1
𝑇
                                      Equation (5.17) 
Since k values at different temperatures were obtained from the detection system, linear 
Arrhenius relation was plotted based on the Equation 5.17. Ea was therefore calculated based 
on the slope of the plot.  
Turnover frequency (TOF, conversion per unit site per unit time) is defined as the 
average number of molecules reacted at each catalytic site per unit time. The number of 
catalytic sites per unit mass of catalyst (i.e. catalytic site density) was obtained from the CO 
pulse chemisorption (assuming that one CO molecule could occupy one site), which was 
performed using a micromeritics chemisorption analyser (Auto Chem 2920). The sample 
(30 mg) was pre-treated in 20 vol% O2 + 80 vol% Ar at 150 °C for 10 min (RuO2@MOF-
808-P) or 250 °C for 1 h (RuO2/SiO2) and then switched to He gas. After cooling down to -
50 °C in He, the treated samples were exposed to CO pulses consisting of 5 vol% CO 
balanced with He. All gas follow rate was set to 30 ml/min. The CO concentration was 
measured using a detector based on thermal conductivity. TOF was then calculated: 
𝑇𝑂𝐹 =  
𝑘
catalytic site density
                                   Equation (5.18) 
For the water stability tests, the RuO2@MOF-808-P catalysts were pre-treated by 
reaction gas (1 vol% CO and 20 vol% O2 balanced with He) at 150 
oC for 10 min. After 
cooling down to room temperature in Ar, the gas flow was switched to reaction gas with 
WHSV = 400 LgRu
-1h-1 for activity test. Then the catalysts were treated by 10 vol% water 
which was injected by a syringe pump (LEAD FLUID, TYD03) at 100 oC for 1 hr. The lines 
from the pump to the reactor were heated at a high temperature. After the water treated, the 
catalysts were exposed to Ar at 120 oC for 60 min. The activity test was carried out from 30 
oC to 100 oC with a heating rate of 0.5 oC/min. The gas products were analyzed by an on-
line gas chromatography (Agilent GC 6890) equipped with a packed column PQ200 and a 
TCD. Before the products analysis, the moisture was condensed by ice. 
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5.4 Results and Discussion 
5.4.1 RuO2@MOF-808-P Preparation 
 
Figure 5.3 PEGS strategy for RuO2@MOF-808-P: (a) The Pourbaix diagram for Ru-H2O 
system (pH = 5-10; concentration of Ru-based solution = 20 mM) constructed based on previously 
available data versus standard hydrogen electrode (SHE).238 (b) shows symbols for the scheme in 
(c), which describes RuO2 synthesis inside the cavity of MOF-808-P using tBMP (hydrophobic 
reducing lipid). For clarity, (i) the schematics of MOF-808-P is simplified as standard MOF-808249; 
(ii) hydrogen atoms and carbon atoms for formates (HCOO−) are omitted in the MOF cage. The 
schematic drawings were made by Dr Jingwei Hou and the author. The figure is reprinted under a 
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 260 (Copyright 
2019 Nature Publishing Group). 
The overview about RuO2@MOF-808-P preparation is given in Figure 5.3. Since tBMP 
(Figure 5.2b) was solid at room temperature, DE (with low boiling temperature) was used 
as the solvent to prepare the tBMP solution for impregnation. Similar to the previous 
literature,114,195 by HR-TGA characterisation (Figure 5.4) the author noticed that the 
temperature-controlled selective desorption could happen to the mixture of tBMP, DE and 
MOF-808-P (i.e. tBMP/DE@MOF-808-P). In the HR-TGA results, the stepwise drops in 
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the top figure and the derived peaks in the bottom figure can be assigned to several 
desorption/decomposition events. Just below ~ 50 °C, DE can be mostly removed. There are 
two desorption temperatures for tBMP – a lower one at ~ 100 °C which is attributed to the 
tBMP outside the MOF (weaker tBMP-MOF interaction); the other one is just below 200 °C 
which can be due to tBMP entrapped inside the MOF. Above ~ 250 °C, there are two further 
weight-loss steps (at ~ 270 °C and ~ 570 °C) which can be assigned for the 
decomposition/pyrolysis of the MOF host (using the dried MOF-808-P as reference). 
 
Figure 5.4 HR-TGA on dried MOF-808-P, DE@MOF-808-P, tBMP/DE@MOF-808-P (tBMP 
in excess) and tBMP/DE@MOF-808-P (tBMP in excess) after being treated at ~ 120 °C: 
normalized weight versus temperature (top) & derivative of weight loss (weight loss upon 
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incremental increase in temperature) versus temperature (bottom). The figure is reprinted under a 
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 260 (Copyright 
2019 Nature Publishing Group). 
 
Figure 5.5 HR-TGA results (derivative of weight loss versus temperature) for 
tBMP/DE@MOF-808-P with different tBMP:MOF-808-P mass ratios. The figure is reprinted 
under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 260 
(Copyright 2019 Nature Publishing Group). 
Hence, to remove both DE and tBMP (outside the MOF) tBMP/DE@MOF-808-P 
was treated at ~ 120 °C (Figure 5.3c). As a consequence, only tBMP inside the MOF host 
can remain after treatment, i.e. tBMP@MOF-808-P. In addition, by changing the 
tBMP:MOF-808-P mass ratio (retaining the tBMP-in-DE concentration), tBMP can be 
partially filled in the MOF’s pore in a relatively controlled manner. The maximum tBMP 
loading has been reached when the tBMP:MOF-808-P mass ratio reaches 4:20 [i.e. 
tBMP/DE@MOF-808-P(4:20)]. A apparent peak can be found at ~ 100 °C revealing a 
significant amount of tBMP outside the MOF.  Furthermore, peak height at ~ 200 °C 
(desorption of tBMP inside the MOF) is very similar (only marginally lower due to the 
change in relative ratio) to that of tBMP/DE@MOF-808-P(3:20) support the tBMP 
saturation inside the MOF using the impregnation method. 
Hydrous RuO2 can form inside the MOF by mixing tBMP@MOF-808-P with the 
KRuO4 solution via the redox reaction between KRuO4 and tBMP. Since tBMP is 
immiscible with the aqueous solution, when the KRuO4 (aq) solution is about to infiltrate 
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the MOF’s pores tBMP molecules inside the MOF cannot escape from the cavity (Figure 
5.3c). Upon contacting with tBMP, the RuO4
- ion is reduced to hydrous RuO2. During the 
reaction, KRuO4 reduces to hydrous RuO2 while tBMP can be oxidized to its oxidizing 
derivatives similar to the oxidation of BHT.261,262 The LC-MS analysis of (i) filtrate solution 
after the reaction between tBMP@MOF-808-P and KRuO4 (aq) and (ii) comparison reaction 
between pure tBMP and  KRuO4 (aq) confirms the presence of ketone derivatives as the 
oxidation products of tBMP. The reaction between tBMP@MOF-808-P and KRuO4 solution 
was kept for ~ 4 hrs. In the case of using tBMP/DE@MOF-808-P(2:20), the pH was ~ pH8.5 
and ~ pH6 before and after the reaction. To facilitate the KRuO4 (aq) solution infiltration 
and the contact between tBMP and RuO4
- partially filled tBMP@MOF-808-P [e.g. 
tBMP/DE@MOF-808-P(2:20)] were preferred in the experiments. 
 After the synthesis, the white MOF-808-P turned to almost black hydrous 
RuO2@MOF-808-P. Additionally, no color change was found for both KRuO4 solution and 
pure MOF-808-P upon mixing. This indicated that MOF-808-P could not react with KRuO4, 
which was confirmed powder XRD detailed in the next section. The hydrous RuO2@MOF-
808-P was then dehydrated at ~ 140 °C to form RuO2@MOF-808-P.  
To demonstrate the loading position control, the redox reactions by adding KRuO4 
(aq) solution to tBMP/DE/MOF-808-P mixture with and without the temperature-controlled 
selective desorption (Figures 5.6a) were carried out. By deliberately avoid the temperature-
controlled selective desorption, a significant material deposition was found on the outer 
surface of the MOF (Figures 5.6a, top) in the dehydrated product. Since the tBMP/DE 
mixture on the outer surface will form droplets in contact with the KRuO4 (aq) solution to 
minimize the surface energy due to hydrophobic-hydrophilic repulsion, tBMP (outside the 
MOF) can only react with KRuO4 at the droplet-water interface forming a solid shell of 
hydrated RuO2. This is consistent with the core-shell nanostructures deposited outside the 
MOF.  
The chemical composition of the core-shell structures was verified by STEM-EDS 
(Figures 5.6b). While both Zr and Ru signal were detected from the Zr-based MOF region 
after RuO2 loading, only Ru signal can be collected for the core-shell nanostructures 
(highlighted in the yellow frame in Figures 5.6b). In contrast, the dehydrated product (i.e. 
RuO2@MOF-808-P) from the reaction between KRuO4 (aq) solution and tBMP@MOF-
808-P (with the temperature-controlled selective desorption) shows quite clean MOF surface 
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(Figures 5.6a, bottom). Further, the Ru signal mapping overlaps well with that for Zr and 
the MOF DF-STEM image (Figures 5.6c). The significant outer surface disposition is 
therefore proved to be effectively inhibited by applying both temperature-controlled 
selective desorption and hydrophobic-hydrophilic repulsion. 
 
Figure 5.6 Controllable RuO2 guest formation inside (or both inside and outside) the MOF-
808-P: (a) RuO2 can be formed both inside and outside the MOF, or only inside the MOF (i.e. 
RuO2@MOF-808-P) via temperature-controlled selective desorption of the tBMP molecules 
outside the MOF. DF-STEM images to the right show core-shell structures on the outer surface of 
the MOF crystals (top, for RuO2 formed inside and outside the MOF) vs. clean MOF crystal edges 
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(bottom, for RuO2 loaded mostly inside the MOF). The deposition is further verified by STEM-
EDS Zr and Ru mappings for (b) RuO2 formed inside and outside the MOF and (c) RuO2 loaded 
mostly inside the MOF. The yellow frames in (b) highlight the Ru-based core-shell structures. Raw 
images are provided as a Source Data file. The schematic drawing was prepared by Dr Jingwei 
Hou and the author. The DF-STEM was acquired by Dr James T. Griffiths and Tiesheng Wang. 
STEM-EDS was collected by Dr Lijun Gao. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons 
Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 260 (Copyright 2019 Nature Publishing 
Group). 
 
Figure 5.7 Tunable guest loading amount is confirmed by ICP-OES and N2 adsorption 
measurements: (a) By varying tBMP amount loading in MOF-808-P [n(KRuO4) : n(tBMP) kept 
to approx. 2:1], different RuO2 guest loading was achived as revealed from the Ru-element weight 
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fraction measured by ICP-OES. (b) N2 adsorption isotherms show the amount of guest (i.e. RuO2, 
quantified by ICP-OES) loaded in the MOF is related to the amount of tBMP in the MOF. (c) BET 
surface area decreases when more guest (i.e. RuO2) is incorporated (from ICP-OES). Similarly, the 
reduction in reduction in cumulative pore volume for both primary pore and secondary pore can be 
found in (d) and (e). The parentheses in samples’ labels in (b) and (e) represent the Ru-element 
weight fraction measured by ICP-OES. Mr Servann J. A. Herou performed the N2 adsorption 
measurements. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International 
Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 260 (Copyright 2019 Nature Publishing Group). 
Furthermore, tuneable loading amounts of the guest were achieved by adjusting the 
mass ratio between tBMP and the MOF (Figures 5.5 and 5.7). According to the N2 
adsorption results, the N2 uptake decreases when more RuO2 were loaded inside the MOF 
(Figure 5.7a). In the meantime, cumulative pore size distribution (Figure 5.7e) shows 
reduction in the pore volume of both primary pore and secondary pore when RuO2 is loaded. 
This indicates that the RuO2 guest can form in both pores. The pore volume for secondary 
pore, however, has larger drop meaning RuO2 guest prefers to be placed inside the secondary 
pore due to their larger size. This observation was also supported by DF-STEM images of 
the RuO2 guest in the next section. Additionally, compared with BET area for the dried 
MOF-808-P from the literature249 (~ 550 cm3/g at P/P0 of 0.2), the dried MOF-808-P in this 
project has much lower BET area (~ 160 cm3/g at P/P0 of 0.2). This could be explained by 
the defect formation and partial amorphization during MOF synthesis, solvent exchange and 
thermal activation. An additional step at ~ 7 nm can be found in the cumulative pore size 
distribution for dried MOF-808-P (Figure 5.7e). This ca be associated with the defects 
generated. The volume reduction can be found for this defective pore when RuO2 is formed, 
which indicates that RuO2 can also form inside this type of empty space.   
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5.4.2 RuO2@MOF-808-P Characterisations 
 
Figure 5.8 PXRD patterns for simulated MOF-808249, as-synthesized MOF-808-P, dried 
MOF-808-P and as-synthesized RuO2@MOF-808-P. The PXRD intensity is rescaled for better 
visualization. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International 
Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 260 (Copyright 2019 Nature Publishing Group). 
 
Figure 5.9. More detailed PXRD patterns for dried MOF-808-P and as-synthesized 
RuO2@MOF-808-P. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 
International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 260 (Copyright 2019 Nature Publishing Group). 
Since there is no significant change in the powder XRD peaks before and after loading RuO2 
(Figure 5.8), the MOF’s structure was mostly preserved throughout the synthesis of 
RuO2@MOF-808-P. No peak for RuO2 crystal can be found in the powder XRD pattern for 
RuO2@MOF-808-P, which indicates that if RuO2 particles were there they would be very 
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small (< 3 nm).265 As shown in the more detailed PXRD patterns in Figure 5.9, peaks above 
40° (2θ, related to long-range ordering features) can be hardly observed for as-prepared 
RuO2@MOF-808-P (in red) as compared to dried MOF (in black). This indicates that further 
pore collapse and/or amorphization can take place during most-synthetic 
modification.13,266,267 Note that the variation of intensity in peak below 5° (2 theta) can be 
largely influenced by the presence of guest compounds.122  
The incorporation of Ru-based guest was characterised with a combination of (i) EDS 
mappings obtained from both SEM (Figure 5.10) and STEM (Figure 5.11), and (ii) XPS 
survey scan (Figure 5.12). The Ru signal distributions from SEM-EDS and STEM-EDS 
match well with those for Zr. Since MOF-808-P is a Zr-based MOF, the signal overlap 
confirms the successful loading of Ru-based guest. In the SEM-EDS spectrum, Ru Lα peak 
at ~ 2.6 keV can be seen. As a further verification, Ru 3p double peaks can be noticed at ~ 
470 eV from the XPS survey scan. Note that no signal for potassium (K) residual can be 
found in the SEM-EDS spectrum (Figure 5.10, no peak at ~ 3.3 keV for Kα) or XPS survey 
spectrum (Figure 5.12, no peak at ~ 294 eV for K 2p). This is consistent with the further 
check by ICP-OES in the RuO2@MOF-808-P. 
 
Figure 5.10 SEM-SE image (top left) and SEM-EDS overall spectrum and mappings (Zr, Ru, 
C and O) for RuO2@MOF-808-P. Strong C signal in background can be found, as the sample 
powders are immobilized on the carbon tape. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons 
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Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 260 (Copyright 2019 Nature Publishing 
Group). 
 
Figure 5.11 Simulated octahedron morphology of MOF-808 based on Ref. 250 by Mercury 
(https://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/solutions/csd-system/components/mercury/) (top left). DF-
STEM image (top right) and its associated STEM-EDS mappings (Zr and Ru) for a 
RuO2@MOF-808-P particle. Since Zr and Ru have similar atomic number, they interact similarly 
with the electrons. Therefore, the contrasts from the Zr-based host and Ru-based guest in the DF-
STEM image are similar. The STEM results were collected by Dr James T. Griffiths and the 
author. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence 
(CC BY 4.0) from ref. 260 (Copyright 2019 Nature Publishing Group). 
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Figure 5.12 XPS survey spectrum for as-synthesized RuO2@MOF-808-P. The presence of Ru 
(from the RuO2 guest), Zr (from the MOF-808-P host), O (from both the guest and the host) and C 
(mostly from the host) is further verified. The XPS results were obtained by Dr Weiwei Li. The 
figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) 
from ref. 260 (Copyright 2019 Nature Publishing Group). 
 
Figure 5.13 XPS Ru 3p3/2 spectrum for as-synthesized RuO2@MOF-808-P. The Ru in as-
synthesized RuO2@MOF-808-P is dominated by Ru4+ at 463.2 eV.268,269 The XPS results were 
obtained by Dr Weiwei Li. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 
International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 260 (Copyright 2019 Nature Publishing Group). 
 
Figure 5.14 Fourier transformed (FT) k2-weighted χ(k)-function of the EXAFS results for Ru 
K-edge (~ 22.1 keV) for Ru foil, anhydrous RuO2 and as-synthesized RuO2@MOF-808-P 
obtained by XAS. The XAS results were obtained by Dr Lijun Gao and Mr Jinhu Dong. The 
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figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) 
from ref. 260 (Copyright 2019 Nature Publishing Group). 
XPS Ru 3p3/2 peak position (Figure 5.13) at ~ 463.2 eV confirmed the valence of Ru 
in the guest to be IV (i.e. Ru4+).268 A shoulder at higher binding energy was also observed 
which is likely to be the hydrous RuO2 residual (in presence of –OH),268,270  which can come 
from the uptake of moisture in the air. Extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) 
measurements for Ru (Figure 5.14) identify the dominant Ru-O vector at ~ 1.78 Å271. Similar 
to the standard RuO2 reference, the distance from a neighbouring Ru atom is ~ 3.1 Å (Figure 
5.14), which matches reasonably well with the Ru-Ru distance in rutile RuO2. Such Ru-Ru 
distance can be clearly distinguished from that for metallic Ru (i.e. Ru foil) (Figure 5.14). A 
marginal peak shift was noticed in RuO2@MOF-808-P compared with the reference RuO2. 
The presence of C (from the organic ligand of the MOF) in proximity to Ru might cause 
such small change.271 Unlike the reference RuO2 sample, there is no significant peaks for 
RuO2@MOF-808-P beyond 4 Å (Figure 5.14). Since there is no indication for longer Ru-O 
or Ru-Ru inter-atomic distances, the particle size can be very small (i.e. from sub-nm to a 
few nm). Furthermore, high-resolution DF-STEM image (Figure 5.15) shows particles (~ 
15 Å in diameter) with electron diffraction fringes. The space between two adjacent lines in 
the fringes is 2-2.5 Å (Figure 5.15b), which is consistent with the inter-planar spacing 
[d(011)/(101) or d(200)/(020))] expected for tetragonal RuO2 (space group: P42/mnm). This, 
however, can also correspond to some inter-planar spacings for ZrO2. 
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Figure 5.15 (a) DF-STEM image and (b) the same image highlighting the particles (~ 1.5 nm 
in diameter) with diffraction fringes of 2-2.5 Å. (c) Simulated RuO2 (space group P42/mnm) 
XRD pattern. (d) Two potential diffraction planes in RuO2 with d-spacing of 2-2.5 Å. The 
STEM results were obtained by Dr James T. Griffiths and the author. The figure is reprinted under 
a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 260 (Copyright 
2019 Nature Publishing Group). 
5.4.3 CO/O Interactions with RuO2 for Both RuO2@MOF-808-P and RuO2/SiO2 
As mentioned in Section 5.2, the CO/O interactions with RuO2 surface for RuO2@MOF-
808-P and the conventionally made RuO2/SiO2 were investigated. The preparation method 
and sample characterisations for RuO2/SiO2 are detailed in the Appendix for Chapter 5. Note 
that the Ru contents for both RuO2@MOF-808-P and RuO2/SiO2 mentioned in this section 
are 10 wt%.  
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Figure 5.16 CO and O interactions with RuO2 guest within the MOF as compared to RuO2 
supported on mesoporous SiO2: (a) CO-TPR in flowing CO and (b) temperature-dependent 
DRIFTS peak intensity reduction (due to CO desorption) for samples with only surface-adsorbed 
CO in flowing Ar. (c) for RuO2/SiO2 and (d) for RuO2@MOF-808-P show DRIFTS spectra with 
both surface-adsorbed CO and O in flowing Ar. The RuO2 (110) surface is taken as an example to 
assist the interpretation of the DRIFTS results (O in red, C in black, and green and blue for 
alternating rows of Ru with different {RuO6} octahedral orientation). The CO-TPR and DRIFTS 
were done by Dr Lijun Gao. The schematic drawings were made by Dr Jingwei Hou and the 
author. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence 
(CC BY 4.0) from ref. 260 (Copyright 2019 Nature Publishing Group). 
Ru-O interactions within the RuO2 were tested by CO-TPR, which were gradually 
heated in CO flow to find the minimum temperature for lattice Ru can be reduced (Figure 
5.16a). The reduction peak for RuO2@MOF-808-P emerged at a much lower temperature 
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(~ 160 °C) than that for RuO2/SiO2 (~ 240 °C). The results indicate that RuO2 within the 
MOF has higher reducibility (i.e. weaker Ru-O bonding), which may be due to electronic 
confinement leading to bonding orbital distortion.9 This is consistent with the in situ X-ray 
absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectra showing that RuO2@MOF-808-P is 
susceptible to CO for reduction (Figure 5.17). The changes of slope in near-edge region of 
the spectra (highlighted in grey) reveal partial reduction in both RuO2/SiO2 and 
RuO2@MOF-808-P upon CO exposure. From the weaker Ru-O bonding, the interaction of 
dissociated O with RuO2 surface in RuO2@MOF-808-P could also be weaker can be 
deduced.  
 
Figure 5.17 XANES spectra obtained from in situ XAS results for RuO2/SiO2 (in blue) and 
RuO2@MOF-808-P (in red) before and after the CO adsorption at 30 °C (Ru foil and RuO2 
as reference samples in grey). The XAS results were obtained by Dr Lijun Gao and Mr Jinhu 
Dong. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC 
BY 4.0) from ref. 260 (Copyright 2019 Nature Publishing Group). 
By comparing the results obtained from temperature-dependent CO desorption 
characterization (Figure 5.16b), the interaction of CO with MOF-confined RuO2 surface was 
found to be weaker. Both samples were pre-treated in 5 vol% CO + 95 vol% He gas at room 
temperature and then heated up to 150 °C in flowing Ar. The peak intensity for on-top CO 
molecules (CO absorbed on coordinately unsaturated Ru) at the RuO2@MOF-808-P surface 
(at 2061 cm-1)  is ready to decrease from room temperature and disappears at 150 °C whereas 
a similar peak for RuO2/SiO2 only start dropping from 100 
oC and keeps 70% at 150 oC. 
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Figure 5.18 DRIFTS spectrum for MOF-808-P treated in the reaction gas and then in Ar at 
30 °C. The treatment condition is the same as those mentioned in Figure 5.15.  No signal for 
CO/O adsorption can be observed which provide a good background to study CO/O adsorption on 
RuO2. The DRIFTS was done by Dr Lijun Gao. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons 
Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 260 (Copyright 2019 Nature Publishing 
Group). 
Table 5.1 DRIFTS absorption bands for  RuO2/SiO2 and RuO2@MOF-808-P and their 
interpretations.254,255 The table is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 
International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 260 (Copyright 2019 Nature Publishing Group). 
 
Sample 
DRIFTS 
band 
(cm-1) 
CO ads. 
type 
Indication 
RuO2/SiO2 
2132 on-top  
2076 on-top 
presence of densely packed CO domains 
resisting CO oxidation at low temperatures 
2027 bridging  
RuO2@ 
MOF-808-P 
2055 on-top loosely packed state of CO 
2005 bridging 
with even fewer adsorbed O neighbors 
nearby 
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DRIFTS bands for samples pre-treated with gas for reaction also reveal the packing 
state of the adsorbed species, with densely packed CO adsorption domains observed on 
RuO2/SiO2 but not on RuO2@MOF-808-P (Figures 5.16c&d). In this experiment, DRIFTS 
spectra of both samples were collected by adsorbing 1 vol% CO, 20 vol% O2, and 79 vol% 
He at room temperature and then heating up in Ar. The DRIFTS bands are summarized in 
Table 5.1 with data interpretation,254,255 which support the conclusions about weaker 
interactions of CO/O with RuO2 within the MOF. As a control experiment (Figures 5.18) no 
similar peak feature was found in the spectra for the pure MOF-808-P.  
Overall by forming RuO2@MOF-808-P, (i) the interactions between O/CO and the 
catalyst (i.e. RuO2) surface are weakened, which (ii) further inhibit the formation of densely 
packed CO domains. Therefore, in RuO2@MOF-808-P, the adsorbed CO is more ready to 
react with adsorbed O and detach from the RuO2 surface. This is further confirmed by the 
DRIFTS results in Figures 5.16c&d: at 100 oC, surface CO has been completely reacted and 
removed on the RuO2@MOF-808-P catalysts whereas most CO molecules still stay on 
RuO2/SiO2. The ability to enhance the surface CO and O species desorption (i.e. modulation) 
by forming the RuO2@MOF-808-P motivated us to check the performance of both catalysts 
for CO oxidation.243,272–275 
5.4.4 RuO2@MOF-808-P and RuO2/SiO2 as Catalysts for CO Oxidation  
The oxidation tests demonstrate that RuO2@MOF-808-P is a better catalyst than RuO2/SiO2 
(~ 5% vs. no CO conversion at 30 °C; 100% at 65 °C vs. 100% at 150 °C). Note that the Ru 
contents for both RuO2@MOF-808-P and RuO2/SiO2 mentioned in this section are 10 wt%. 
Both catalysts are more active after O2 activation than after Ar activation (Figure 5.19a). 
This suggest that oxygen-rich Ru oxide is the active species low temperature CO 
oxidation.276 The apparent Ea from the MOF-confined and SiO2-supported RuO2 was 
calculated to be Ea = 86 kJ/mol and Ea = 145 kJ/mol, respectively (Figure 5.19b). The 
activation energy of the RuO2@MOF-808-P falls onto the lower boundary of the known 
RuO2 activation energies.
244 Meanwhile, the TOF for RuO2@MOF-808-P (Figure 5.19c) 
was found to be higher than that for RuO2/SiO2 and other similar catalysts in Table 5.2. The 
high TOF could be duo to the lack of densely packed CO domains. To confirm that the MOF 
has no influence on the catalysis, MOF-808-P and tBMP@MOF-808-P were tested for 
catalytic CO oxidation (Figure 5.20). Both reference samples were activated by Ar gas at 
120 oC for 1h (catalysts mass: 25.8 mg, WHSV= 120 L∙gRu-1∙h-1). Both MOF-808-P and 
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tBMP@MOF-808-P were inactive for CO oxidation. The negative conversion observed for 
tBMP@MOF-808-P could be caused by tBMP desorption from the MOF. 
 
Figure 5.19 CO oxidation tests for RuO2/SiO2 and RuO2@MOF-808-P catalysts: (a) CO 
conversion profiles at WHSV of 2000 L∙gRu-1∙h-1 with 15 mg catalysts; (b) Arrhenius plots and 
apparent Ea; (c) chemisorbed CO at -50 °C and calculated TOF. (d) Stability test at 100 °C using 
O2-activated RuO2/SiO2 and RuO2@MOF-808-P catalysts (2000 L∙gRu-1∙h-1, 15 mg catalysts). The 
CO oxidation tests were done by Dr Lijun Gao. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons 
Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 260 (Copyright 2019 Nature Publishing 
Group). 
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Table 5.2 CO oxidation with other guest@MOF or Ru-based systems from the literature. The 
table is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) 
from ref. 260 (Copyright 2019 Nature Publishing Group). 
catalysts 
CO/
O2 
ratio 
catalys
ts 
mass 
(mg) 
WHSV 
(1×10
4 
ml∙gcat-
1∙h-1) 
particle 
size 
(nm) 
T of 
100 %C
O 
conversi
on (oC) 
T of 
50 %CO 
conversi
on (oC) 
Ea 
(kJ∙m
ol-1) 
TOF 
(s-1) 
reference 
10 % 
RuO2@MOF-
808-P 
1/20 15 20 1-2 65 − 86 0.32 This work 
10 % 
RuO2/SiO2 
1/20 15 20 3-5 155 − 145 0.03 This work 
5 % Au@ZIF-8 1/21 100 6 4.2 225 170 −  265 
15 % 
Co3O4@ZIF-8 
1/20 100 3 16.4 80 58 −  277 
m-
5RuO210CuO/
CeO2 
1/21 100 3 − 95  −  278 
0.2 % 
RuO2/Al2O3-
ALD 
1/21 2000 0.03 10 110  − 0.01 279 
2 % Pt/ZIF-8 
(encapsulation) 
1/5 100 2 3.3 200  −  280 
RuO2 1/5 100 3 6 90  −  281 
meso-RuO2-O2 1/2.8 60 5.2 6.2 29    276 
3 % Ru/CeO2 1/5 100 3 
nanocha
in 
140 127 −  282 
5 % 
RuO2/SnO2-11 
1/1 25 7 − 150 125 −  283 
Ru0.5Cu0.5/γ-
Al2O3 
1/1 150 2 9.2 − 122 −  284 
fcc-1% Ru/γ-
Al2O3 
1/1 150 2 5.9 − 141 −  285 
2.92 Ru/SiO2 2/1 15 
Plug-
flow 
conditi
on 
1.8 
150 (CO 
conversi
on 90%) 
− − 
0.013
2 
(CO2 
form
ation 
rate) 
286 
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Figure 5.20 CO oxidation tests for MOF-808-P, tBMP@MOF-808-P and RuO2@MOF-808-P. 
The CO oxidation tests were done by Dr Lijun Gao. The figure is reprinted under a Creative 
Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 260 (Copyright 2019 Nature 
Publishing Group). 
 
Figure 5.21 Stability test using O2-activated RuO2/SiO2 and RuO2@MOF-808-P (tests 
condition: 400 L∙gRu-1∙h-1, 30 mg catalysts) at 30 °C. The CO oxidation tests were done by Dr 
Lijun Gao. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence 
(CC BY 4.0) from ref. 260 (Copyright 2019 Nature Publishing Group). 
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Figure 5.22 DRIFTS result for RuO2@MOF-808-P in the reaction conditions as mentioned in 
Figure 5.21. At 30 °C, the peak features indicating the formation of carbonates can be noticed.276 
The DRIFTS was done by Dr Lijun Gao. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons 
Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 260 (Copyright 2019 Nature Publishing 
Group). 
 
Figure 5.23 CO oxidation tests for RuO2@MOF-808-P which was tested after the standard 
O2-activation mentioned in this work (stage 1) and tested again after being treated with 10 
vol% water vapour at 100 °C for 60 minutes (stage 2). Catalysts mass: 30 mg, WHSV = 400 
L∙gRu-1∙h-1. The CO oxidation tests were done by Dr Lijun Gao. The figure is reprinted under a 
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 260 (Copyright 
2019 Nature Publishing Group). 
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Figure 5.24 Powder XRD patterns for RuO2@MOF-808-P after treatments/tests as labelled. 
The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 
4.0) from ref. 260 (Copyright 2019 Nature Publishing Group). 
At 100 °C and 2000 L∙gRu-1∙h-1 CO flow rate, RuO2@MOF-808-P could still keep the 
conversion capability to be over 97% after 12 hrs (Figure 5.19d). In contrast, RuO2/SiO2 
deactivated soon after the initiation of the test under the same conditions (within 20 min). 
This is consistent with the CO/O interactions with the RuO2 surface found in Section 5.4.3 - 
at low temperatures, the densely-packed surface CO and O domains could form on the RuO2 
surface in RuO2/SiO2 thus prevent the CO-O reaction (i.e. deactivation). As for 
RuO2@MOF-808-P, at low temperature, weakened CO/ O interactions with the RuO2 
surface allow adsorbed CO to react with adsorbed O more easily. At temperature close to 
room temperature (e.g. 30 °C) similar CO conversion performances (Figure 5.21) for 
RuO2/SiO2 and RuO2@MOF-808-P were noticed, i.e. RuO2/SiO2 was fully deactivated after 
12 min whereas RuO2@MOF-808-P could maintain > 40% conversion after 2 hrs and can 
be easily regenerated. The gradual deactivation of RuO2@MOF-808-P at 30 °C could be 
due to the surface carbonates formed on the surface as indicated by DRIFTS (Figure 5.22).244 
The low-temperature CO tests further promise the applications related to CO removal close 
to ambient conditions, when thermal stability is no longer the primary issue. Additionally, 
to address the concern about using RuO2@MOF-808-P in moisture conditions,
59 
RuO2@MOF-808-P retaining high activity (Figure 5.23) was confirmed treating 
RuO2@MOF-808-P with water vapour at 100 °C. Although some degree of structural 
degradation can be found from the PXRD patterns (Figure 5.24) after the tests, the major 
peaks can still be observed. 
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5.4.5 Preliminary Results for Other Guest@Nanoporous-Host Systems Achieved Using 
Pourbaix Enabled Guest Synthesis (PEGS) 
The author have extended the PEGS method to other guests and nanoporous 
hosts,13,287 such as MnOx in different MOFs (MOF-808-P and DUT-67
67) and RuO2 inside 
zeolite Y234 (Figure 5.25). They were prepared using similar method mentioned in Sections 
5.3.5 and 5.3.6. The precursor for MnOx was 20 mM KMnO4 (aq); tBMP was used as the 
reducing agent for all the samples. As shown in the powder XRD patterns in Figure 5.25, 
the structures of hosts were stable throughout the syntheses. Meanwhile, the SEM-EDS 
mappings for Mn or Ru support the loading of Mn or Ru-based guests inside these host. 
5.5 Summary 
In this work, the PEGS strategy was introduced to predict the reagents and conditions for 
the ship-in-a-bottle synthesis. As a prototypical system for PEGS method RuO2@MOF-808-
P was prepared and characterised.  CO/O interactions with the RuO2 surface within the MOF 
were also found to be weaker than that for conventionally made RuO2/SiO2. Such 
modulation achieved by preparing RuO2@MOF-808-P makes the RuO2-based catalyst more 
active in catalysing low-temperature CO oxidation. 
The PEGS approach could be applicable to insoluble compounds such as metals, 
oxides, hydroxides and sulfides288. Benefiting from the recent development of materials 
genome project and the continuous growth of Pourbaix diagrams databases (e.g. Materials 
Project289–292), other guests with more diverse chemistries (e.g. nitrides, phosphides and 
multi-element compounds) could also be prepared.  
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Figure 5.25 Powder XRD and SEM-EDS results for manganese oxide (MnOx) in MOF-808-P 
(top) and another Zr-based MOF (i.e. DUT-6767) (middle) and RuO2 in a commercially 
available zeolite Y234 (bottom). The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 
International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 260 (Copyright 2019 Nature Publishing Group). 
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Chapter 6: Growing Carbon-Based Structures with Multilevel 
Hierarchy from MOF−Guest Systems 
6.1 Initiations, Collaborations, Outcomes, Research Funding 
In early March 2017, Prof. Anthony K. Cheetham, Dr Stoyan K. Smoukov and the author 
had a meeting to summarise the publication in Materials Horizons (Chapter 4). Prof. 
Cheetham suggested that one of the future candidates for the guest is MoS2, as it was heavily 
developed as the electrocatalyst for water splitting. Since the edge of this 2D catalyst had 
been identified as the active sites for H2 production from the water,
293,294 creating small 
MoS2 to expose more edges was a good project. The geometric confinement provided by the 
MOF host may enable to small MoS2 formation. After browsing the literature, the author 
found that thiomolybdates (MoxSy
z-) can decompose to MoSx after heating.
295,296 Although 
the thermal treatment might decompose the MOF, Prof. Cheetham and Dr Smoukov 
encouraged the author to explore this direction. At that time, they were very curious about 
whether the thermally treated MOF can still confine the decomposed solid product(s) of the 
thiomolybdates. In the late March 2017 after the trip to Bulgaria, the author heated the 
thiomolybdates @MOF to 900 °C in Ar to check the carbonised product(s). He was surprised 
by the fibre assemblies he observed from SEM-BSE and told the discovery to Prof. 
Cheetham and Dr Smoukov on the next day. The author double-checked the results and 
properly started the project a few days after the discovery. The project was supervised by 
Dr Stoyan K. Smoukov and Prof. R. Vasant Kumar and advised by Prof. Anthony K. 
Cheetham.   
As close collaborations, the author worked with Dr Hyun-Kyung Kim from Prof. R. 
Vasant Kumar’s group in Cambridge for lithium-ion battery (LiB) anode tests. Dr Weiwei 
Li (University of Cambridge) performed XPS characterisations. Dr James T. Griffiths 
(University of Cambridge) and the author worked on TEM characterisation. Dr Yue Wu 
(University of Cambridge) performed single-crystal XRD experiments and analysed the 
results. Mr Chao Yun (University of Cambridge) and the author measured samples’ 
electrical conductivity. Ms Kara D. Fong (University of Cambridge) and the author prepared 
schemes for Li+ interaction with the LiB anode material. Prof. Judith L. MacManus-Driscoll, 
Ms Sue Gymer, and Mr Simon J. Griggs and Mr Robert Cornell are also acknowledged here 
for the kind support in using XPS, tube furnace, SEM and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). 
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Unless stated in the experimental and results otherwise the work was accomplished by 
me.  
A patent application related to the work covered in the chapter has been lodged 
(GB1801331.8). Meanwhile, the work was published in Journal of the American Chemical 
Society in 2018: 
Tiesheng Wang, Hyun-Kyung Kim, Yingjun Liu, Weiwei Li, James T. Griffiths, Yue Wu, 
Sourav Laha, Kara D. Fong, Filip Podjaski, Chao Yun, R. Vasant Kumar, Bettina V. Lotsch, 
Anthony K. Cheetham, Stoyan K. Smoukov*, Bottom-up Formation of Carbon-Based 
Structures with Multilevel Hierarchy from MOF–Guest Polyhedra, doi: 
10.1021/jacs.8b02411, Journal of the American Chemical Society, 2018, 140 (19), pp 
6130–6136 
Note that this is an open access article published under a Creative Commons 
Attribution (CC-BY) License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution and reproduction 
in any medium, provided the author and source are cited. 
This project is funded through the European Research Council (ERC) grant (grant 
number: EMATTER 280078). In the period of the project, the author was funded by the 
China Scholarship Council (CSC) and supported by the Engineering and Physical Sciences 
Research Council (EPSRC) Centre for Doctoral Training in Sensor Technologies and 
Applications (EP/L015889/1 and 1566990). Prof. Anthony K. Cheetham was supported by 
the Ras Al Khaimah Centre for Advanced Materials (RAK-CAM). Dr Weiwei Li was 
supported by the EPSRC grants (EP/L011700/1 and EP/N004272/1). Ms Kara D. Fong was 
funded by the Winston Churchill Foundation of the United States; Mr Chao Yun was 
supported by the Cambridge Commonwealth, European and International Trust. 
6.2 Introduction 
Since MOFs have regular arrangement of organic ligands and metal-based clusters at 
molecular level, the carbonised MOF products often can retain the well-dispersed metal-
based species within the carbon matrix. While the carbon structures can conduct electron 
transfer, the incorporated metal-based derivatives add extra functionality onto the carbon-
based composites, which enhance the performance of carbon-based electrodes in batteries 
and catalysts. Relevant investigations have been carried out since the late 2000s.82–84,297–302  
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Apart from the normal non-catalytic pyrolytic processes (including decomposition, 
gasification, shrinkage and bond reformation of organic precursors),303 filamentous growth 
of carbon (Figure 6.1), which has been known for over half a century, can also occur in 
presence of catalytically active species (e.g. Ni, Co and Fe).304–307 briefly, the carbon-based 
feedstocks which are generated via organic decomposition can migrate onto the metal-based 
catalysts and further break down into atomised carbons. The carbons diffuse through the 
catalyst and make bond together again pushing the catalyst to move to the opposite direction. 
Sometimes, carbon-based fibres and/or tubes can also grow from the MOF polyhedral with 
catalytically active metal centres during the carbonisation.133,308–314 Although  MOF-guest 
systems [e.g. Mo-based polyoxometalate@HKUST-1(Cu)315, W-based metal-
carbonyl@MAF-6(Zn)316, Ti-oxo-clusters@HKUST-1(Cu)317 and 
dicyandiamide/FeCl3@MIL-101-NH2(Al)
318] have also been carbonised to achieve more 
desired or tuneable chemical compositions, to the author’s best knowledge carbon-based 
nanostructures with multilevel hierarchy formed by the catalysed fibre/tube growth had not 
been reported at the time the work was published. 
 
Figure 6.1 Schematic drawings about metal-catalysed filamentous growth of carbon. 
The circle represents the metal-based catalyst. The figure is reproduced from the work by Snoeck 
et al. with permission from ref. 319 (Copyright 1997 Elsevier B.V.). 
In this chapter, the preparation and characterisation of carbon-based multilevel 
hierarchical nanostructures via the carbonisation of MOF-guest systems will be introduced. 
Since these carbon-based structures have morphological similarities with the diatomaceous 
species existed in nature, they were named as nano-diatoms. Considering the potential 
applications, HKUST-1 [e.g. HKUST-1(Cu)320–322 and HKUST-1(Zn)321,323] was chosen as 
the MOF host, as it [particularly for HKUST-1(Cu)] is easy-to-obtain and easy-to-handle. 
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HKUST-1 [Cu3(BTC)2 for HKUST-1(Cu) and Zn3(BTC)2·(DMF)3 for HKUST-1(Zn)] is in 
cubic space group Fm3̅m. Note that unlike HKUST-1(Cu), the presence of DMF is important 
for HKUST-1(Zn) to prevent the structural collapse.321,323 The metal-based guests 
impregnated at room temperature were ammonium tetrathiomolybdate [(NH4)2MoS4 or 
ATM] or ammonium tetrathiotungstate [(NH4)2WS4 or ATT] which can produce 
molybdenum sulphides (MoSx) or tungsten sulphides (WSx) upon thermal 
decomposition.295,296,324 
As a detailed demonstration, the case for ATM/DMF@HKUST-1(Cu) will be 
focused. By characterising the products at various temperatures, the current understanding 
on the nano-diatom formation will be presented. Meanwhile, by replacing the guest and the 
MOF host the morphology of these nano-diatoms depending on both MOF host and guest 
was found. Furthermore, the nano-diatoms made from ATM/DMF@HKUST-1(Cu) was 
used to demonstrate the potential application as a fast-charging LiB anode. 
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6.3 Experimental 
6.3.1 Sample Overview 
Table 6.1 Information about samples mentioned in the work. The table is reprinted under a 
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 122 (Copyright 
2018 American Chemical Society). 
 1 (precursors) 2 (after washing) 
A Thermally activated HKUST-1(Cu)  
Pyrolyzed A1 at 800 °C under Ar, 
then washed with FeCl3 (aq), HCl 
(aq), and deionized water 
B 
Thermally activated HKUST-1(Cu) 
impregnated with a solution of ATM in DMF, 
ATM/DMF@HKUST-1(Cu) 
Pyrolyzed B1 at 800 °C under Ar, 
then washed with FeCl3 (aq), HCl 
(aq), and deionized water 
C 
Thermally activated HKUST-1(Cu) 
impregnated DMF 
Pyrolyzed C1 at 800 °C under Ar, 
then washed with FeCl3 (aq), HCl 
(aq), and deionized water 
D 
Thermally activated HKUST-1(Cu) 
impregnated with a solution of ATT in DMF, 
ATT/DMF@HKUST-1(Cu) 
Pyrolyzed D1 at 800 °C under Ar, 
then washed with FeCl3 (aq), HCl 
(aq), and deionized water 
E Thermally activated HKUST-1(Zn) 
Pyrolyzed E1 at 800 °C under Ar, 
then washed with HCl (aq) and 
deionized water 
F 
Thermally activated HKUST-1(Zn) 
impregnated with a solution of ATM in DMF, 
ATM/DMF@HKUST-1(Zn) 
Pyrolyzed F1 at 800 °C under Ar, 
then washed with HCl (aq) and 
deionized water 
6.3.2 Materials 
The following items were used as received: H3BTC (ACROS Organics™, 98%), copper(II) 
nitrate trihydrate [Cu(NO)2·3H2O, ACROS Organics™, 99%], Zn(NO)2·6H2O (ACROS 
Organics™, 98%), Milli-Q water (17 MΩ), ethanol absolute (Fisher Scientific, 99.8+%), 
DMF (Fisher Scientific, 99+%), ATM (ACROS Organics™, 99.98%), ATT (Alfa Aesar, 
99.9+%), anhydrous FeCl3 (Sigma-Aldrich, 98+%), HCl (Sigma-Aldrich, aq, 37wt%), and 
Whatman® polyamide membrane filters (pore size ~0.2 μm). 
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6.3.3 HKUST-1 Synthesis 
HKUST-1(Cu) was synthesized using the methods reported by Yang et al.322. 5 g 
Cu(NO)2·3H2O was dissolved in 60 ml Milli-Q water and 1.36 g H3BTC was dissolved in 
60 ml ethanol. Both solutions were ultrasonicated for a few mins to achieve the complete 
dissolution. The two as-prepared solutions were mixed together in a borosilicate glass bottle 
(with screw cap). 4 ml DMF was then added to the mixture quickly. The mixed solution was 
kept at 80 °C in an oil bath for 20 hours. The as-synthesized HKUST-1(Cu) crystals were 
collected by filtration and rinsed with ethanol three times. It was then activated at 130 °C 
under nitrogen flow overnight to remove the solvent molecules (e.g. water and ethanol) to 
achieve A1. 
HKUST-1(Zn) was prepared using the protocols from Feldblyum et al.321 and 
Bhunia et al.323. 2.55 g Zn(NO)2·6H2O and 0.6 g H3BTC were dissolved in 150 ml DMF, 
which was then kept at 88 °C for 16 hours in an oil bath. The as-synthesized HKUST-1(Zn) 
crystals were collected by filtration and rinsed with DMF three times. It was then activated 
at 130 °C under nitrogen flow overnight to obtain E1. The prepared MOFs were stored in a 
vacuum desiccator. 
6.3.4 Guest@HKUST-1 (i.e. Carbonisation Precursors) Preparation 
Sample B1: A1 was immersed in ATM/DMF solution (1 g ATM per 100 ml DMF) for 2 
hours at room temperature (22 °C, Cambridge, UK) with gentle stirring. The quantity of 
ATM added was chosen to keep the molar ratio of Mo:Cu to approximately 1:2 during the 
impregnation (based on the assumed chemical formula of A1 as Cu3(BTC)2, or 
Cu3C18H6O12). The resultant solids were collected by filtration and then rinsed with DMF 
until the liquid filtrate was almost colourless. The solid (i.e. B1) was dried at room 
temperature under nitrogen flow overnight. 
Sample C1: As a control sample, A1 was immersed in DMF for 2 hours at room temperature 
with gentle stirring. The solid (i.e. C1) was collected by filtration and dried at room 
temperature under nitrogen flow overnight.  
Sample D1: A1 was immersed in ATT/DMF solution (1 g ATT per 100 ml DMF) for 2 
hours at room temperature with gentle stirring. The quantity of ATT added was chosen to 
keep the molar ratio of Mo:Cu to approximately 1:2 during the impregnation (based on the 
assumed chemical formula of A1 as Cu3(BTC)2, or Cu3C18H6O12). The resultant solids were 
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collected by filtration and then washed with DMF until the liquid filtrate was almost 
colourless. The solid (i.e. D1) was dried at room temperature under nitrogen flow overnight.  
Sample F1: E1 was immersed in ATM/DMF solution (1 g ATM per 100 ml DMF) for 2 
hours at room temperature with gentle stirring. The quantity of ATM added was chosen to 
keep the molar ratio of Mo:Zn to approximately 1:2 during the impregnation (based on the 
assumed chemical formula of E1 as Zn3(BTC)2·(DMF)3 or Zn3C27N3H27O15). The resultant 
solids were collected by filtration and then rinsed with DMF until the liquid filtrate was 
almost colourless. The solid (i.e. F1) was dried at room temperature under nitrogen flow 
overnight.  
6.3.5 Carbonisation and Washing 
Samples A1-F1 were all thermally carbonised by following the same procedure (Figure 6.2) 
in flow of Ar: A sample was loaded in an alumina combustion boat. It was then put into a 
Carbolite STF 15/450 tube furnace. To minimize carbon oxidation with air (as impurity) at 
elevated temperatures, the tube was vacuumed and refilled with Ar before heating for three 
times. To prevent overstress on the tube from thermal expansion upon heating, the heating 
power was initially set to be 30% of its maximum output power. After 60 min, when the 
furnace reached above 600 °C, the power was increased to 50%. The sample was heated to 
800 °C, kept at 800 °C for 120 min and cooled down naturally in Ar (99.99+%). During the 
heating stage, the temperature increased at an average rate of ~ 10 °C/min (detailed profile 
is given in Figure 6.2c). This process produced carbonized A1-F1.  
Carbonised A1-D1 was washed with excess amounts of 0.5 M FeCl3 (aq, good 
etchant for metallic Cu) followed by excess amounts of 10% (v/v) HCl (aq) and plenty of 
Milli-Q water to remove most of the Cu-containing by-products. Carbonised E1 and F1 were 
washed with excess amounts of 1 M HCl (aq) followed by plenty of MilliQ water to remove 
most of the Zn-containing by-products. The products obtained after the washing process and 
drying (100 °C) are A2-F2. 
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Figure 6.2 (a) Photograph of the thermal treatment (i.e. carbonisation) setup with a Carbolite 
STF 15/450 tube furnace; (b) photograph of the temperature calibration with a 
thermocouple; and (c) the temperature profile measured for the thermal treatment. Error bars 
give the standard error from the triplicate measurements. The figure is reprinted under a Creative 
Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 122 (Copyright 2018 
American Chemical Society). 
6.3.6 Materials Characterisations 
SEM-SE and SEM-EDS: SEM-SE images and SEM-EDS mappings were obtained using 
a FEI Nova NanoSEM™ with a field emission gun, a SE detector and an EDS detector. The 
SEM-SE images were collected at the acceleration voltage of 5 kV; the SEM-EDS mappings 
were acquired at the acceleration voltage of 15 kV. Powder samples were immobilised on 
the carbon tapes, which were adhered to the standard aluminium stubs (Agar Scientific). 
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SEM-BSE: SEM-BSE images were acquired using a Phenom ProX Desktop microscope at 
an accelerating voltage of 15 kV. Powder samples were immobilised on the carbon tapes, 
which were adhered to the standard aluminium stubs (Agar Scientific). 
Table 6.2 Experimental parameters for single-crystal XRD. The table is reprinted under a 
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 122 (Copyright 
2018 American Chemical Society). 
Sample  B1 C1 
Empirical formula  Cu3C18H6O15  Cu3C18H6O15 
Temperature/K  299.0(9)  298.3(4)  
Crystal system  cubic  cubic  
Space group  𝐹𝑚3̅𝑚  𝐹𝑚3̅𝑚 
a/Å  26.3531(8)  26.3032(6)  
α/°  90  90  
Volume/Å3  18301.8(16)  18198.2(11)  
ρcalcg/cm3  0.948  0.949  
μ/mm-1  1.420  1.423  
F(000)  5136.0  5184.0  
Crystal size/mm3  0.18 × 0.12 × 0.1  0.23 × 0.144 × 0.09  
Radiation  MoKα (λ = 0.71073)  MoKα (λ = 0.71073)  
2Θ range for data 
collection/°  
3.09 to 56.574  4.38 to 56.49  
Reflections collected  4078  4026  
Independent reflections  
1106 [Rint = 0.0931, Rsigma = 
0.0731]  
1091 [Rint = 0.0926, Rsigma = 
0.0582]  
Data/restraints/parameters  1106/0/36  1091/0/36  
Goodness-of-fit on F2  1.084  1.174  
Final R indexes [I>=2σ (I)]  R1 = 0.0932, wR2 = 0.2702  R1 = 0.0878, wR2 = 0.2529  
Final R indexes [all data]  R1 = 0.1404, wR2 = 0.3063  R1 = 0.1062, wR2 = 0.2795  
Single-crystal XRD: Single-crystal XRD was done by Dr Yue Wu. Crystal structure 
determination was carried out using an Oxford Gemini E Ultra diffractometer, Mo Kα 
radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å), equipped with an Eos CCD detector. Data collection and 
reduction were conducted using CrysAliPro (Agilent Technologies). An empirical 
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absorption correction was applied with the Olex2 platform.325 The structure was solved 
using ShelXT326 and refined by ShelXL327. 
Powder XRD：Powder XRD patterns were collected on a Bruker D8 ADVANCE with a 
Ni 0.012 filter between the X-ray source and the sample (2θ from 3.5° to 80° and a step size 
of 0.04°). Samples were uniformly distributed on a silicon disc supported by a round holder. 
The holder and the disc were rotated (30 rpm) during the measurement. The illumination slit 
length was fixed so that the exposure area forms a circle (16 mm in diameter) with the 
rotation. 
DF-STEM and STEM-EDS: DF-STEM images and STEM-EDS mappings were acquired 
by Dr James T. Griffiths and Tiesheng Wang using an FEI Osiris operating at 200 keV fitted 
with BF and ADF detectors. Energy dispersive spectra were simultaneously recorded on 
four Bruker silicon drift detectors. STEM samples were dispersed in ethanol and prepared 
by drop-casting 100 μl of sample suspension on carbon grids. 
XPS: XPS results were collected by Dr Weiwei Li using a XPS with a monochromatic Al 
Kα1 x-ray source (hv =1486.6 eV) and a SPECS PHOIBOS 150 electron energy analyzer 
with a total energy resolution of 500 meV. To remove charging effects during the 
measurements, a low-energy electron flood gun with proper energy was applied to 
compensate the charge. All spectra were aligned to the C 1s at 284.8 eV. For analysis of the 
C 1s, Mo 3d, and S 2p spectra, a Shirley background was subtracted. The samples were 
immobilised on the substrate by carbon tape. 
Thermogravimetric analysis with Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (TGA-
FTIR): TGA-FTIR was performed with a TA Instruments Q500 thermogravimetric analyser 
connected to a Thermo Scientific™ Nicolet™ iS™10 FTIR spectrometer. Samples were 
heated from room temperature up to 1000 ºC at a constant rate of 10 ºC/min. Thermal 
decomposition was carried out in Ar, whereas combustion was performed in air. Gaseous 
products were passed to the Thermo Scientific™ Nicolet™ iS™10 FTIR spectrometer for 
analysis. A spectrum was acquired every 40 sec. The FTIR sampling chamber was kept at 
400 ºC. The FTIR optical path length was 100 mm. 
Nitrogen adsorption measurements: Nitrogen adsorption measurements were performed 
at 77 K (-196 ºC) using a MicroMeritics TriStar 3000 Porosimeter. Prior to the 
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measurements, samples were quickly taken out from the vacuum desiccator and evacuated 
for 1 hour at 120 ºC under nitrogen flow.  
 
Figure 6.3 Two-probe current-voltage (I-V) measurement setup: (a) components used, (b) 
a cylindrical sample (formed from powder-like B2), (c) schematic drawing for a measurement, 
and (d) components assembled for measurement. The figure is reprinted under a Creative 
Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 122 (Copyright 2018 
American Chemical Society). 
Two-probe electric current-voltage (I-V) measurement: Electrical measurements were 
conducted by Chao Yun and Tiesheng Wang using a combination of a Keithley 2182 
nanovoltmeter to apply voltage and a Keithley 2440 5A source meter to read current. The 
method used to obtain the conductivities and current-voltage plots of A2 and B2 was adapted 
from those reported previously for carbon black powder328 and metal powder329 (Figure 6.3). 
Briefly, sample powder was confined in a mold and shaped under pressure to be a cylinder 
with defined radius, r, and height, h. The top and bottom of the sample cylinder were in 
contact with the aluminum electrodes separately whereas the rest of the cylinder was 
surrounded by an electrically insulating Teflon mold. A voltage (V) was applied across the 
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sample and the current (I) travelling through the cylinder was measured. The voltage was 
varied from +5 V to -5 V and then back to +5 V, with a step size of 0.5 V. The electrical 
conductivities, σ, were determined by fitting a line on the data from -2 V to 2 V. The slope 
(I/V) is 1/R, where R is resistance: 
𝜎 =
1
𝜌
=
ℎ
𝑅𝐴
=
ℎ
(
𝑉
𝐼
)𝜋𝑟2
                                        Equation (6.1) 
where, ρ is resistivity and A is contact area with the measurement electrodes. 
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and LiB half-cell tests: The electrochemical properties were 
investigated by Dr Hyun-Kyung Kim using 2032-type coin cells with a lithium foil counter 
electrode and 1 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate/dimethyl carbonate (EC/DMC) (1:1 v/v) as 
the electrolyte. The working electrode was prepared using a mixture of 90 wt% B2 and 10 
wt% polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF, as a binder); the mixture was deposited on a Cu foil. 
Each working electrode had a surface area of 1.13 cm2, and the density of active material in 
the electrode was approximately 1 mg/cm2. For comparison, electrodes were also prepared 
using A2 or commercial graphite mixed with 10 wt% PVDF binder. The specific capacities 
of all the electrodes were calculated based on the masses of active materials. The relevant 
cyclic voltammetry (CV) scans and charge-discharge curves were collected with a 
potentiostat/galvanostat (IVIUM/ LAND) within a 0.01–3 V range against Li+/Li potential. 
Coulombic efficiency is defined as the ratio of capacity discharged over capacity charged 
on the same cycle. 
6.4 Results and Discussion 
6.4.1 B1: ATM/DMF@HKUST-1(Cu) 
After thermal activation, HKUST-1(Cu) turned from light blue in colour to dark blue or 
purple (Figure 6.4). The activated HKUST-1(Cu) is A1. The colour change could be due to 
the reduction in Cu coordination number – solvent molecules detached from Cu leaving 
unsaturated sites behind.330,331 After soaking the ATM/DMF solution into the activated 
HKUST-1(Cu), the particles became green in colour (Figure 6.5), which is consistent with 
a similar system [i.e. Mo-based polyoxometalate@HKUST-1(Cu)] reported by Wu et al.315. 
Compared with the activated HKUST-1(Cu), the drastic decrease in N2 uptake (Figure 6.5a) 
indicates that ATM and/or DMF molecules in A1 [i.e. ATM/DMF@ HKUST-1(Cu)] could 
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occupy the empty space within the MOF host preventing any further N2 incorporation. As 
for the control sample, C1, it restored the light blue colour after the DMF impregnation.  
 
Figure 6.4 Photographs of (a) as-synthesized HKUST-1(Cu) and (b) thermally activated 
HKUST-1(Cu). The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International 
Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 122 (Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society). 
 
Figure 6.5 (a) N2 adsorption isotherms and images for A1 (adsorption in black and 
desorption in red) and B1 (adsorption in green and desorption in blue); and (b) photographs 
for C1 (left) and B1 (right). The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 
International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 122 (Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society). 
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Figure 6.6 Powder XRD patterns for as-synthesized HKUST-1(Cu), A1, B1 and D1. The 
figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) 
from ref. 122 (Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society). 
The powder XRD peaks for B1 match well with those for as-synthesized HKUST-
1(Cu) and A1 (Figure 6.6). The HKUST-1(Cu) host structure is, therefore, confirmed to be 
retained throughout the thermal activation and guest impregnation processes. Furthermore, 
there is a peak at ~ 6° (2θ) in the pattern for the as-synthesised HKUST-1(Cu) whereas the 
peak disappears in that for A1 due to desorption of solvent guests. This is supported by the 
restoration of the peak in B1, when guests were reloaded into the host.  
 
Figure 6.7 Fourier difference maps obtained from single-crystal XRD for (a) B1 and (b) C1 
revealing the electron density (red contours) distributed in the void of the HKUST-1(Cu) 
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framework ([1 1 0] direction). The single-crystal XRD was done by Dr Yue Wu. The figure is 
reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 
122 (Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society). 
By characterising B1 and C1 with single-crystal XRD (Figure 6.7), the electron 
density is found to be more localized in B1 than in C1, which could be due to the heavier 
elements presented in B1’s guests [i.e. ATM (e.g. Mo and S) and DMF] compared to C1’s 
guests (i.e. DMF). Note that the electron density represented by the contours in these two 
figures is different; the smaller contour area indicates a more localised electron distribution. 
For B1, there are 2608 in-void electrons per unit cell; in contrast, for C1, there are 2231 in-
void electrons (equivalent to ~ 56 DMF molecules) per unit cell. By assuming that the 
number of DMF molecules is unchanged and the additional electrons (i.e. 2608 – 2231 = 
337 electrons) come from ATM, the number of ATM in a unit cell is 3. Therefore, the ATM 
concentration is 53.6 parts per thousand DMF molecules, which is ~ 18 times higher than 
the concentration of the as-prepared solution (2.98 parts per thousand DMF molecules for 1 
g ATM per 100 ml DMF at room temperature). From the single-crystal XRD analysis, not 
only the incorporation of ATM was verified but also the accumulation of ATM inside the 
MOF host was found. This is likely to be caused by the strong binding interaction between 
the unsaturated copper sites with thiomolybdates, which is well-investigated by bioinorganic 
chemists. It is regarded as a health issue for ruminants in Mo-rich land, as they suffer from 
a Cu deficiency due to such interaction (known as Cu-Mo antagonism).324 
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6.4.2 Carbonisation of B1 
 
Figure 6.8 TGA-FTIR results for heating A1 and B1 in Ar (thermal decomposition): (a) FTIR 
mapping of the emitted gas species from A1 upon heating; (b) FTIR mapping of the emitted gas 
species from B1 upon heating; (c) TGA profiles for A1 and B1. The peaks in FTIR spectra were 
matched with the spectra of standard gaseous compounds in the database provided by Thermo 
Scientific. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence 
(CC BY 4.0) from ref. 122 (Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society). 
To reveal the elementary processes of B1 carbonisation, systematic characterizations on 
samples heated to various temperatures were performed. When a sample reached the target 
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temperature, it was kept at this temperature for 10 min to reach equilibrium, unless 
mentioned specifically.  
Below 300 °C, DMF desorption and ammonia formation were detected by TGA-
FTIR (Figure 6.8). Note that there is an inevitable retard in the DMF detection, as DMF can 
easily condense. The presence of ammonia indicates ATM decomposition.295 The Mo 3d 
XPS peaks (Figure 6.9) also shifts to higher binding energy (from ~ 228 eV to ~ 232 eV for 
Mo 3d5/2 and from ~ 231 eV to ~ 235 eV for Mo 3d3/2) during ATM decomposition indicating 
significant change in Mo’s valence.295,296 Instead of forming MoS2296 (Mo 3d5/2 at 229.1 eV 
and 3d3/2 at 232.3 eV), Mo 3d in Figure 6.9 peaks are at higher binding energy (Mo 3d5/2 at 
~ 232 eV and 3d3/2 at ~ 235 eV), which is likely to arise from the strong interaction with 
HKUST-1(Cu).  In the similar temperature regime, from powder XRD patterns (Figure 6.10) 
the crystalline structure of the MOF host was found to collapse due to the significant overall 
peak mismatch. 
 
Figure 6.9 C 1s, Mo 3d, S 2s and S 2p XPS spectra for B1 treated up to various temperatures. 
The Mo 3d + S 2s spectrum for B1 has a doublet at 227.7 eV and 230.8 eV, matching amorphous 
MoS3332 with a slight shift to lower binding energy overlapping with the S 2s peak. The XPS results 
were obtained by Dr Weiwei Li. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 
International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 122 (Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society). 
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Pyrolysis (i.e. a carbonisation process) takes place between 300 °C and 400 °C. The 
BTC ligand in HKUST-1(Cu) decomposes to carbon-based molecules through dissociation 
of carboxylate group. This is discerned by CO2 production collected by TGA-FTIR (Figure 
6.8) and further supported by the disappearance of O-C=O bonding as revealed in XPS C 1s 
spectra (at ~ 288.8 eV in Figure 6.9). Meanwhile, peaks for metallic Cu can be noticed from 
powder XRD patterns in this temperature regime (Figure 6.10). Since metallic Cu is known 
to have poor interaction with C,333 Cu tends to form particles which are shown in SEM 
images for samples at 400 °C (Figure 6.11). The carboxylate dissociation could lead to the 
Cu2+ [from HKUST-1(Cu)] reduction to maintain the charge neutrality. Meanwhile, strong 
interaction between Mo and the pyrolyzed MOF host stays valid in the range of 300 °C to 
over 600 °C – no significant change in Mo 3d peak positions. The interaction is likely the 
reason why Mo compounds stay in the pyrolyzed matrix.  
 
Figure 6.10 Powder XRD results for B1 treated up to various temperatures. The figure is 
reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 
122 (Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society). 
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Figure 6.11 SE-SEM images of B1 treated up to 400 °C, 600 °C and 800 °C (800 °C for 10 
min and 2 hrs). The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International 
Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 122 (Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society). 
Above 600 °C B1 starts to form fibrous carbon-based nanostructures (SEM images, 
Figure 6.11). Dendrite-like surface features are present in a macroporous interior network. 
As the temperature increases to 800 °C, the fibre/web-like features become more developed. 
The unique hierarchical structure could form through a hybrid reaction-diffusion process 
combining both pyrolysis and metal-based catalysis.334 Similar filamentous carbon 
formations have been observed using organic molecules as carbonisation precursors and Fe, 
Ni and Co-based catalysts.334,335 In the case of systems containing Cu ad Mo, the author 
hypothesised that both Cu and Mo species could be important in the catalysed carbon fibre 
formation. Both metallic Cu particles (from PXRD patterns in Figure 6.10) and Mo-C guest 
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derivatives (from Mo 3d XPS spectra in Figure 6.9) were found after heating B1 to 800 °C. 
The Mo-C compound is revealed by the peak at 228.7 eV for Mo0, which is consistent with 
the MoCx study carried out by Wan et al.
336.  
 
Figure 6.12 A summary of the section: steps for B1 carbonisation in different estimated 
temperature ranges and the associated characterisation techniques used to identify them. The 
figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) 
from ref. 122 (Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society). 
Metallic Cu by itself is often inactive for catalysing carbon fibre growth;337,338 Mo 
by itself has very strong binding interaction with C yielding molybdenum carbides.315,333 
Metallic Cu in the presence of Mo, however, can catalyse the growth of fibre-like carbon-
based nanostructures as investigated previously by Holmes et al.338,339. At high temperatures, 
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Mo-C derivatives can assist in cracking the C-C bond in organic ligands.340,341 According to 
Holmes’ DFT calculations, metallic Cu particle in proximity to a Mo particle could have 
sufficient binding energy to stabilize the formation of carbon-based nanostructures (e.g. 
nanotubes). Therefore, for B1, the carbon fragment remnants of BTC produced via pyrolysis 
reform into carbon nanofibers catalysed by metallic Cu particles and Mo-C compounds. The 
Cu particles within the pyrolyzed matrix act as growth locations for the fibres.  
Meanwhile, the growth of the carbon-based fibres is confined inside the original 
MOF-guest polyhedra (Figure 6.11). Due to weak Cu-C interactions337 a significant amount 
of metallic Cu accumulates on the surface of the original polyhedral (Figure 6.11), which 
disrupts the Cu/Mo ratio necessary for catalysis and inhibits outward growth of the fibres.338 
Although the same metal compound in different environments can exhibit very different 
reactivity, nanostructure correlations and presence of the same metals in the current system 
yield the working hypothesis. In addition, the S 2p peak shift towards higher binding energy 
at around 800 °C indicates the formation of S-C bonding.342 
As a summary (Figure 6.12), the decomposed to Mo/S-based guest derivatives 
interact with the pyrolyzed organic ligands strongly at temperatures exceeding 600 °C. 
While the majority of the metallic Cu originally from the MOF hosts condenses on the 
outside of the pyrolyzed matrix (i.e. polyhedra), while a small portion of it, together with 
the Mo-containing compounds, catalyses the formation of fibre-like carbon-based structures. 
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Figure 6.13 Powder XRD patterns of carbonised B1, carbonised B1 washed with FeCl3 (aq) 
and water and B2 (carbonised B1 washed with FeCl3 (aq), HCl (aq) and water). The figure is 
reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 
122 (Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society). 
After B1 carbonisation, Cu particles were removed chemically to reveal the carbon-
based hierarchical nanostructure (i.e. nano-diatom) more clearly. Meanwhile, as suggested 
by Dr Hyun-Kyung Kim, the presence of Cu (an electrochemical active element) could 
deteriorate the performance of the nano-diatom as an anode material for LiB (Section 6.4.4). 
FeCl3 was used first to convert Cu particles to CuCl (Figure 6.13). CuCl was then dissolved 
by HCl (aq, 10% v/v) followed by washing with deionised water to neutralise the pH. The 
dried product became the carbon-based nano-diatom, B2.  
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6.4.3 B2: Nano-Diatom Made from ATM/DMF@HKUST-1(Cu) 
 
Figure 6.14 SEM-SE images and SEM-EDS mappings (Cu and  Mo/S) for (a) A1, (b) A2, (c) B1, 
and (d) B2. Note that for EDS Mo Lα emission overlaps with S Kα emission. The figure is 
reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 
122 (Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society). 
 
Figure 6.15 SEM-SE images of C2: an image at lower magnification (left) showing the overall 
shape retention from its precursor (C1) and an image at higher magnification (right) revealing the 
surface of C2. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International 
Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 122 (Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society). 
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As a control sample, the HKUST(Cu) itself, A1, only retains the polyhedral particle-like 
morphology after carbonisation and washing (i.e. A2). Similarly, the DMF@ HKUST(Cu), 
C1, can also preserve the initial polyhedron shape. The rougher surface in C1could be 
caused by the DMF desorption (i.e. gasification) during the heat treatment. Overall, without 
the incorporation of ATM, the carbonisation is governed by the non-catalytic pyrolytic 
processes (including decomposition, gasification, shrinkage and bond reformation of 
organic precursors).303 
 
Figure 6.16 15 keV SEM-BSE of B2: (left) a low magnification image showing the overall B2 
morphology and (right) image at higher magnification shows the fibre-like building blocks 
underneath the surface. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 
International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 122 (Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society). 
In contrast, after the identical carbonization treatments the host-guest precursor, B1, 
yields the hierarchically structured nano-diatom (i.e. B2). Detailed characterisations show 
four levels of hierarchy over a wide range of length scales. At the outermost level (i) the 
shape retention from the original MOF-guest polyhedra can be observed (i.e. cage, typically 
15 μm, Figure 6.16 left). These cages are formed by (ii) webs (typically 0.5-1 μm in width, 
shown in Figures 6.17a-e). Inside the cages, (iii) assemblies of fibres are visible (typically 
100 nm in diameter and a few μm in length, shown in Figure 6.16 and Figures 6.17f-g). 
Additionally, on both the webs and fibers there are (iv) mesopores (typically 20 nm in 
diameter Figures 6.17c&h). These mesopores could be created during the Cu-particle 
removal. B2 was further confirmed to have no long-range order shown as diffuse rings in 
the electron diffraction pattern (Figure 6.18), which is consistent with the powder XRD 
results in Figure 6.13. 
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Figure 6.17 Characterization of B2. For the web-like surface, (a) and (b) SEM-SE images; (c) 
DF-STEM images; and (d) and (e) STEM-EDS mappings of C and Mo/S. For fibre-like structure, 
(f) and (g) SEM-SE images; (h), DF-STEM images; and (i) and (j) STEM-EDS elemental maps of 
C and Mo/S. SEM-SE image, (k), reveals the conjunction between the web-like surface and the 
fibre-like structure. XPS spectra are also shown: (l) C 1s; (m) Mo 3d + S 2s; and (n) S 2p. DF-
STEM images and STEM-EDS mappings were acquired by Dr James T. Griffiths and the author; 
XPS results were obtained and analysed by Dr Weiwei Li. The figure is reprinted under a Creative 
Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 122 (Copyright 2018 
American Chemical Society). 
 
Figure 6.18 Electron-diffraction pattern of B2. The pattern was obtained by Dr James T. 
Griffiths and the author. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 
International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 122 (Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society). 
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Figure 6.19 TGA-FTIR results for heating A2 and B2 in air (combustion): (a) FTIR mapping 
of the emitted gas products upon burning A2; (b) FTIR mapping of the emitted gas products upon 
burning B2; (c) combustion TGA profiles for A2 and B2. The peaks in FTIR spectra were matched 
with the spectra of standard gaseous compounds in the database provided by Thermo Scientific. 
The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 
4.0) from ref. 122 (Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society). 
STEM-EDS elemental mappings (Figures 6.17d&i) and XPS C 1s spectrum (Figure 6.17l, 
dominated by a C-C peak at around 284.8 eV) reveal an abundance of C. Meanwhile, B2 
also have a small amount of Mo and S dispersed in them as shown in EDS mappings in 
Figures 6.17e&j. The more details about Mo and S in B2 are provided by XPS Mo 3d and S 
2p spectra (Figures 6.17m&n). The Mo 3d peak at 228.7 eV (for Mo0)336 suggests Mo-C 
bond formation. The S 2p doublets at ~ 164 eV (S 2p3/2) and ~ 165 eV (S 2p1/2) indicates the 
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formation of S-C bonding.342 These spectra are reasonably consistent with the XPS results 
in Figure 6.9 suggesting that the washing has insignificant influence on the chemistry of Mo 
and S within B2. Nonetheless, oxidised organic S was found from the XPS spectrum, which 
could be due to the interactions with entrapped O from the MOF host during carbonisation 
and/or oxidation during the washing step with FeCl3 (aq) to remove Cu. By combusting B2 
in air using the TGA-FTIR, SO2 emission was detected which further confirms the 
incorporation of S. Unlike A2 remaining nothing after burning, B2 has ~ 11 wt% solid 
product (likely to be MoO3) remaining after combustion at ~ 500 °C. Therefore, a 7.4 wt% 
Mo incorporation in B2 was estimated. The maximum S incorporation is ~ 9.8 wt% if all the 
S from MoS4
2- were entrapped in B2.  
 
Figure 6.20 (a) Nitrogen adsorption isotherms for A2 and B2. (b) BET plots for A2 and B2. 
The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 
4.0) from ref. 122 (Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society). 
 
Figure 6.21 I-V plots for (a) A1, (b) A2 and (c) B2 respectively. These measurements were 
performed by Mr Chao Yun and the author. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons 
Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 122 (Copyright 2018 American 
Chemical Society). 
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Unlike A2 retaining reasonably large surface area (~ 460 m2/g, calculated with the 
BET theory mentioned in Section 3.4) from the open-porous MOF, a significant reduction 
in surface area was found for B2 (~ 21 m2/g, similar to carbon nanofibre343) (Figure 6.20). 
This indicates that B2 has experienced a significant structural rearrangement which further 
rationalise the formation of the nano-diatom. Furthermore, the electrical conductivities have 
been significantly improved after the carbonisation. Based on the I-V plots in Figure 6.21 
and the method detailed in Section 6.3.6, the conductivities of A2 and B2 are ~ 0.39 S/m 
and ~ 0. 1 S/m, respectively. 
6.4.4 B2 as an Anode Material for LiB 
 
Figure 6.22 CV test for B2 at a scan rate of 0.2 mV/s. The sample was prepared the same way as 
those for LiB half-cell tests mentioned in Section 6.3.6. The test was performed by Dr Hyun-
Kyung Kim. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International 
Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 122 (Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society). 
Fluctuation was found in the first cycle of CV for B2 (Figure 6.22), which is likely due to 
some irreversible side reactions during first lithiation/delithiation. The side reactions could 
relate to the incorporation of Mo and S. In the second cycle, negligible fluctuation was 
noticed, which suggests the termination of the side reaction and the stabilization of the 
electrode’s chemistry. The cathodic peak at around 0.4 V could be contributed by the 
reversible redox reactions of Mo-contained compounds. e.g. MoSx
344,345 and MoOx
346 could 
have cathodic peaks near 0.4- 0.6 V (LixMoSx) and 0.4-0.5 V (LixMoOx) during lithiation, 
respectively. 
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The open architecture of B2 could facilitate electrolyte infiltration thus enabling fast 
ion storage.347 Meanwhile, the mesoporosity could contribute to relatively high 
electrochemical utilization and storage capacity by increasing the ion-accessible surface 
area.347 Based on these structural advantages (Figure 6.23a), B2 was investigated as a LiB 
anode material. The relevant experimental is detailed in Section 6.3.6. Overall, its 
performance is among the best achieved for carbon-based materials (Figure 6.23).343,347 The 
storage capacity is 830 mAh/g at 0.2 A/g (10th cycle, Figures 6.23b&c). The anode also has 
robust cycling performance during fast charge/discharge at 2 A/g (Figure 6.23d) with less 
than 25% decrease (from ~ 400 mAh/g  to ~ 300 mAh/g) after 500 cycles and consistently 
high coulombic efficiency.  
 
Figure 6.23 B2 works as an anode material for LiB: (a) Proposed schematic drawings to 
illustrate Li+ interaction with B2 during charging; (b) charge−discharge curves at 0.2 A/g;  (c) rate 
capability test; and (d) cyclic stability tests at 2 A/g. The LiB tests were carried out by Dr Hyun-
Kyung Kim. The schematic drawings were prepared by Ms Kara D. Fong and the author. The 
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figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) 
from ref. 122 (Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society). 
Additionaly, the incorporation of Mo, S (Figure 6.17) (< 10 wt% each obtained by 
TGA in Figure 6.19) and perhaps some O could also lead to the high storage capacity. This 
is supported by the cathodic peak in CV (Figure 6.22) at around 0.4 V for the reversible 
electrochemical reaction of Mo-containing compounds. 
6.4.5 Other Nano-Diatoms 
 
Figure 6.24 Summary for other nano-diatoms and their precursors. Schematic illustrations of 
precursors (left column) and SEM-SE images of products (two columns on the right hand side) 
after carbonization and washing for (a) A1 (top) and D1 (bottom); and (b) E1 (top) and F1 
(bottom). The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence 
(CC BY 4.0) from ref. 122 (Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society). 
To verify the hypotheses mentioned in Section 6.4.3 about nano-diatom formation, other 
MOF-guest combinations were investigated by replacing the guest or the MOF host with a 
homologous guest [i.e. (NH4)2WS4 or ATT] or MOF host [i.e. HKUST-1(Zn)]. 
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Mo was first replaced with W, which is another group VI element predicted to have 
similar reactivity333,339 to form ATT/DMF@HKUST-1(Cu) (i.e. D1). After thermal 
carbonization and washing, the product (i.e. D2) also showed carbon-based filamentous 
growth similar to B2 (Figure 6.24a). The metal-catalysed fibres in D2, however, grew 
outwards from the precursor surface, which is indicates that even small amounts of W in the 
Cu-rich surface would still catalyse the carbon-based filamentous growth. This is consistent 
with the work by Holmes et al.339, i.e. W has stronger interaction with C than Mo thus 
enhances catalysed carbon-based filamentous growth. Furthermore, the higher activity of W 
could lead to higher nucleation density thus shorter fibres (assuming the same amount of 
carbon-based feedstock as that for Mo). 
The original guest (i.e. ATM) but replaced the MOF host with HKUST-1(Zn) (i.e. 
E1) was also investigated. HKUST-1(Zn) has a similar crystal structure to HKUST-1(Cu).321 
The carbonised product (i.e. E2) can also retain the MOF polyhedral shape (Figure 6.24b) 
similar to A2. After carbonising and washing the host-guest precursor [i.e. 
ATM/DMF@HKUST-1(Zn), F1] some micron-sized rods were observed. There was no 
carbon-based nano-fibre like those found in B2 and D2. The high-temperature Zn-based 
product (e.g. ZnO) could be inactive for catalysed carbon-based filamentous growth even in 
presence of Mo. The micron rods in F2 are likely the result of collapse and reconfiguration 
of the MOF structures assisted by Mo-containing derivatives, as they can interact strongly 
with C and facilitate the scissoring of the carbon structures formed (i.e. cracking the C-C 
bond of organic compounds).340,341  
The means to creating a broad range of carbon-based structures with multiple levels 
of hierarchy (i.e. nano-diatoms) could be generalised. While the transformations are 
observed in all of these MOF-guest systems (B, D and F), the resulting morphologies depend 
on the interactions between pyrolyzed carbon-based products and the metal-based 
derivatives from both guests and hosts.  
6.5 Summary 
I have found an approach to produce carbon-based structures with multiple levels of 
hierarchy (i.e. nano-diatoms) via a simple, bottom-up thermal carbonisation and washing 
process using MOF-guest systems as precursors. During high-temperature carbonisation, the 
guest derivatives and metal-containing derivatives from the MOF host can interact 
vigorously with the pyrolyzed carbon-based products thus result in dramatic morphological 
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transformations to form guest/host-dependent nano-diatoms. To the author’s best knowledge, 
this is one of the initial works studying MOF-guest interactions at elevated temperatures. In 
this chapter, the carbonisation process is focus. 
So far only some Cu/Zn-MOF hosts with some Mo/W-based guests have been 
explored as prototypical demonstration. The author, however, is aware of (i) the abundance 
of MOF-guest systems (thousands of MOFs exist52) available for the process, and (ii) the 
highly diversified guest/host-dependent products could be obtained. The applicability of B2 
has also been demonstrated as a high-performance LiB anode material with fast charging 
capability (i.e. 2 A/g). The continued development of cheap, commercially available or easy-
to-obtain, and easy-to-handle MOFs (e.g. HKUST-1(Cu) in this work) will enhance the 
potential for industrial-scale manufacturing of these hierarchical structures. On a more 
general level, the nano-diatoms derived from the MOF-guest systems with diverse carbon-
based morphologies and chemistries incorporated in carbon matrix could be used for a 
variety of future applications, such as energy storage, energy conversion, and sensing.  
  
Chapter 7 
Concluding Remarks and Future Work 
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Chapter 7: Concluding Remarks and Future Work 
 
Figure 7.1 An overview of the thesis. The figure is reproduced from ref. 114 under a Creative 
Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence (CC BY 3.0) (Copyright 2017 The Royal Society of 
Chemistry), ref. 122 under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) 
(Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society), and ref. 260 under a Creative Commons Attribution 
4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) (Copyright 2019 Nature Publishing Group). 
The thesis has covered three projects related to the host-guest systems based on MOF (Figure 
7.1). In the first project (Chapter 4), conducting polymer PEDOT has been successfully 
polymerised inside the 1-dimentional channels of MOFndc, which was grown on the PPy-
coated steel substrate. The incorporated PEDOT turned the electrically insulating MOF into 
a conducting composite. Nanostructured PEDOT (i.e. nano-PEDOT) with anisotropic 
morphology was obtained after removing the MOF host. The nano-PEDOT is significantly 
softer than the standard PEDOT. PEGS approach was introduced in the second project 
(Chapter 5) to guide ship-in-a-bottle synthesis inside the MOF host. As a working example, 
RuO2 was produced inside MOF-808-P which showed weaker surface interactions with CO 
and dissociated O than those for conventionally made RuO2/SiO2. Such interaction 
modulation led RuO2@MOF-808-P to be more active for catalysing CO oxidation 
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particularly at low temperatures (100 oC or lower). Furthermore, another guest (e.g. MnOx) 
and other hosts (e.g. DUT-67 and Zeolite Y) have been confirmed to be compatible with the 
PEGS method. Unlike the former two projects which focus on the preparation of the MOF-
guest systems, the third project (Chapter 6) treated the MOF-guest system (e.g. 
ATM/DMF@HKUST-1) as the precursor to produce carbon-based hierarchical nano-
diatoms). At elevated temperatures (e.g. 800 oC) the guest derivatives could interact with the 
pyrolyzed MOF host vigorously thus trigger metal-catalysed carbon fibre growth. 
Nonetheless, the high temperature interactions and the morphology of the carbonised 
products depend on the guests and the MOF hosts used. Additionally, one of the nano-
diatoms has been demonstrated as a competitive anode material for fast-charging LiB. 
To highlight the novelty and significance of the PhD work, the author provides a main 
point summary as following: 
(i) This PhD work includes the first attempt to incorporate the PEDOT into MOF 
and to use MOF as template to form nanostructured PEDOT. 
(ii) By introducing the PEGS strategy, the author initiated the systemic approach to 
prepare the MOF-guest systems, which could bring the research field to a more 
advanced level. 
(iii) This PhD work contains the first study to report the carbon-based nanostructures 
with controlled multilevel hierarchy made from the carbonised MOF-guest 
systems. Indeed, it could be the one of the initial attempts to seriously investigate 
the MOF-guest interactions at elevated temperatures (e.g. thermal carbonisation).   
After the PhD study, the author will join Professor Deanna D’Alessandro’s group in The 
University of Sydney as a postdoctoral research associate. He also plans to obtain a faculty 
position and establish his group in China in a few years. In the future, the author would like 
to carry out some studies along two directions based on the work coved in the thesis: 
(i) To gain more systematic understanding about the MOF-guest thermal 
carbonisation process. Some functional carbon-based materials can therefore be 
designed and prepared, which may benefit catalysis, energy storage and chemical 
sensing. 
(ii) To expend the application of PEGS strategy for ship-in-a-bottle synthesis. In this 
way, the author can further explore or consolidate confinement effects and host-
guest interactions based on the experimentally prepared systems.  
Appendix for Chapter 5 
RuO2/SiO2 Preparation and 
 Characterisation 
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Appendix for Chapter 5: RuO2/SiO2 Preparation and 
Characterisation 
A1: RuO2/SiO2 Preparation 
RuO2 particles supported on commercial silica (Qingdao Ocean Chemical Company) were 
prepared by an impregnation method using RuCl3 (Tianjin Kemiou Chemical Reagent, 
China) as the precursor. The nominal loading of Ru in catalysts were maintained at 10 wt. %. 
The fresh catalysts were dried in an oven at 63 oC overnight, and then reduced by H2 (70 
ml/min) at 250 oC for 2 hrs (donated as Ru/SiO2). Before catalytic activity test, the catalysts 
were oxidized by O2 (30 ml/min) at 250 
oC for 1 hrs (donated as RuO2/SiO2). After H2 
reduction, the samples were washed by Milli-Q water thoroughly at room temperature to 
remove K. 
A2: RuO2/SiO2 Characterisation 
 
Figure A2.1 TEM images about the Ru/SiO2. The Ru nanoparticles distributed uniformly on the 
SiO2 supports with an average diameter between ~ 3 nm and ~ 5 nm. The TEM images for 
RuO2/SiO2 were acquired on the JEM-2100 microscope operated at an accelerating voltage of 200 
kV. TEM samples were prepared by drop-casting 100 μl of sample suspension (ground sample 
powder dispersed in ethanol) on copper grids. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons 
Attribution 4.0 International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 260 (Copyright 2019 Nature Publishing 
Group). 
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Figure A2.2 Powder XRD patterns for Ru/SiO2 (bottom, with simulated Ru peaks provided) 
and its oxidized form (RuO2/SiO2) (top, with simulated RuO2 peaks provided). The results 
illustrate that the metallic Ru was oxidized to RuO2 after O2 oxidation at 250 oC. The peak loaded 
at 23o was attributed to amorphous SiO2. Powder XRD patterns for RuO2/SiO2 were collected on an 
Empyrean diffractometer using a Cu Ka (λ = 1.5406 Å) radiation source at 40 kV and 40 mA and 
scanning rate of 12o per min. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 
International Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 260 (Copyright 2019 Nature Publishing Group). 
 
Figure A2.3 Nitrogen physisorption isotherm of the SiO2 support, which has typical Type IV 
isotherm shape149 showing the mesoporous SiO2 with 356.1 m2/g BET area. Further analysis shows 
the pore diameter is 5-10 nm. The mesoporous SiO2 was analysed by N2 adsorption/desorption at 
77 K using Quantachrome Autosorb iQ2 equipment. The samples were degassed at 300 oC for 6 h 
under vacuum. The figure is reprinted under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International 
Licence (CC BY 4.0) from ref. 260 (Copyright 2019 Nature Publishing Group). 
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